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INTRODUCTION

In his book on Matthew Arnold, Lionel Trilling has described Empedocles—and young Arnold's—plaint as that of the split between imagination and reason.

The ancient world, enlivened and warm and mysterious, is a world the weary Empedocles cannot believe in; imagination is quite dead for him, killed by his knowledge. Rationalism and materialism have destroyed mystery "by rule and line," have clipped the angel's wing and emptied the once-haunted air and Empedocles feels that life is no longer to be supported. 1

Trilling goes on to compare this feeling to eighteenth-century spleen and to the apathemia, noia and sound of Arnold's own contemporaries. Then he says, "the Middle Ages called the same malady acedia. . . ." 2

Trilling was not the first or the only critic to relate the modern disenchantment with life to the medieval term. T. S. Eliot did the same in his essay on Baudelaire, though he made a rather interesting distinction between acedia and ennui. 3 The general tendency of many scholars and literary critics has been to see in acedia a predecessor of various forms of modern melancholy and disgust with life.

---

1 Lionel Trilling, Matthew Arnold (New York, 1939), p. 85.
2 Ibid., p. 83.
This trend, which has almost become a fashion among the literati, began at least with Sainte-Beuve. In his history of Fort-Royal he defined *acadie* as "l'ennui propre au cloître... une tristesse vague, obscure, tendre, l'ennui des après-midi. Le besoin de l'infini vous prend..." and suggested that it was reflected in the infinite longings of Chateaubriand's René. The *Dictionnaire de Théologie Catholique* also makes *acadie* a close relative of melancholy and the *mal-du-siècle*. And Aldous Huxley, in a brilliant though very short essay, says that "acadie is still with us as an inspiration, one of the most poignant of literary themes." He considers it as the ancestor of Renaissance melancholy, Romantic *mal-du-siècle*, and nineteenth-century *ennui*, and claims that "the progress of acadie" was set in motion by the great disillusionments of the French Revolution, industrialization, and World War I.

What, then, is *acadie*? Although, to my knowledge, the concept has never been analyzed at length, several short studies have

4 See, for example, John Ciardi's recent article in the *Saturday Evening Post*, March 19, 1960, p. 22.


8 In the Middle Ages the form *acadie* was used interchangeably with *acadia*. For the sake of consistency I shall use the spelling *acadia* throughout my study, except, of course, in quotations and in reference to Petrarch's concept.
been published from which a fairly clear account can be drawn. The
nineteenth century produced a small number of investigations into the
history of the term. Sainte-Beuve's short footnote, published in
1840, has already been mentioned. In 1852 the French scholar A. de
Martonne issued an article on "Recherches sur l'ascédis," which de-
pends somewhat on Bourquelot's studies of legal aspects of suicide and
considers medieval ascédis as straight somme de vie, creating a
picture that strongly foreshadows Huizinga's Waning of the Middle Ages.
The first landmark in the historical study of ascédis, however, was the
"Introductory Essay Concerning Ascédis" by Bishop Francis Paget of
Oxford. Paget examined the term as it appeared in patristic litera-
ture from Cassian on, in Thomas Aquinas, Dante and Chaucer, and in some
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century theological handbooks. He also
pointed out the survival of the sentiment in various nineteenth-century
literary men.

The sharp distinction between the word ascédis and the "thing"
it signified was also made by H. Cochin, who studied the Greek and
Latin history of "ascédis," failing however to see its connection with

9A. de Martonne, "Recherches sur l'ascédis," Annales de la Société
académique de Saint-Quentin, IX (1852), 167-199.

10Félix Bourquelot, "Recherches sur les opinions et la législa-
tion en matière de mort volontaire pendant le moyen âge," Bibliothèque
de l'École des Chartes, III (1841-42), 539-560; IV (1842-43), 242-266,
456-475.

11Francis Paget, The Spirit of Discipline, 4th ed. (London, 1892),
pp. 1-50.
the seven deadly sins.\textsuperscript{12} Cochin, as well as all other investigators, 
owed much to previous philological studies, notably the article on 
\textit{ascedia} in Du Cange's \textit{Lexicon ad scriptores mediae et infimae 
latiniae}\textsuperscript{15} and Don Canot's (or Cassian's) commentary on Cassian's 
works printed in volume forty-nine of the \textit{Patrologia Latina}. In 
comparison with such pioneer work, A. Erneut's recent philological 
considerations of the term\textsuperscript{14} have very little to offer.

The most comprehensive modern presentations of \textit{ascedia} are 
found in two encyclopedias. C. Bardy, in the \textit{Dictionnaire de Spirit-
ualités Ascétiques et Hystiques}.\textsuperscript{15} gives a rich historical portrait 
of the concept together with many references to the sources. By defini-
tion, of course, his summary is restricted to \textit{sentences spirites}. 
The same restriction qualifies R. Vansteenberghe's article on "Paresse" 
in the \textit{Dictionnaire de Théologie Catholique}.\textsuperscript{16} which is a solid pres-
entation of the historical development of \textit{ascedia} as well as of its 
doctrinal aspects. In contrast, Tarocchi's treatment of "Ascidia"

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{Cochin}Coche, \textit{Le Père de Pâtreau et le Livre "Du raves des 
\bibitem{DuCange} Du Cange, \textit{Lexicon ad scriptores mediae et infimae 
latiniae}.\textsuperscript{15} gives a rich historical portrait 
of the concept together with many references to the sources. By defini-
tion, of course, his summary is restricted to \textit{sentences spirites}. 
\bibitem{Vansteenberghe}R. Vansteenberghe, \textit{ibid.}, cols. 2025-30.
\end{thebibliography}
in the *Enciclopedia Cattolica* presents no historical material. Wider in scope than these articles is the previously mentioned essay by Huxley, which gives an excellent précis of the history of the phenomenon through fifteen centuries. Many historical data are also contained in a study by P. Alphanárdy, who analyzed *seedia* during the centuries from Cassian to St. Thomas from the medico-psychological point of view.  

Besides the information contained in such individual studies of *seedia*, much can be learned about the concept from general discussions of subjects that are closely related to it. Above all, the literature on the system of the seven cardinal sins refers constantly to *seedia*. Professor Norton W. Bloomfield's comprehensive study of *The Seven Deadly Sins* is basic for the understanding of the origins and history of this thought pattern and represents the point of departure for my own investigation. Furthermore, *seedia* is frequently touched upon in works on the origin of monasticism. In this


connection I should especially mention a penetrating study by Roger Cailliois, which shows very interesting relationships between acedia and general mythological phenomena. 21 Similarly, several studies on mystical theology 22 and on the theory of work 23 have contributed to the study of acedia. Finally, the concept is frequently mentioned and discussed in scholarly and critical works on Petrarch. 24

From the listed studies the following account of acedia emerges. The term refers to one of the seven deadly sins, the neglect of spiritual duties. Except for occasional references in the writings of the Egyptian Desert Fathers, acedia did not appear until Cassian, the great intermediary figure in the history of European monasticism. From then on it was a firmly established term in the Latin vocabulary of theological writers until the Renaissance. In Middle English literature it sometimes appeared Anglicized as "acedia," but mostly it was translated as "sloth." In Middle English this word had a narrower


22 Particularly valuable are: M. Lec-Berodine, "L’Aridité ou Siccitas dans l’antiquité chrétienne," Études carmelitaines mystiques et missionnaires, 22e année, II (1957), 191-205; and Gonzague Truc, "Les états mystiques négatifs (la tièdesur—l’acedia—la socheresse)," Revue philosophique, LXXXIII (1912), 610-628.


24 So in Cochin’s study, op. cit. For further literature, see the notes to chapter VI, below.
meaning than it has today; it designated sloth in God's service and included various spiritual faults, ranging from religious laziness to despair of one's salvation. The term was also used by Petrarch, but with a meaning that seems to imply a total break with the medieval tradition. Petrarch's ascidia appears very much like the melancholy of Werther and René. Consequently, modern scholars and critics have felt justified in claiming ascidia as a forerunner of modern melancholy; in this particular development Petrarch is thought to furnish, as in so many other respects, the link between the Middle Ages and our modern world.

This genetic relationship has often been affirmed, but never analysed with penetration nor proven beyond doubt. Furthermore, the picture of ascidia which I have drawn from secondary literature does not reflect the frequent contradictions between various authors. For example, quite often it is stated that ascidia was a vice or a malady of the monks; 25 but the reader of Piers Plowman gets the strong impression that "ascidæ" and sloth were nothing but the inertia of the ordinary layman. 26 Is there a relation between the two? or are ascidia and sloth perhaps unrelated concepts, referring to quite dissimilar faults of different groups of society? Moreover, previous studies of

25 For example, Sainte-Beuve, loc. cit.; Otto Zöckler, Die Tugendlehre des Christentums geschichtlich dargestellt in der Entwicklung ihrer Lehrformen (Gutersloh, 1904), p. 279.

26 W. Langland, The Vision of William concerning Piers the Plowman, ed. W. W. Skeat (Oxford, 1886), B V, 392-468 and other passages; see below, chapter V.
the term have been almost exclusively based upon theological literature, mostly the writings of the Fathers and the great teachers of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Did sced}}s enter secular literature at all, and if so, in what form? Professor Bloomfield's work is the only extensive study of the scheme of sins in both theological and secular writings. It focuses, of course, on the history of the system rather than on one particular sin and can, thus, not concern itself too deeply with the meaning of scedia.

I propose, therefore, to investigate the meaning of the concept in medieval, especially Middle English literature—both religious and secular. It is my purpose to study the history of the term from its beginnings to the end of the fifteenth century, and see what changes it underwent. Thus, the following is primarily a study in historical semantics. My attention will focus on the word scedia and its Middle English analogues, not on the psychological state or the sentiment which it indicated. My method will be an analysis of passages where the word is used and clearly defined. In the main, the analysis will follow the chronological order of the documents, beginning with the origins of the concept among the Egyptian desert monks. The textual criticism devoted, during the past thirty or forty years, to their writings, especially to Evagrius Ponticus, will allow us to present a more accurate account of the beginnings of scedia in that milieu than previous studies have been able to give (chapter I). An exclusively chronological order, however, will not be advisable for the next chapters, because after the seventh century
definitions of acedia began to appear everywhere and repeated the
same hackneyed formulae. In order to avoid tedious repetition and the
mere listing of medieval texts that mention the word, I will select
the most important passages from the great Latin theologians up to
the thirteenth century (chapter II) and then investigate the term
in different genres of vernacular literature. By "genres" I mean
the large categories of Middle English devotional literature (chapter
III), the English mystical writings (chapter IV), and medieval belles-
lettres (chapter V). In these sections I shall try to present a com-
prehensive portrait of acedia as it appears in Middle English and
some related non-English texts (French sources, Dante and Boccaccio).
My purpose in these chapters will be to complete the picture of the
concept derived from Latin theological material.

Finally I wish to give at least a tentative answer to the
question about the precise relation between acedia and melancholy.
To clarify that relation fully would necessitate a series of studies
on Renaissance melancholia, Romantic Melancholie, and modern mal-du-
giscale, each set in comparison with the medieval concept. All I
hope to achieve here is to determine the exact conceptual location
of Petrarch's acedia in the supposed development from acedia to
melancholy, and to draw whatever conclusions can be drawn from com-
paring Petrarch's with the traditional medieval term (chapter VI).

To elucidate some of these interesting relations, however,
is only corollary to the fundamental concern of this study: to in-
vestigate the nature of the concept acedia and to present its origins,
growth, and complexity as found in medieval literature. My concern is historical, and my purpose is to arrive at a more profound understanding of an idea which in medieval culture was so important and widespread that we find it, not only in sermons, catechetical handbooks, and the great theological summae, but also in the Canterbury Tales, in Dante, and in numerous works in the fine arts. After I have explored the meaning of that distant forbear, I shall look at its supposed modern descendants (chapter VII). Although I shall not deal with them in any great detail, I shall make some general comments, trying to assess the differences in attitudes and sentiment and to suggest a common basis in human experience.
CHAPTER I

THE ORIGINS OF THE CONCEPT

The word ἁμάδια is of Greek origin. In Classical Greek literature it occurs several times as ἁμάδια and ἁμαδία, denoting carelessness, indifference, physical or mental torpor and apathy; weariness, or exhaustion. 1 The oldest text which preserves the word seems to be the pseudo-Hippocratic treatise "On the Glands"; in Homer a verbal noun derived from ἁμάδια with the general signification of "unsaved for" means "unmourned, unburied." Yet the word is apparently not very common in pre-Christian Greek texts. Among the Roman classics only Cicero seems to have employed the term; it occurs once in its Greek form in a letter to Atticus. 2

Despite its infrequency in classical Greek literature, however, the term ἁμάδια was well known to the translators of the Old Testament. In the Septuagint ἁμάδια occurs in at least three, its derivative ἁμαδία (or ἁμαδίαζεν) in six more passages, 3 where it

---


2 Ad Atticum, XII, 45, 1.

denotes weariness, heaviness, dejection. Of all these passages the most important for the subsequent history of the term in European culture is Psalm 116:25—"My soul slumbers on account of akedía." We shall presently see what special meaning in this connection the word acquired from the third century on, through Origen's interpretation of this passage.

In contrast to the Septuagint, the New Testament does not use akedía at all. It is equally absent from the writings of the Apostolic Fathers, with the exception of the Pastor Hermas, where it seems to denote "spiritual negligence." A figure of a young man appearing in the third vision reprimands the early Christian community:

Like elderly men who have no hope of renewing their strength, and expect nothing but their last sleep, so you, weakened by worldly occupations, have given yourselves up to sloth (akedías, plural), and have not cast your cares upon the Lord.

The same meaning of "negligence" or "listlessness" in spiritual matters appears again in Origen's works. In the Philemonia, for example, akedía stands for a listlessness which results from not

---

4My translation. The Authorized Version translates the Hebrew original differently. The Vulgate has: "dormitavit anima mea praetudico." Biblical passages in this study will be cited according to the Vulgate.


understanding the meaning of the Scripture. Of greater significance, however, are Origen's remarks on acedia in his commentary to the Psalms. With regard to the passage in Ps. 118:28 already mentioned he explains:

"Acedia" is a commotion, of longer duration, of both the irascible and the concupiscible part of the soul; the former being provoked against something present, the latter desiring something absent. "Slumber" is the neglect, on the part of the rational soul, of the virtues and of the knowledge of God. "Sleep" is the voluntary separation of the rational soul from the real life. For that reason the wise Solomon admonishes not to grant sleep to the eyes, nor slumber to the eyelids.

The exegesis, in the terms of Hellenistic psychology, seems to imply two important elements: first, acedia belongs to the "lower" parts of the soul and consists of both an aversion against present conditions (the Latin translation has "fædium") and a desire for something else; second, this psychological state is responsible for the neglect of the highest spiritual goods and may lead to their complete and willful remissness. "Sleep" is, of course, taken in its spiritual meaning, as the state in which the human soul is unresponsive to the spiritual realities. It is worthwhile to remember the powerful

---

7 The Philocalia of Origen, ed. J. Armitage Robinson (Cambridge, Eng. 1895), XII, 2.

8 Origen, Selecta in Psalmos, Ps. 118:28 (PG 12:1595). The translations in this study are my own unless otherwise indicated.

9 I am referring to the division of the soul into three parts, as ultimately derived from Plato (cf. Phaedrus, 246).
mythological connotations which the concept of "sleep" had in the
Hellenistic world during the first Christian centuries; in the myths
and speculations of the Gnostics, for example, "sleep" stands for the
existential state of the human soul after its fall from heaven, when
it is poisoned by and ensnared in the evil world. 10 "Sleep," in this
sense, refers to a basic type of human existence and implies the loss
of knowing what man ontologically is and what his goals in this life
are. 11 Much of this Lebensgefühl, no doubt, penetrated into early
Christian teaching; it is enough to remember St. Paul's call: "Now it
is high time to wake out of sleep: for now is our salvation nearer
than when we believed" (Rom. 13:11). If seen against such a background,
acedia immediately gains a tremendous importance and dignity, and
denotes not merely a transient mood of listlessness, but a fundamental
threat to man's spiritual existence.

Origen is our earliest witness, again, for another aspect of
acedia which was destined to have a long history through the Middle
Ages. In commenting on Psalm 90:6 he says, "The 'midday demon' is
said to be the demon of acedia," 12 I will consider the identification


11 A good example of this mythological significance of sleep is
furnished in the "Hymn of the Soul," verses 54-55, of the Acts of
pp. 411-415.

12 See, in Psalm, Ps. 90:6 (Ps 12:1951),
of ascedia with a demon later, and will survey the subsequent history of the daemonium meridianum in another chapter. For now, this particular exegesis leads us to a group of texts in which ascedia appears with relative frequency and possesses attributes that will increasingly enrich our understanding of the term. I am referring to the body of literature which reflects the life and teaching of the monks who inhabited the Egyptian desert during the fourth and fifth centuries. The earliest of these writings, Athanasius' Vita sancti Antonii, dates from about A.D. 357. It mentions ascedia once\(^\text{13}\) in a list of bad effects, such as fright, confusion, sadness, etc., caused by the attack of the "evil ones," but gives no more detailed description. But if the biography of St. Antony is of little value for this study, the surviving stories of his followers—mostly the hermits and monks in Seete and Nitria, near Alexandria—yield much relevant material. From about 400 on, the doctrines and deeds of those monks—the Desert Fathers, as they have come to be called—were written down and collected in huge, rather unorderly compilations. These claim to transmit the teachings of the Fathers in the form of occasional or solicited utterances regarding spiritual matters. Their topics are mostly of an ascetical and sometimes mystical nature. They rather faithfully reflect the life, practices, and ideals of the Fathers and of the whole movement of early Christian monasticism, which was to become the model and stimulus for the monastic life in the West. The

\(^{13}\text{Vita sancti Antonii, ch. 36 (PG 26:396).}\)
major collections are the *Historia Menologum*, 14 Palladius’ *Historia Lausiana*, 15 and the *Apophthegmata*. 16 From them we can gain a somewhat incomplete but still fairly precise picture of what *acedia* meant to early Christianity, and of the intellectual environment that produced the concept.

Acedia is, first of all, a temptation by which a religious person is attacked and with which he has to fight. The recluse Theodora explains, “You must know that whenever one has embraced the quiet [i.e., the religious] life, the Evil One immediately comes and oppresses the soul by *acedia* [en *akedia*] . . . .” 17 Antony in the desert “fell into *acedia* and a great darkness of evil thoughts,” 18 and another recluse, Alexandra, is asked how she could “all by herself fight with *acedia* and with evil thoughts.” 19 *Acedia*, then, is a certain

14 A fourth-century novelistic report of a journey through the Egyptian desert. The Latin text (PL 21:567-462), which is perhaps the original version, was written by Rufinus of Aquileia.


17 *Apophth.* 311 (PG 65:201).

18 *Apophth.* 1 (PG 65:75).

19 *PL.* 5 (PG 54:1017).
"vice," one of a series of moral evils which "harm the soul." Its particular nature is tedious, boredom with the spiritual life. A young man, for example, follows an old monk's spiritual advice for two days, but then is affected by asedia and follows his own will. This state of boredom is characteristic of beginners in the spiritual life, but it also attacks monks who are well versed in spiritual battles, and tries to make them shun their ascetic practices by holding before them the dreariness of a very long life full of hardships. The boredom usually takes the form of a distaste for the cell where the monk lives. Thus Nathanael, in the beginning, was mocked by the devil so that "he seemed to feel a distaste for his first cell and went off and built another nearer a village." The flight from the cell is the usual effect of asedia, the immediate reaction of the still untrained and impatient monk. But sometimes asedia leads on also to the complete renunciation of one's ideals or the whole religious life. Palladius speaks of asedia as responsible for making


21 Aenep. 267 (PG 65:186).

22 Palladius, Vita Chrysostom., p. 106.


24 Naearius, Historiae (PG 54:209), and H., 25 (PG 54:1068).
monks break their vows\textsuperscript{25} and abandon the ascetic life for marriage.\textsuperscript{26} In other cases it leads its victim to murmur against his brethren when they refuse to comfort him with edifying talks about spiritual matters.\textsuperscript{27} In sum, aedia is one of the worst temptations that befalls the solitary monk.\textsuperscript{28} It has to be resisted with strength and patience,\textsuperscript{29} and the main remedies recommended in this struggle by the Fathers are prayer, the singing of psalms,\textsuperscript{30} and especially work with the hands.\textsuperscript{31} St. Antony, when he was much troubled by aedia and prayed for help, had a vision of a man making ropes in the intervals between his prayers.\textsuperscript{32} The recluse Alexandra used to spin flax for the same purpose. When she was asked how she fights aedia, she gave in reply her daily schedule:

\begin{quote}
From early morn to the ninth hour I pray hour by hour, spinning flax the while. During the remaining hours I meditate on the holy patriarchs and prophets and apostles and martyrs. And having eaten my bread I remain in patience for the other hours, waiting for my end with cheerful hope.\textsuperscript{33}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{25} E.L., prologue (PG 54:1003). \textsuperscript{26} Vita Chrysost., p. 109.

\textsuperscript{27} E.L., 45 (PG 54:1113). \textsuperscript{28} Apophth., Poimen 149 (PG 63:359).

\textsuperscript{29} Palladius sets up a list of virtues contrary to vices; to aedia is opposed patience (\textit{hupomene}) Vita Chrysost., p. 135.

\textsuperscript{30} So Mother Synoletis, whose advice appears in several places, e.g., \textit{Vita Patrum}, V, 71 (PG 73:924) and \textit{Vita s. Synoleticae}, 40 (PG 28:1512).

\textsuperscript{31} Abba Isaias, \textit{Oratio} 17 (PG 40:1148).

\textsuperscript{32} Apophth., Antonius 1 (PG 65:76).

\textsuperscript{33} E.L., 5 (PG 54:1017-18); trans. Clarke, op. cit., pp. 53-54.
These scattered remarks in the compilations of stories and sayings of the Egyptian monks, then, show asceticism as one of the hardest temptations of the Desert Fathers, born of boredom with the solitary life and leading ultimately to the denial of one's spiritual ideals. This picture of asceticism becomes richer and more detailed when we pass on to the writings of the most literary and original of the desert monks. Evagrius Ponticus was a very popular preacher in Constantinople, the capital of the Eastern Empire, before he left the city in 362 in order to live as a monk on Mount Nitria, near Alexandria. There he became the disciple of Macarius, one of the most famous Desert Fathers. He died in 399. Evagrius had not only absorbed the erudition and doctrines of Basil and Gregory of Nazianzus, his teacher, but had also carefully studied the Alexandrian theologians Clement and Origen. It is especially the latter to whom Evagrius owes the most, from metaphysical speculations down to biblical exegesis. This close dependence accounts for the almost total neglect Evagrius suffered among Western theologians during the later Middle Ages: when Origen was pronounced heretic and his writings condemned, Evagrius faded too. Yet he deserves better. His dependence on Origen in speculative matters is eclipsed by his originality in ascetic and

---

34 Evagrius himself admits his discipleship, Practica I, 66 (PG 40:1240) and II, 95 (1249).

35 Evagrius' dependence on Origen is shown by W. Bouzset, op. cit., pp. 287 ff.
mystical teachings. Bousset called him the "beginner and creator of true Christian mysticism," and more recently I. Haas has praised him as the wellsprings of the great Eastern mysticism which extends from the fourth to the fifteenth, even into the twentieth century.

Unfortunately, to date no comprehensive study of Evagrius' doctrines has been produced. This gap is mostly due to the absence, so far, of a clearly established and easily accessible corpus Evagriani. During the last thirty years or so Orientalists have been able to identify more and more texts, mostly Greek or Syrian, as Evagrian, and have attributed to him works which before had been believed to come from Hilas and Basil the Great. The work of establishing an Evagrian corpus seems now to be in its final stage.

---

37 Bousset, op. cit., p. 92.  
40 Cr. especially the work of J. Muyldermans. A summarizing account of his findings is given in his Evagriana Syriaca, Bibliothèque du Muséon, vol. 51 (Louvain, 1952).  
41 Cr. the good survey of the corpus in Muyldermans, op. cit., and--more summarily--in Rene Draguet, "L'Histoire Lausique, une œuvre écrite dans l'esprit d'Evagre," RHE, XLI (1946), 325-329, note 1. In my references to Evagrian works I use the titles as listed by Muyldermans.
Many of his works which are relevant to the study of ascidia belong to the genre of gnomic literature: Evagrius laid down his teaching in concise and pregnant sententiae which aimed at giving his brethren practical advice about the religious life. In several treatises, however, he describing certain phenomena—among which ascidia takes a very important place—at greater length and furnishes for our study an unparalleled wealth of information.

The following paragraph, which reads like a "character," presents many traits of ascidia already found in Origen and in stories about the Desert Fathers:

The demon of ascidia, also called "noonday demon," is the most oppressive of all demons. He attacks the monk about the fourth hour and besieges his soul until the eighth hour. First he makes the sun appear sluggish and immobile, as if the day had fifty hours. Then he causes the monk continually to look at the windows and forces him to step out of his cell and to gaze at the sun to see how far it still is from the ninth hour, and to look around, here and there, whether any of his brethren is near. Moreover, the demon sends him hatred against the place, against life itself, and against the work of his hands, and makes him think he has lost the love among his brethren and that there is none to comfort him. If during these days anybody annoyed the monk, the demon would add this to increase the monk's hatred. He stirs the monk also to long for different places in which he can find easily what is necessary for his life and can carry on a much less toilsome and more expedient profession. It is not on account of the locality, the demon suggests, that one pleases God; he can be worshipped everywhere. To these thoughts the demon adds the memory of the monk's family and of his former way of life. He presents the length of his life-time, holding before the monk's eyes all the hardships of his Askesis. Thus the demon employs all his wiles so that the monk may leave his cell and flee from the race-course. 42

42 De octo vitiosis cogitationibus (hereafter referred to as DOVC),
This sketch of the temptation of acedia must now be considered in detail and supplemented with remarks from other Evagrian writings. It is to be noticed, first of all, that the attack of acedia occurs at a certain time of the day, namely from about 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., i.e., the hours around noon, the hottest part of the day. Hence acedia is equated with the midday demon of Psalm 90:6. The fact that this temptation is attributed to the agency of a demon will concern us later. The peculiar nature of the temptation is weariness and boredom with religious exercises. The spirit of acedia brings to the monk's mind all his burdens and hardships and tries to make him abandon his efforts to endure them. Acedia, so to speak, weakens and dissolves the psychic stamina (the ἀρέσκεια) and "devours" the strength of the soul. More precisely, acedia is a boredom, sometimes with manual work, but more often with prayer. Especially

7 (PG 40:1273). Similar "characters" appear in De esto spiritibus malitiae (hereafter referred to as DSM), 13-14 (PG 79:1157-60) and Antiochus, Homiliae 26, "De Acedia" (PG 89:1515 ff.). Antiochus wrote about 614 and owes much to DSM.


44 Tractatus ad Eulogium, 8 (PG 79:1104); Antirrhetica, 47. The latter work is most important for the study of acedia. It has been preserved only in a Syriac version and was printed with a modern Greek translation by Frankenberg, op. cit., pp. 472-485.

45 Antirrh., 29.

46 Tract. ad Eul., 8 (PG 79:1104); DSM, 14 (PG 79:1160); ibid., 16 (1161).

47 Antirrh., 58.

48 ibid., 1.

49 De oratione, 75 (PG 79:1184).
when the mind during prayer is filled with thoughts of anger or lust, it is apt to "fall prey to the demon of acedia," which then attacks it like a raving dog.\(^{50}\) But even when there are no other sinful thoughts in the mind, acedia can oppress the soul during prayer, and "dim the holy light in her eyes."\(^{51}\) Other favorite occasions for its attack are the communal recitation of psalms,\(^{52}\) especially during the night, when the monk pronounces the words badly or not at all,\(^{53}\) and reading and meditation.\(^{54}\) In the latter case the monk begins to rub his face, stretch his arms, and look at the wall; when his eyes return to the book in front of him, he tries in vain to understand the written words and, instead, counts the leaves and calculates how many quires there are.\(^{55}\) This weariness may be the result not only of heat, fasting, the monotony of life and the surrounding desert, but also of bodily sickness.\(^{56}\)

The effect of such a mood is an aversion to the cell, to the brethren, and to the form of life which the monk leads.\(^{57}\) Under the attack of acedia the monk grows angry with his brethren and easily

\(^{50}\) Tract. I, 14 (PG 40:1226).

\(^{51}\) Antirrh., 16.

\(^{52}\) Tract. ad Evl., 8 (PG 79:1104); ibid., 28 (1129).

\(^{53}\) DSSM, 14 (PG 79:1160).

\(^{54}\) Antirrh., 5.

\(^{55}\) DSSM, 14 (PG 79:1160); Antiochus, Homilia 26 (PG 89:1516).

\(^{56}\) Antirrh., 6 and 36.

\(^{57}\) Antiochus, Homilia 26 (PG 89:1516).
finds fault with them, or he becomes infuriated against elders who, at that particular moment, refuse to give him spiritual comfort. Thus, feelings of wrath are often born of acedia. But more commonly it is sadness and grief that are associated with this vice. The conscientious monk grieves at his own spiritual malaise; or he is sad about his seeming failure in comparison with others and is hence carried toward envy. Ingratitude is another frequent companion of acedia.

This whole complex of boredom, tedium, and dejection usually leads to one of two evils: sleep, or the flight from the cell. Acedia counsels the monk to quit spiritual exercises, like reading and meditation—often with the suggestion that it is not quantity or the human effort that matter. The next step is abandonment to sleep. But even if the monk consents to a short rest, the slumber is not always refreshing; the dreary life continues. Acedia will then create a desire to leave the cell or the dwelling-place. As in Palladius and the Apophthegmata, so is this flight for Evagrius the most common result of acedia. The weary monk receives the impression

58 Antirrh., 9 and 50; for "muttering" as an effect of acedia see also Ibid., 13 and 48.
59 Ibid., 53.
60 Tract. ad Eul., 6 (PG 79:1101); Antirrh., 31.
61 Antirrh., 23.
62 Ibid., 50.
63 Ibid., 5 and 8.
64 Ibid., 28.
65 Tract. ad Eul., 12 (PG 79:1109); Antirrh., 15, 26, 33, and 57.
that elsewhere he will find the basic necessities of life more easily and will make better progress in the spiritual life. In thus suggesting a morally good motive for leaving the cell, aedea displays an astonishing, and of course very dangerous, subtlety. Sometimes boredom of the cell is disguised under the desire to visit the sick and to comfort the brethren, but more commonly aedea drives the monk to visit his parents and friends in the world, either as a work of mercy, or simply for his own sake, to "relax" among them.

The ultimate aim of this temptation is, of course, the complete desertion of the religious life. Aedea can easily turn the monk's attention back to the world and make him love again what he has renounced. It shows him those who continue to live in the world as happy, even as perfectly capable of achieving saintliness without enduring the hardships of the desert. In some cases, a little prick to the monk's pride is added: he becomes weary of the solitary life because people in the world claim he has taken it up on account of professional incompetence or mere meanness. But in general the causes of desertion are purely negative: cowardice and pusillanimity. The soul besieged by aedea is made so confused and weak that

66De malicis escitationibus (hereafter referred to as DMC), 12 (PG 79:1213).
67Antiochus, Homilia 26 (PG 89:1516).
68Antiphon, 7, 39, 43-45, 55.
69Ibid., 4.
70Ibid., 35.
71Ibid., 41.
72Ibid., 46.
73Tract. ad Ev., 8 (PG 79:1104).
it sees no end of the hardships, privations, and trials. The demon deceitfully depicts a life of many bitter years, old age, and disease to come. This weariness itself and the multitude of temptations cause the monk to grieve at his state of mind and to lose courage. He becomes more and more depressed and finally gives up his hope of ever reaching peace and perfection. The end is despair of God's mercy and of salvation.

From these last remarks it is already obvious how extremely dangerous to the spiritual life the temptation of aedias is. It represents not merely an obstacle or a set-back to man's assent toward perfection, but threatens the very act of climbing. No wonder, then, that Evagrius calls the demon of aedias "the most oppressive of all," who attacks not one part or the other of the soul, but seizes it totally. By fomenting a despair of being able to endure the rigors of solitude, and the desire to relax or to quit the spiritual strife, aedias strikes at the very roots of the type of life which the Egyptian monks embraced as their way to perfection. In order to understand their way, it is necessary to glance at the ascetic teaching and practices of the early monastic movement. What did these monks go into

74 Antirrh. 34 and 40. 75 Ibid. 25 and 32.
76 Ibid. 20, 37, 49, 54, 56. 77 Ibid. 12 and 14.
78 Ibid. 18.
79 Nov. 7 (PG 40:1273); Praet. I, 19 (PG 40:1225).
the desert for! I will try to sketch an answer which summarizes
the respective teaching of the Alexandrian theologians, the Desert
Fathers (who can only be understood within the intellectual milieu
of the School of Alexandria\textsuperscript{81}), the great Cappadocians (especially
Basil and Gregory of Nyssa), and Maximus the Confessor, in whose
work "many"—indeed, all the listed—"roads converge".\textsuperscript{82} It is
fairly accurate to say that, except for individual differences in
very minor matters, these writers agree on the main points that are
relevant to this study, so that from them a system of ascetical
theology which was common in the Eastern parts of early Christendom
can be easily abstracted.\textsuperscript{83}

The monks left the world and withdrew to the desert in
order to concentrate all their efforts, physical and psychic, on
achieving perfection. The withdrawal (\textit{anaphoria}) was necessary
for the absolute detachment from worldly occupations and from society.
Perfection, in Christian terms, consisted ultimately in the union
with God, the knowledge and contemplation of God (\textit{gnosis theou}, or
\textit{theoria}). Although this was an absolutely free gift from God, un-
obtainable by man's efforts alone, one still could prepare one's

\textsuperscript{81} Cf. Boussot, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 292.
\textsuperscript{82} Völlner-Rahner, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 242.
\textsuperscript{83} For the following brief sketch I have used the studies by
Walther Volker, \textit{Das Vollkommenheitsideal des Origenes} (Tübingen, 1931)
and \textit{Gregor von Nyssa als Mystiker} (Wiesbaden, 1953); Karl Heussi, \textit{Der
Ursprung des Hesychismus} (Tübingen, 1936); Jean Daniélou, \textit{Platonisme et
theologie mystique} (Paris, 1944); Chadwick, \textit{op. cit.}; Maximus the
Confessor, \textit{Four Centuries}, trans. P. Sherwood, \textit{Ancient Christian
Writers}, vol. 21 (Westminster, Maryland, 1955).
soul for it. In the history of Christianity the question of the exact amount of human "preparation" or cooperation has received varying answers, from total denial to an almost exclusive preponderance. It seems that the Desert Fathers, in practice, inclined to place a rather high value upon the human effort. This "preparation" was frequently thought of as a journey or an ascent (prokēma in Gregory of Nyssa and others\(^\text{84}\)), parallel to the allegorical interpretations of Israel's fight against the Canaanite nations\(^\text{85}\) or of Moses' ascent to Sinai.\(^\text{86}\) It could roughly be divided into an "active" and a "contemplative" part.\(^\text{87}\) The former consisted in the complete detachment from the world and the ensuing struggle with evil inclinations; the latter, concomitant with, but mostly posterior to the first, trained the monk in what would now be called meditative and contemplative prayer, that is, the occupation of the mind no longer with itself, but with God and the divine mysteries. Though in practice the two parts cannot be separated, they may theoretically be equated with asceticism and mysticism. The temptations, then, and especially acedia, belong to the "active" part of this "preparation" for the union with God.

\(^{84}\) Cf. Volker, Gregory von Nyssa, pp. 186 ff.

\(^{85}\) E.g., Origen, In librum Joæ Nave, homily 12 ff.; cf. Irénée Hausherr, "De doctrina spirituali Christianorum orientalium quæestionum et scripta," Orientalia Christiana, XXX, 3 (1953), 143-216.

\(^{86}\) In Gregory of Nyssa; cf. Volker, loc. cit.

\(^{87}\) It should be noted that this distinction does not refer to vita activa and vita contemplativa as states of life, as the terms
The aim of this activity was, for the Egyptian monks, the so-called ἀπθέωσις. This key term signifies a freedom from disturbing passions, the control of the senses, desires, feelings, and memory by reason. To obtain it, the monk had, in particular, to fight against, and control, his πάθος, his passions. These are, according to Gregory of Nyssa, affections of the irrational part of the soul, which have their origin in sense impressions or in memory and produce a desire, often accompanied by pleasure. When these affections have grown as far, it is the duty of reason, the rational part of the soul, to judge them and separate the good from the harmful. If reason decides itself for the bad, man commits a sin of thought. If, however, reason is incapable of constantly watching the affections and controlling them, man’s soul remains in a state of imperfection. For reason is then subject to the ebb and flow of affections, which tyrannize it and keep it in a state of turmoil. It is precisely this imperfection which the Desert Fathers tried to overcome. Their goal was a state of peace (ασμοχία), where the πάθος were kept under the unswerving control of reason. This state of ἀπθέωσις is not the same as the Stoic ‘impassivence,’ but rather the freedom from perturbation and, especially, from evil thoughts.

---

were used in the later Middle Ages. Our "active" and "contemplative" stages form both part of the vita contemplativa.

These latter require further discussion. According to the Fathers' teaching, the aëtes were morally indifferent. But they were the instruments, so to speak, on which evil powers outside man played. Such evil powers had, for the Fathers, a concrete existence and were believed to be demons. The demonology of early Christianity with its corollary, the objectification of sin, is a fascinating subject, but too complex even to be sketched here. As far as our subject is concerned, the question arises whether, for the desert monks, aëdesia was ultimately a psychological state or an objective power attacking the monk from outside. The answer, derived from the linguistic evidence of the texts we have so far analyzed, is ambiguous. Aëdesia is as frequently called a deme to whom the monks fall prey (τὸ τῆς aëdesiae πάραλληλον), as it is considered an "evil thought" (τὸ τῆς aëdesion λογισμόν) or a "movement" of the soul (κίνησις, in Origen). In Origen's work we found the two views side by side.\(^{89}\) The confusion was eventually clarified by considering aëdesia as a psychological state—an "evil thought" (λογισμός)—which could be caused by an evil spirit. This process of "psychologizing" evil is already found in Evagrius' writings; contemporary and subsequent theologians in the East and in the West furthered it more

\(^{89}\) See above, pp. 13-15.
and more, as we shall see in the following history of the term. 90

The relation between the passions of the soul, demons, evil thoughts (the logismoi), and sin is explained clearly in the following passage from Maximus:

From the passions [logismoi] embedded in our soul the demons seize opportunities of stirring up in us impassioned thoughts [logismoi]. Then, warring upon the mind through them, they force it on to consent to sin. When the mind is overcome, they lead on to sin of thought; and when this is completed, they finally carry it prisoner to the dead. 91

It must be kept in mind, however, that the moral efforts of the monks were not so much directed against sin (the avoidance of sin was considered a sine qua non of the "active" part of a monk's life) as against the dominion of logismoi and the confusion they wrought in the soul.

One of Evagrius' great contributions to formal theology was to establish a list of eight chief logismoi—the list which would eventually lead to the seven capital vices or deadly sins of the Middle Ages—and to include aedia in it. 92 The appearance of this

90 The rest of this and the following chapter will repeatedly be concerned with attempts to clarify and to systematize the psychology of aedia and the other main vices. In chapter IV we shall meet with other "psychologising" interpretations of the daimonion meridians.

91 Maximus the Confessor, Four Centuries, II, 31 (Greek text, PG 90:993; trans., P. Sherwood, op. cit.).

92 Lists of the eight logismoi are found in: Asc. §§ 1272 and 1277; De virtutibus et vice oppositione sunt virtutibus (PG 79: 1134 ff.); Deam (PG 79: 115 ff.); DMO (PG 79: 1360 ff.).
system of eight vices in Evagrius raises the question of its provenance and ultimate roots. This problem has been the subject of much scholarly discussion and still awaits its solution. I can here only refer to Professor Bloomfield's comprehensive study of The Seven Deadly Sins and the rich bibliography it contains on the subject. As to Evagrius' part in the history of the capital-sin scheme, we are confronted with two basic questions: first, why did he select from a vast number of evil thoughts the particular ones he enumerates, and second, why eight of them? In other words, what is the rationale for his selection and classification?

The proposed answers fall into two categories. Some scholars believe that Evagrius' scheme is modeled upon Stoic and Neo-Platonic patterns of \(\text{μὴθὺς} \) and of the evils opposite to the cardinal virtues. Attempts to show this relation, however, necessarily make use of a good deal of speculation and juggling of terms. The majority of scholars, therefore, link Evagrius' list to the myth of the soul-journey, during which the individual soul receives gifts from the seven planets (which gifts are the evil inclinations); after death the soul, ascending to heaven, has to account for its moral actions at each of the seven stations (\(\text{πῆλος} \)).

95 This theory has

95 'Vice' is here understood as "a persistent evil thought," and not in the later sense of sinful \(\text{κλίπσις} \) or disposition.

94 Morton W. Bloomfield, The Seven Deadly Sins ([East Lansing], 1952).

95 Morton W. Bloomfield, "The Origin of the Concept of the Seven Cardinal Sins," \(\text{NTR}, \text{XXXIV} \) (1941), 121-126; Jonas, \(\text{op} \ . \text{cit.} \), pp. 151-157.
more credibility since traces of the myth can be easily pinpointed in mystical speculations, especially by Gnostic writers, of the first centuries after Christ, including works which reflect the intellectual milieu of the Desert Fathers. It can also be connected with the demonology of the monks. 96 The difficulty in deriving the scheme of the eight vices from this myth, however, is the number eight. Hausherr has shown that Evagrius received this number from Origen’s interpretation of the struggles of Joshua against the enemies of Israel (Deut. 7:1 ff.), 97 an interpretation which is also applied to the struggle against the eight chief logismoi by Cassian. 98

It seems, then, that at least three major elements have been suggested as possible sources for Evagrius’ scheme: biblical exegesis, Gnostic myth, 99 and Hellenistic psychology and ethics. I am inclined to believe that, rather than stressing one element to the exclusion of the others, one should take all three into account as influences on the establishment of Evagrius’ list. It is a commonplace


98 He explains the number eight by adding the Egyptians to the seven Canaanite peoples, Coll. V, 17-18. Similarly, the New Testament text applied to the eight logismoi, Matt. 12:43-45, also speaks of a total of eight demons (one plus seven).

99 “Gnostic” because of the basic fear of the planets, the pessimistic attitude toward the universe; cf. Jonas, op. cit., passim.
that the period in which Origen and Evagrius lived was characterized
by religious and philosophical syncretism, that the great Alexandrians
—Philo, Clement, and Origen—used whatever thought-patterns were
available and useful, without always harmonising them. Does it not
stand to reason that a similar process might have taken place in the
creation of the eight-vices schema?

Whatever the origin of the formal elements contained in
Evagrius' scheme of the eight logismoi, this list sums up the main
spiritual obstacles that stood between the monk and his goal, the
peace of his soul and union with God. To struggle with and to over-
come such obstacles was the first and foremost tenet which the desert
monks held in their program toward perfection. "Through the logismoi
the demons fight against our soul, and they are warded against with
much difficulty by our endurance," says Evagrius.100 The weapons in
this spiritual fight are the common elements in any form of asceticism:

The ἄσκησις consists in that you in no wise take the
satisfactory amount of bread, of water, and of sleep;
that you promptly resist any logisma, whatever it be,
with firmness and prudence, asking God for these vir-
tues; that you be intent upon your reading, prayer, the
office, in speaking with God and remembering Him; that
you do not give your mind to wandering thoughts. This
is the highest degree of perfection, that your mind never
separate itself from God; whenever it does so, bring it
back.101

Logismoi and temptations are, of course, not yet sinful. On the

100 _Pract. ad Bul._, 15 (PG 79:1119).

101 _Admonitio parumostia_, 4, in Haydermans, _Evagriana Syriaca_,
p. 158. Syriac text and French translation.
contrary, they are the means by which the monk grows strong, by which God educates him. "As the Sorens nourishes the seed, so temptations strengthen the soul." 102

What has been said about the logismoi in general, applies to acedia in particular. In order to fight it successfully, endurance and patience are needed before anything else. Patience, especially, should rule over all hardships, 103 because it "crushes acedia" 104 and guarantees a tranquil life. 105 The special form that patience takes in this fight is the endurance of the cell, no matter how tedious it becomes. "Keep your cell!" seems to be the main advice the beginners are given. 106 To it is added the nourishment of supernatural hope 107 and of joy. 108 More specific remedies against acedia are the contemplation of the Last Things and of the sufferings of St. Paul. 109 Three things, finally, are especially indicated against this vice. First, the shedding of tears. Together with patience, tears

102 Preb., 13 (PG 79:1157).
103 Tract. ad Did., 8 (PG 79:1104).
104 Institution ad monachos (PG 79:1256).
105 De oec. 15 (PG 79:1157).
106 Speculum monachorum, 55, ed. Hugo Greßmann, in Texta und Untersuchungen, XXXIX (Leipsig, 1915); Prakt. 1, 19 (PG 40:1285).
107 Prakt. 1, 18 (ibid.).
108 Tract. ad Did., 6 (PG 79:1101).
109 Antiph., 49.
are able to crush accidia. One of the severest forms of accidia occurs when it renders the monk unable to weep. A second powerful remedy against this and all other loci malorum are the "spiritual words" (loculi memorativa), that is, biblical passages or phrases which the monk during temptations would repeatedly pronounce to collect his mind and drive the evil spirits away. The model for this ascetical practice is Jesus in His temptation in the desert (Matt. 4:1 ff.; Luke 4:1 ff.). This custom has been universal during the Middle Ages and up to our times; it may suffice to point out the recitation of psalms as a remedy against temptation in the Ancrene Rivalis. Richard Rolle's invocation of the Name of Jesus, the "ejaculatory prayer" of St. Ignatius and modern Catholicism, and the one hundred and fifty biblical passages in the appendix to Luther's Kleiner Katechismus, which used to be memorized in grade school and, later, remembered in the tribulations of life. Drapetz, similarly, compiled an entire book of biblical passages, the Antirrhetica, as weapons for his fellow-monks in their spiritual battle. This

---

110 Inst. ad manachos (PG 79:1256); Sermone virginitas, 9, ed. Greenmann, loc. cit.; Antirrh., 10.

111 Antirrh., 19; Spec. monah., 56.

112 Zahn, 19 (PG 79:1257).


114 cf., his statements in the prologue (ed. Frankenberg, pp. 473 ff.).
little anthology is divided into eight sections, one for each capital
logismos, and the utility and occasion for each biblical verse is
briefly indicated. For acedia Evagrius gives fifty-seven logoi. Two
examples may illustrate their form and structure:

28) Against the logismos of acedia which kneads
the work out of the hands and makes the body lean
in slumber against the wall: (Prov. 6:9 ff.)

28) To the soul who has been enervated and weakened
by the logismoi of weariness and acedia which live
in her, and who gives up in her bitterness, whose
strength has been eaten up by her great wretchedness,
and whose endurance is close to being broken by the
violence of such a demon . . . ; (§§125. 36:16).

Besides these spiritual means Evagrius also recommends a
bodily remedy against acedia: work with the hands.\footnote{Horae monachalium patientiae, 8 (PG 40:1260).} As already
shown by remarks in the monks' stories,\footnote{See above, p. 16 and n. 51.} the Desert Fathers valued
manual labor very highly, not only for the acquisition of their sus-
tenance and for charitable purposes, but also as a great help in
their struggle for perfection.\footnote{Or. Arthur T. Goethan, The Attitude towards Labor in Early
Christianity and Ancient Culture (Washington, 1949), pp. 169-171.} The neglect of manual labor, how-
ever, is—in Evagrius—not especially mentioned among the effects of
acedia.

It has been necessary to devote so much attention to Eva-
grius because in his writings the concept of acedia has—speaking in
chronological terms—reached its state of maturity. The majority of
elements later attributed to ascedia by Latin theologians and in Mid-
dle English texts are already present, in one form or another, in
the BavarianREXMO. This does not exclude, however, partial devel-

dopments or shifts in emphasis. Before we pursue the history of the
concept further, it may be worthwhile pausing for a moment and look-
ing back at what has been found so far.

By the beginning of the fifth century, then, ascedia has
come to stand for a particular "vice" or evil inclination, namely,
spiritual weariness and heresia. As such it is connected with a dis-
tinct cultural milieu, Egyptian asceticsism, from which the concept
in its full form has sprung. It is intimately linked to the specific
Kulturschubung and the purposes of that milieu, whose psychology and
ascetic and mystical theology have given the term its peculiar under-
tones. By about the year 400 ascedia has, furthermore, received its
place within a more or less fixed scheme of vices; it is now clearly
defined, delimited, and classified within a system.118 But in

118 Draguard's tendency to systematisatation is also manifest in his
division of theLogian to those which are proper to the life in
the world and those which belong to the solitary life (including
ascedia), see EVAN, and (2) 10:119); and the distinction between
vice of the animal part in man, those of his "man" part, and those
which belong to both (ascedia), seeCAU.S commentary, SS, in May-
derma, "Draguard," REUS, 51 (1931), 5A. However, Draguard's
system is not yet fully consistent. His position in dividing the
vices between either the two lower, or all three parts of the soul
is not universal. Draguard's attempt to make this division has no
certain basis in Draguard's texts, as this scholar himself recognizes
(22, att., p. 351). As a matter of fact, the finer psychological
analysis and systematization of theLogian, and especially of
ascedia, became a chief task for post-Draguard thinkers, as I hope to
be able to show.
Evagrius—and this must not be overlooked—it is strikingly evident that the concept of asceticism is gained from actual experience—his own individual experience and that of the whole group he represents.

In the literature of Egyptian monasticism the term asceticism clearly refers not to a lifeless concept taken from books, but to some existential reality.

During the centuries following the climax of Egyptian monasticism, in theological writings coming from the Eastern part of the Empire the concept of asceticism shows little development. I have been able to find the word used only in a few scattered places. Maximus the Confessor (ca. 580-662), for example, mentions it several times in his *Four Centuries on Charity*, where it is obviously derived from the Desert Fathers. It seems, however, that Maximus was concerned with probing more deeply into the connections between the vices and the *patha* of the soul. In one passage he speaks of *patha* proper:

---

119 Or, Evagrius' frequent changes to first person singular pronouns in Antirrh., 12, 16, 21, 22, 27, 42, 53. Boussicq speaks of the closeness of the Antirrh. to the experience and tradition of the monks (pp. cit., p. 77).

120 The fact that Evagrius' writings express the thought and experience of a large part of the Egyptian monks has already been stressed by Frankenberg, pp. cit., p. 1.

121 If thoughts of concupiscence and anger remain in the mind during prayer, *patha* is bound to come, *Four Cent.* I, 49 (PG 96: 969); the monk must under no circumstances flee from his monastery, ibid., 52. Maximus took Evagrius "pour son principal maître spirituel," J. de Mellerieu, *Patristiques en usage actuel*, vol. III (Gambireux [Belgium], 1949), p. 214.
each of the three parts of the soul, while ascedia "grasps all the powers of the soul" simultaneously. In another context he considers self-love as the well-spring of all lasciviousness. From it come first the three main lasciviousness of concupiscence (viz., gluttony, avarice, and vainglory), while all the other lasciviousness, including ascedia, follow from one or the other of these three. A somewhat new element is brought to ascedia by Dindzoels, a fifth-century bishop of Pethiko (Espira); he includes idle conversation among the causes of this vice.

Ascedia is similarly called "a twig on the branches of lechery" by John Climacus. This monk of the monastery on Sinai during the first half of the seventh century wrote a comprehensive treatise on the spiritual life, called Scala Paradisi, in which he arranged the different stages and obstacles of the way to perfection in thirty steps. Gradus XIII is devoted to ascedia and collects the elements already contained in Evagrius. Ascedia is "a letting-go of the soul, faintness of the mind, neglect of ascetic practices, hatred of one's vows, praise of worldly things, a calumniator of God, languor in psalm-singing; it is weak in prayers, like iron in

122 Cont. I, 67 (PG 90:973).
123 Cont. III, 56 (PG 90:1033).
125 Scala Paradisi, 13 (PG 88:857).
service...126 John then lists more details of the attack of 
needita. Besides the elements already known from previous writers 
he also speaks of headache, fever, and dizziness as accompanying 
symptoms of aedidua during the hot hours of the day. He knows the 
scheme of eight chief vices and distinguishes between five proper 
to the solitary life, and three belonging to those who "live under 
obedience."127

Equally unoriginal, though of greater importance as the 
fountain, for Western theologians and philosophers, of late Greek 
wisdom and thought-patterns,126 is John of Damascus (4. 749). He 
speaks of aedidua in his Sermo Paradisi, a florilegium of passages 
from the Bible and the Fathers, in which he includes a précis of 
Cassian's teaching on the subject. In a letter to a monk, entitled 
"On the Eight Spirits of Madness," he recognizes his debt to the 
Fathers and recommends against aedidua manual work, reading, prayer, 
and hope for the future goods.129 Elsewhere he prescribes patience,

126. Sermo Paradisi, 13 (PG 83:860). The rest of this sentence 
makes no sense; obviously, the text is mutilated.

127. Ibid., 27, second part (PG 86:1109); this division is 
Egriani, cf. above, p. 95, n. 112.

128. John's main work has the Greek title "The Fountain of 
Knowledge," of which De fide orthodoxa forms the third part.

129. De octo spiritibus peccatorum, 8 (PG 95:81).
endurance, and thanksgiving as aids against this vice.\textsuperscript{130} Like 
Maximus the Confessor he derives all vices from self-love via 
gluttony, vainglory, and avarice.\textsuperscript{131} Of greater importance than 
these remarks, however, was a passage on four kinds of sorrow 
\textit{tristitia}, which directly or indirectly was to influence the 
further history of \textit{neodia}.\textsuperscript{132} It will be examined more closely 
in connection with Gregory the Great and Thomas Aquinas.

John of Damascus was one of the great mediators of philo-
osophical thought between Greece and the Latin West. The transmission 
of the concept of \textit{neodia} to the West, however, together with the 
scheme of the eight vices, was the work of John Cassian. Having 
been born between 395 and 400\textsuperscript{133} Cassian entered a monastery in 
Bethlehem and became thoroughly familiar with the cenobitic life. 
About 386 he traveled in Egypt and visited the hermit-colonies of 
the desert monks of Nitria and Scete. There he came to know Ev-
grius and his teaching—the primary influence upon John's later 
literary work.\textsuperscript{134} The condemnation of Origenism (405) and the con-
comitant persecution of its followers drove Cassian from Egypt.

\textsuperscript{130}\textit{De virtute et vitia} (P9 95:95).
\textsuperscript{131}\textit{Ibid.} (P9 95:89).
\textsuperscript{132}\textit{De fide orthodoxa}, II, 14 (P9 94:951).
\textsuperscript{133}The following account is according to Chadwick, pp. 64-65.
\textsuperscript{134}\textit{Ibid.}, p. 86 and n. 2.
After other expulsions from Constantinople and Rome he finally landed in France, where, in the second decade of the fifth century, he founded several monasteries at Marseilles. For these young monastic communities Cassian wrote two treatises on the spiritual life, the De Institutio Consobriorum (published about 425) and the Collectanea Patrum (426-428). The former is a description of the monastic life as Cassian had known it from Palestine and Egypt, and includes many of the religious ideals and techniques he had observed. Books V-XII of this work treat the eight chief vices. Cassian's second work, the Collectanea, deals with similar subjects, pretending to be a report of "conferences" with the most famous Desert Fathers. This work is, of course, directly derived from the tales of monks and gnostic literature of the desert. In contrast to Evagrius, Palladius, and the Anaphthematismata, however, Cassian's writings have a more systematic and artistic—in short, literary—quality. Nevertheless, they continue and develop Evagrius' compilation and schematizing of the Fathers' doctrines.

In Cassian's efforts to hand down the ascetic traditions of Egyptian monasticism, the scheme of the eight vices plays a most

---


136 The Collectanea, for example, in contrast to the Anaphthematismata, unite material on the same subject-matter and attribute it to only one Father. Cf. Bouissot, op. cit., pp. 72 ff.
important part. Of the twelve books of *Inst.*, eight are entirely devoted to it. Again, *Callistus V*,... 157 Each vice is described in detail, and relations between different vices are shown. Cassian establishes, for example, a genetic concatenation of the chief vices, so that each originates from another. 158 This seems to have been the first attempt to interlock the numbers of the eight-vice scheme, although a similar genetic concatenation of vices (outside the Evagrian tradition) was already made by Macarius, who connected impatience—*acedia*—laziness—negligence within a longer chain of vices. 159 In Cassian the vices are, furthermore, classified according to the influence of the body (lust and gluttony are vices of the soul and the body, in contrast to pride and vainglory which are only vices of the soul) and to the location of their causes (external: avarice and wrath; internal: *acedia* and sorrow). 159 This classifying tendency seems to me characteristic of John Cassian; more instances of it will be given presently.

According to the above outlined classification of the vices, *acedia* arises "without any external provocation," as is proved by the experience of the solitaries. 140 Cassian's description of this vice—

---

157 *Call.*, V, 10.  
158 *Basilii 40*, 1 (PG 54:764).  
159 *Call.*, V, 5.  
the laboriousness for the West—is contained in book I of *Institutio*

Our sixth combat is with what the Greeks call *pneuma*,
which we may term weariness or distress of heart.
This is akin to dejection, and is especially trying
to solitary monks, and a dangerous and frequent foe to
dwellers in the desert; and especially disturbing to
a monk about the sixth hour, like some fever which
seizes him at stated times, bringing the burning heat
of its attacks on the sick man at usual and regular
hours. Lastly, there are some of the elders who de-
clare that this is the "midday demon" spoken of in
the nineteenth Psalm. 143

This vice, Cassian continues, instills in its victim a weariness of
the place, disgust of the cell, and contempt for the brethren. The
monk becomes dissatisfied with his work within the cell. He deems his
life spiritually useless and imagines that he could make better pro-
gress elsewhere. If he does not leave the place, he might even
forego his salvation, . . . The weakness of his body, hunger, and
the heat make him restless and confused in mind. He begins to think:
it better to go out and perform some deed of mercy: visiting the
sick, or bringing comfort to a brother. 144 Then the monk either
sink into sloth or leaves his cell and seeks for consolation in
other people's company. If flight becomes a habit, the monk will
soon give up his profession altogether. 145

---

All these elements have already appeared in Evagrius and the stories of monks. Along with them, however, some new aspects of aedidoc occur in Cassian's works which seem to be original with him, and, I think, are instances of his fondness for classification. The first is the definition of aedidoc, which in Cassian becomes fixed as "tardum aiva anxietas cordis." Second, Cassian likes to establish sub-divisions of the vices. Thus, "of aedidoc there are two kinds: one of which sends those affected by it to sleep, while the other makes them forsake their cell and flee away." Finally, Cassian summarizes the effects of each vice in abstract concepts and compares them to the numbers of a tribe. The unlimited number of possible sins can thus be reduced to groups and classified as offspring of the eight chief vices, which are their "roots." With this, Cassian marks the beginning of the efforts to develop the "progeny" of the chief vices, a theme as dear to the theological ingenuity of the later Middle Ages. Again and again the effects of these basic

---

144 \textit{Ibnk.}, X, 24 (about Abba Paulus, who used to burn his annual work) and 35 (Abba Nessa, who warns against running to older monks for comfort) are clearly derived from monk stories. In \textit{Coll.}, V, 25, however, Cassian gives as the virtue which is opposite to aedidoc, \textit{fortitude}. In previously considered writings this function belongs to patience or endurance (\textit{hupomone}), cf. the list of virtues and vices in Palladius, \textit{Vita Chrysostom.}, p. 133 (see above, p. 18, n. 29). \textit{Fortitude} as the virtue opposite to the vice of aedidoc is frequent in the later Middle Ages.

145 \textit{Ibnk.}, I, 1; \textit{ibid.}, V, 1; \textit{Coll.}, V, 2.

146 \textit{Coll.}, V, 11.
inclinations were to be presented allegorically as the children or offspring of persons and beasts, or as branches and twigs on the tree of vices. We will have frequent occasion to speak of this particular form of schematization, the progeny of acedia, throughout our study. In Cassian the following members are already enumerated: "laziness, sleepiness, rudeness, restlessness, wandering about, instability both of mind and body, chattering, inquisitiveness."\textsuperscript{147}

Besides thus systematizing the tradition of the eight vices, including acedia, John Cassian, I believe, influenced the history of this concept in still another way. In Book I of \textit{Institutio}—his main discussion of acedia—he devotes only six chapters to its description. The remaining chapters 7-23 of the same book deal with the question of the monks' attitude toward work, toward manual labor. Cassian's point here is that, upon the authority of St. Paul (chiefly I Thess. 4:19 ff.), the monks are obliged to gain their sustenance by the work of their hands.\textsuperscript{148} If I am not mistaken, this would mean that Cassian considered idleness, neglecting to work for one's living (even if perhaps excused by reference to the priority of religious exercises over bodily labor), as part of acedia. Such an emphasis on \textit{stesitatis}

\textsuperscript{147}Cell., V, 16: "de acedia [nascuntur] stesitatis, consolentia, inopportunitas, inquietudo, perungatio, instabilitas mentis et corporis, nebositas, curiositas."

\textsuperscript{148}The same subject is the theme of Augustine's \textit{De genere monachorum} (about 400), which also argues from St. Paul's doctrine and personal practice. Cassian's dependence on Augustine here is very likely.
indicates to me a noticeable difference from the conception the Egyptian monks formed of ascedia: a shift of emphasis from spiritual boredom and dejection toward physical lassitude and plain laziness. I do not wish to maintain that in Cassian (or in his followers, for that matter) the concept of ascedia lost its reference to a mental state, that it became, so to speak, de-spiritualized. But it seems to me that with this very delicate change Cassian opened the door to a widening of the meaning of the term which was to enter the scene after him.

Not that such a widening was unmotivated. Our investigation has so far shown that the concept of ascedia, as the sin of spiritual weariness, originated among the Egyptian monks. It was strongly tinged with the specific hues of the hermitic or semi-hermitic life in the desert, which had its peculiar conditions, ideals, and practices. At the same time, it had come to form part of the scheme of eight vices, that is, of evil inclinations common to all men, against which everyone—monk or not—had to fight in order to achieve perfection. What shapes would the capital vice of ascedia take on under conditions different from those of the Desert Fathers? The answer to this question will be contained in much of the following discussion. A certain change in the conception of ascedia has already been noted in Cassian's work. His inclusion of otiumitas may very well be accounted for by the different organization of the monastic life in the West, i.e., its preference for the symmetric, the strongly organized community of monks with its ideal of self-support, where the individual
member was expected to work with his hands for the necessities of the whole community. Other changes in the concept of asceticism can be expected when the term, together with the system of chief vices, is adapted to the secular life, both of priests and of laymen. Finally, further developments may be looked for when theological inquiry takes hold of the scheme of vices and attempts to rationalize previous experience and penetrate and elucidate it by means of the current concepts of man and his destiny. Asceticism in its origins reflected the experience of the Egyptian monks. We will now have to determine what remained of it, what was changed, and what was added during its history in the West.
CHAPTER II

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ACEDIA IN LATIN THEOLOGY TO 1300

During the period from Cassian to the thirteenth century the concept of acedia not only continued to live, but penetrated into theological literature beyond strictly monastic writings, so that it was seen fairly ubiquitous in the various kinds of religious literature: sermons and legends, collections of tales and exempla for preachers, meditations, catechisms, and the great summas. Anticipating the results of the investigation to be made in this chapter, we witness two major tendencies in the period under consideration. The concept of acedia underwent, first of all, a widening of meaning in order to fit new and non-monastic conditions. It became more and more a generic term signifying "the neglect of one's spiritual duties," of which the Evagrian "boredom with the cell, with the solitary life" formed only a part. The second tendency was the attempt to analyze and define its nature, causes, and divisions with increasing subtlety, and to embody the concept in the great synthesis of theological, moral, and psychological knowledge which was the aim of twelfth- and thirteenth-century theologians. The rational efforts of men like Hugh of St. Victor and Thomas Aquinas established acedia as a generic term of rather large scope. Both these tendencies were upon acedia only
insofar as it was considered one of the chief vices, and we consequently find the term almost exclusively in texts which deal with the capital sins.

However, in spite of this becoming more and more a generic term, *saedia* continued to preserve its special reference to the solitary life and to ring with the undertones which we observed in the literature of Egyptian monasticism. At the time when the concept was raised to the greatest degree of abstraction—in St. Thomas—we find *saedia* in other monastic writings, referring to quite concrete states of spiritual disease, such as tedium with the monastery, the desire to remain at large, and the subsequent despair of never reaching one’s goals.

These general tendencies in the history of *saedia* up to 1500 must now be examined in detail. The term seems to have been unknown in the Western Empire before the publication of Cassian’s chief works. I have been unable to find the word in the writings of the great Latin Fathers of the fourth century: Ambrose, Jerome, and Augustine. St. Jerome, in his famous letter to the monk Rufinus, 1 recommends manual labor as a help against the viles of the devil, and refers to the practices of the Egyptian monks. But the evil to be combated by work is *stima*, leisure or idleness, because it provides the occasion for all kinds of temptations. Elsewhere, Jerome lists four vices, opposed to

the four (cardinal) virtues, but *sedio* is not among them, nor does Jerome here approach the Evagrian scheme.² In a similar fashion, St. Augustine, commenting on Psalms 106:16, writes that God shall be praised "not with *tedium*, sadness, anxiety, or loathing, but in exultation."³ He uses the terms *tedium*, *monotonia*, *misericordia*, and *fatidium*, but not *sedio*. In his treatise on the necessity of manual work for monks,⁴ Augustine recommends, or rather orders, labor in order to practice humility and to acquire earthly goods either for the supply of the monastery itself or for charitable purposes;⁵ Work, however, is not recommended as a help against *sedio*. The evils which Augustine mentions in connection with the neglect of work are only *sloth* and *paresie* (laziness).

It is only about A.D. 429 and through Cassian that the term *sedio* became known in the West. The *Institutiones* and the *Collationes* had an immense influence on the religious life of Europe. Their influence was, of course, coupled with the spread of monasticism in Europe and, more specifically, with the growth of the Benedictine

---

²*De bono*, in *Brevi*, 3 (PL 25:1236).

³In Psalms 106, 14:2 (PL 57:1425). In Ps. 45, 2 (PL 59:188) Augustine warns against the opposite temptations of pride and sloth, which hinder the right performance of spiritual work. For "sloth" he uses the term *sedio*.


⁵Ibid., XIV, 32-33.
order. St. Benedict drew largely on Cassian's ideas when he organized his community and wrote his Rule (523–26). Moreover, Cassian’s two works became prescribed reading-matter for all monks. Chapter 73 of the Regula Sancti Benedicti puts them beside the Bible and the Rule of St. Basil as exemplifying, for the monks, both the good life and obedience, and as the "tools" for acquiring virtues. Likewise Cassiodorus, when he set up the principles for the religious and "liberal" education of his monks at Vivarium, prescribed the perusal of Cassian, especially because of the guidance which the monks could receive from the exposition of the eight chief vices.

St. Benedict himself was apparently the first Latin writer after Cassian who used the term ascendens, or rather the adjective ascendens derived from it. Chapter 45 of the Rule prescribes that one or two older monks make the rounds during the hours when the monks are engaged in the lectio and see to it that there be no frater ascendens who, not intent on his reading and study, gives himself to idleness (stium) or gossip and thus not only wastes his own time, but disturbs and seduces others. He is to be warned and, if this proves to be of no avail, should be punished, as an example to the whole community.

---


7Cassiodorus, De institutione divinarum litterarum, 29 (PL 70: 1142).
Besides showing the danger of acedia to the community life, Benedict's scanty remark reveals nothing of the significance which this concept might have had in his time and world. A new chapter of the history of the term opens, however, as we turn to Gregory the Great. St. Gregory adopted the scheme of the eight vices and introduced several considerable changes. The most important of these for this study are the reduction of the Evagrian concept to a list of seven principalia vitia, and the possible fusion of acedia with tristitia. In Gregory's list, acedia is no longer mentioned. The word occurs only in a commentary on I Kings, which is a revised version of Gregory's oral sermons made by one of his companions. In this latter work, acedia and tristitia occur side by side in a series of six vices. Acedia is defined as medium mortis (Cassian's formula) and is set against the meditation on celestial goods, which can overcome the vice.

If, indeed, this tract is not Gregorian, we are faced with the strange fact that St. Gregory did not use the word acedia, nor did he include anything similar to it in his list of the chief vices. We could leave this situation with a simple statement of fact, were it not that Gregory exerted an enormous influence on medieval theology.

8. "Valeria in Job, XXXI, 45 (PL 76:620 ff.).

and religious thought, and that *seedia* continued to live as one of the seven capital sins—not only the concept, but the very word. It is in the light of later theology that Gregory's omission of *seedia* poses a rather puzzling problem. Gregory himself, of course, knew states of depression and boredom; not only is he one of the very few great medieval figures who have left an autobiographical account of a state of dejection which is very close to modern melancholy,\(^{10}\) but on several occasions he also described with much insight phenomena of spiritual depression. These he called *tarditia, scabitis, seedia, desidia, terror nepticentiae,* but never *seedia.*\(^{11}\) What had happened to the term?

St. Thomas, who was probably as puzzled by this as we are, states that Gregory used the term *tristitia* in the place of *seedia.*\(^{12}\) But this explanation immediately raises the question of what happened, then, to the former chief vice of *tristitia.* Modern scholars seem to agree that the two originally different vices of *tristitia* and *seedia* became fused into one, labeled *tristitia* by Gregory.\(^{13}\) As far as I see, the only basis for this view is the list of "daughters" of

\(^{10}\)Bial., 1, 1, Introduction (PL 77:150).

\(^{11}\)For example: *Moralia,* I, 36 (PL 73:551); I, 18 (959); II, 34 (888); V, 31 (708-9); II, 46 (939).

\(^{12}\)De malo, qu. 11, n. 1, resp.

\(^{13}\)Morton W. Bloomfield, *The Seven Deadly Sins* (East Lansing, 1952), pp. 536-537, n. 25.
tristitia given by Gregory (since he does not describe the capital vice in detail), and the subsequent history of this vice. Cassian and Gregory established the following different progenies of acedia and tristitia:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acedia: etiologies</th>
<th>Tristitia: etiologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>somnolentia</td>
<td>rancor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importunitas</td>
<td>pusillanimitas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inquietudo</td>
<td>desperatio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pervagatio</td>
<td>torpor circa praescepta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instabilitas mentis et corporis</td>
<td>vagatio mentis erga illicita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbositas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curiositas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tristitia: rancor
pusillanimitas
amaritudo
desperatio

Comparison shows that three of Gregory's terms (rancor, pusillanimitas, and desperatio) correspond verbally to three 'daughters' of Cassian's tristitia, while Gregory's torpor and vagatio, though not verbally identical with anything in Cassian's list, carry very strongly of acedia. The sixth term, malitia, which I take to mean 'ill-will,' may be closely related to rancor; both stand for wrong attitudes toward one's neighbor. Thus, Gregory's vice of tristitia is indeed a combination of traces taken from the two Evagrian-Cassianic vices.

---

14Coll., V, 16.

15Moral., XXXI, 43 (PL 76:621).

16But see St. Thomas, who considers malitia as ill-will against the divine good; cf. below, pp. 30-31.
I consider this *tristitia*, however, not as the result of a simple fusion—following the mathematical rule that two and two make four—but rather as a new creation out of more parts of the old vices. The reason for the innovation must now be examined in detail.

St. Gregory has given us no hint; we can therefore only speculate on the basis of the previous and later history of *acedia-tristitia*. It has been suggested that Gregory's fondness for number symbolism compelled him to reduce the scheme of eight vices to seven. This, however, does not explain the changes in the conception of *acedia-tristitia*, and, besides, the number seven was not arrived at by simple omission of one vice. It is evident that despite his overwhelming concern for allegory and symbolism Gregory had more rational motives for his innovation.

Dom Robert Gillot has recently suggested that Gregory did not mention *acedia* either because he did not distinguish it clearly from *tristitia*, or because, on the contrary, he perfectly grasped its morbid character and, thus, considered it as lying outside the realm of morals. The latter idea—*acedia* as a physical disease—will be discussed in connection with St. Thomas. The former suggestion, however,—the conceptual affinity of *acedia* and *tristitia*—may

---

17 For Gregory's changes in the system of the chief vices, see Bloomfield, op. cit., pp. 72 ff.

to a large extent explain what happened to the two vices in Gregory's system. In the descriptions given by Evagrius and Cassian many symptoms of the two vices overlap. Some effects common to both tristitia and aedel are: depression and sorrow, absence of the wanted elation in religious exercises, impatience in work and devotion, anger against the brethren, and, ultimately, despair of achieving the spiritual goals. The following part of a portrait of tristitia could as well be applied to aedel:

It does not allow it [the mind] to say its prayers with the usual gladness of heart, nor permit it to rely on the comfort of reading the sacred writings, nor suffer it to be quiet and gentle with the brethren; it makes it rough and impatient in all the duties of work and devotion. . . . 19

This partial identity of aedel and tristitia was probably felt by the Egyptian hermits themselves. Neither Synesius, for example, speaks of a certain form of tristitia (Greek Ida) and adds that "very call it aedel." 20 And Cassian, finally, begins his description of aedel by approaching it very closely to tristitia, which in his list immediately precedes: "affinis haec [vis., aedel] tristitia est. . . . 21


20 Vita S. Evagrii, 40 (PG 20:1528) and Vita Patrum, V, 71 (PL 73:1924).

21 Juxta, I, 1.
Together with this partial overlapping of the two concepts an ambiguity inherent in the term *tristitia* itself helped to frustrate further the attempt at clear systematization. St. Paul had already distinguished between a positive (*tristitia secundum Deum*) and a negative form of sorrow (*tristitia mensul*).²² The former is sorrow for one's sins (or the sins of the world), which leads to penance and salvation. The "sorrow of the world," on the other hand, born of unquenched earthly desires, leads "to death." A careful distinction between the two can be found from early times on, whenever *tristitia* is defined.²³ Only the *tristitia mensul*, of course, is morally evil. But the sadness which results from unfulfilled carnal desires has its roots in other vices: in avarice or gluttony, lust or pride—as a matter of fact, in any of the chief vices.²⁴ Is it, then, justifiable to give *tristitia* a separate place beside the other root-sins, or is *tristitia* not rather an evil flower that may spring from each of them? It is obvious that before probing questions of this kind the Evagrian-Cassianic *tristitia* could not preserve its status as a principal vice.

²²II Cor. 7:10.

²³For example, Hoster Synkelton's *sententiae*, see note 20;

²⁴Cf. Evagrias, Pract., 10 (PG 40:1224); *De ota spiritibus malitiae*, 11 (PG 79:1156).
Whether or not such questions actually were in St. Gregory's mind, I am not prepared to decide. The mentality of this most influential Church Father and the sources of his philosophical equipment have, unfortunately, never been explored to any degree of satisfaction. It is generally assumed that many of his ideas came from Augustine, but a careful analysis of details—like the present problem—shows much independence. As far as the development of media is concerned, I am very much inclined to consider Gregory as one of the early and important Christian thinkers who had to reinterpret traditional doctrines in the light of Hellenistic, more precisely, Aristotelian, philosophy and psychology. It seems that Gregory's changes in the concept of *tristitia* were largely due to such speculations as I have indicated above, speculations partially prompted by Hellenistic psychology, where *tristitia* (*lîme*) signified one of the four basic passions (*not vice*). I shall postpone the further discussion of this point until the examination of the work of St. Thomas, where the Aristotelian theory of passions plays a fundamental role.

Another reason has been suggested to explain Gregory's innovations in the scheme of aims. Dom Gillet makes the differences of ideals and techniques between Eastern and Western monasticism responsible for Gregory's departures from Cassian. Moreover, Gregory wrote his moral treatises with the view of applying Christian ethics to more general human conditions beyond the monastic form of
life. 25 As regards acedia in particular, this vice was apparently felt to be peculiar to Egyptian monasticism; its less frequent occurrence or less oppressive character in the West may have led Gregory to deny it the place of a separate chief vice. Later writers clearly recognized that Gregory's change was occasioned by differences in living conditions. Rhabanus Maurus (ninth century), for example, describing acedia in great detail, adds that the "sancti Ecclesiarum Dei doctores" subsumed this vice under irascitia, while the Egyptian Fathers and oriental writers had made it a special vice, "for this reason namely, that this passion has been to a greater extent experienced by monks and solitaries and is a grim and frequent enemy of those who live in the desert." 26 Gregory's innovation, then, would reflect his concern with the moral attitudes of a wider audience outside the strictly solitary life.

But the monastic life itself in the West is radically different from its Egyptian model, and many of its ideals and practices may have easily contributed to making the "boredom with the cell" a less exasperating phenomenon than it was in the East. For one thing, St. Benedict's idea of perfection was not apéthela, brought about by unremittingly watching the movements of one's mind, but the positive cultivation of virtues (the twelve steps on the ladder of humility 27).


26 De vitia et virtutibus, III, 54, "de acedia" (PL 112:1577-78). The second half of the sentence is taken from Cassian.

27 Regula Sancti Benedicti, chapter 7.
Moreover, Western monks, unlike their brethren of Egypt and Ethiopia, did not live solitary in the desert, but dwelled in well-regulated communities. Their *anachorèseis*, though still accompanied by physical withdrawal from the world, consisted primarily in a more abstract and spiritualized "movement": the relegation of the will of the individual into the hands of his abbot; absolute obedience to the head of the monastery is the basic principle for the Benedictine monk. The immediate consequence of this self-denial is complete submission to a fixed *regula*. The monk’s individuality is merged in an order, in a community life; practically every minute of his day is regulated by appointed activities. Spiritual exercises and manual work, private meditation and "public" service, alternate in a measure which tries to take the conditions of the human body and mind well into account. Allowances for natural "weaknesses" are made: in summer, for example, during the hot hours after lunch, the monks are allowed to rest on their beds—precisely at the time when the "demon of ascelia" used to strike the Egyptians! This respect for the conditions of life, a fixed and diversified daily schedule, prescribed manual work, the transference of individual decisions to the abbot, and a different conception of the immediate spiritual goals—all of these factors explain why a lesser degree of emphasis was placed by Gregory upon the traditional *ascelia*. It must be added, however, that though lacking an experience comparable to that of the Egyptian Fathers, Western

**23 Regula, chapter 48.**
religious writers after Gregory continued to use the term. The concept of *acedia*, with all the denotations it had acquired in Egypt, proved too useful to be discarded.

The immediate consequence of Gregory's innovation with regard to *acedia-tristitia* was a long-lasting confusion of terms and of the number of vices to be included in the list of chief sins. Until the twelfth century the Cessanian and the Gregorian schemes continued to live side by side, sometimes even in the same writer.29 Thus, many Carolingian theologians and penitentials speak of eight vices and list *acedia* and *tristitia* separately.30 Others present a list of seven capital sins, in which *acedia* does not appear.31

29 For a detailed account of the history of the seven sins in that period, cf. Bloomfield, *op. cit.*, pp. 77-104.


A very popular anonymous work is of some interest in this connection. I am referring to the treatise *De vitiums virtutumque confligyt*, which appears in Migne's *Patrologia* several times and is attributed to
few instances one of the seven vices is called acedia, while the term tristitia is not used (except, of course, in the definition). 32

Finally, from the twelfth century on, the seven sins list becomes generally accepted and acedia is given as a synonym for tristitia. Peter Lombard, for example, calls the vice 'acedia vel tristitia.' 33

This seems to have been the solution to the problem of simultaneously following the authority of St. Gregory and preserving the very useful concept of acedia. What this vice meant to the twelfth-century theologian we shall see presently in the discussion of St. Thomas.

Before looking at the Summa Theologica, however, we must briefly examine the appearance of acedia in theological literature up to about 1200. A few generalized remarks will be sufficient here.

---

various authors (PL 17:1149 ff.; 55:1131 ff.; 145:359 ff.). It is a word-battle between twenty-four (or twenty-five, in PL 145) vices and their opposite virtues. Each vice raises several tempting questions according to its nature and is properly rebutted by the corresponding virtue. The model of this particular debate seems to be a passage in Gregory ("False arguments, by which the capital vices strive to deceive our mind," Novel., XXXI, 49, 90, PL 76:622). The order of the twenty-four vices is such that they can be, without any loss de force, divided into the seven chief sins according to St. Gregory. To acedia-tristitia would belong: tristitia, torpor vel ignavie, iniquitas (or disoluta) vanitas, and desanatio. Acedia is not mentioned by name.

32 Hugh of St. Victor, Araeositis in Abelian., 2 (PL 175:385-384), and De sacramentis, II, 13, 1 (PL 176:525-526); but compare notes 31 and 33.

33 Sententiae, II, 42, 8 (PL 192:755). Hugh has "tristitia et acedia" in De Tristitiae carnis et spiritus, 7 (PL 176:1000). I have found this formula also in a much earlier document, the ninth-century Capitula ad praedicatorum paremiae max., by Bishop Theodulf of Orleans, ch. 51 (PL 105:281).
because, first, the discussion of this vice in ecclesiastical writers of this period is extremely repetitious, consisting mostly of the same formulae; and second, the more interesting speculations about 
aseidia which arose in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries are gathered up in the work of Thomas Aquinas and will be considered in that connection.

In religious writings after St. Gregory the term 
aeitia is very seldom used apart from lists and discussions of the seven capital sins. This does not mean that the psychological states known by that name were unfamiliar to the writers. But whenever some author speaks of spiritual boredom, weariness, undefined sorrow, the desire to quit, and similar phenomena which the desick monks attributed to 
aeitia, he prefers to use different and more specific terms. Jerome and Gregory have already been mentioned as examples. In Gregory and others 
aeidia frequently seems to mean the same as 
aeidia.\footnote{Desidian vero agimus, quote per torporem languide om quae Dei sunt operamus,\textsuperscript{6} Isidore, Sent., II, 10, 3 (PL 85:610). This distinction is taken from Gregory, Moral., II, 54, 55 (PL 75:588). Cf. Augustine's use of 
aeidia, above, n. 3.}

Irenaeus uses it ("aeidiae tepor vel negligentiae") in a series of six vices, the others being lust, wrath, sorrow (\textit{tristitia}), avarice, and envy.\footnote{\textit{Corpus Christianorum}, Series Latina, vol. 195, p. 475.}

Peter Damian, in the tenth century, still gives it the same denotation.\footnote{De perfectione monachorum, II, V and VII, in Paolo Bressi (ed.), \textit{De divina omnipotentia e altri opuscoli} (Florence, 1945), pp. 206,
exactly like acedia are acedia, 57 and torpor animi. 58 More commonly, specific terms for separate symptoms usually attributed to acedia are used: tedium, 59 noeror, 60 imania, 61 negligentia, 62 etiosisitas, 63 and others. St. Bernard, in one of his sermons, equates acedia with torpor and tedium, 64 but in another sermon, where he

224, and 240; Sermo 74 (PL 144:919). Torpor acediae is responsible for the mechanical recitation of prayers in Adam Abbas (PL 1190), Ep. 1 (PL 211:985).

57For example, Rathenius, Dialogue confessionalis, 18 (PL 136: 406).

58For example, Bishop Tafon of Saragossa (seventh century), Sententiae, IV, 23 (PL 80:942), describes spiritual slumber, negligence, and lack of vigilance as torpor animi. Peter Damian frequently speaks of imania torpor, cf. De perf. monach., III and VI (pp. cit., pp. 214 and 228); also Sermo 74 (PL 144:919).

59Tedium: Gregory, Moral., I, 18 (PL 75:999 f.).

60Noeror: Gregory, Dial., I, 1, Introd. (PL 77:150); Peter Damian, De perf. monach., II (pp. cit., p. 212).

61Imania: frequent in Peter Damian, pp. cit., III and VI (pp. 214 and 228).


63Jonas of Orleans, in discussing the eight chief vices, gives etiosisitas as a synonym for acedia: "Sextum vitium acedia, id est etiosisitas..." De institutione iusici, XIII, 6 (PL 106:243). See also below, p. 70.

64" Ergo sum te torpore, acedia, vol tædico affici sentia, ..." Sermo 21 in Cantici, 3 (PL 185:574).
clearly refers to spiritual boredom, he does not employ the word at all.

In the very few passages which I have found, where the word *acedia* does occur apart from the sin list, the term apparently refers to very special phenomena. Peter Damian, for example, once speaks of the control over various parts of the body which he connects with corresponding vices. Thus, the palate should be guarded against gluttony, the heart against the phantasms of [evil?] thoughts, and the eyes against *acedia*.

Elsewhere, Peter commands an old recluse for his unrelenting fervor in religious exercises:

"It is a very great wonder that the boredom of *acedia* never oppressed his eyes."

For Peter Damian, then, the term *acedia* must have meant comeliness.

In his list of chief sins he has, of course, only *tristitia*.

Some more examples of a similarly restricted denotation

---

45 Sermo sermo in festa S. Andreæ Ap., 4 (PL 153:510); he says, "in vigiliis dormitat anima nostra praæ tædiam . . . ."

46 De perf. monach., XV (op. cit., p. 280); the Italian translation has "non lasciarvi premere da sonnolenza."

47 Ilid atiam valde mirandum, quia nunquam eas eos aedias acedias tædium deprimit; ibid., XXIII (p. 322).

48 See also his letter to the bishops Theodorus and Rodulphus, where he mentions the escape from *acedia* as one of the reasons for his literary work: Lib. IV, Ep. 11 (PL 144:581). It is impossible to deduce the precise meaning of *acedia* here from the context.

49 Sermo 74 (PL 144:919 ff.) and De horis somnisia, 1 (PL 145:223).
of *sēdia* can be met with in mystical writers, when I shall consider in the final section of this chapter.

In contrast to the extremely rare appearance of the term *sēdia* in isolation, the word was frequently used, during this period, in connection with the seven or eight principal vices. It would be tedious to present all the documents where it occurs in such a context. The major writers of the Carolingian period who dealt with *sēdia* at some length have already been listed.\(^{50}\) Moreover, the semantic history of the term from Gregory to the scholastic movement reflects little change. Some writers who had special interests in psychology continued to speculate about the relations between particular vices and the parts of the soul, just as Gregory of Nyssa, Evagrius, Maximus the Confessor, Gregory the Great, and others had done in scattered remarks before them. Alcuin, for example, has left one of the earliest medieval systematic treatises on psychology, in which, following the Platonic tradition, he distributes the chief vices among the three parts of the soul. *Sēdia*, here, belongs to the irascible part: it is the corruption of anger (the passion), which men possess in order that he may resist and combat sin.\(^{51}\) As a systematic work on psychology, however, Alcuin's

---

\(^{50}\) See above, n. 30.

treatise remained isolated in his time. The full psychological analysis of acedia and its location in a well-structured system came only with the great Scholastics.

The morphology of the vice of acedia in this period can best be demonstrated by the description which Ambrose Maurus gave of it.

The eighth and last poison [virus] of the eight principal vices is acedia. From it arises languor of the mind and a harmful sluggishness, which renders man useless to any good work and pushes him to destruction. Wherefore it is written: "Illness is the enemy of the soul," which the devil, hostile to all good, engenders in man through the mentioned disease [morbus] of acedia; so that he injuriously causes man to be listless and shrink himself the least in good works. For acedia is a plague which proves to be of much harm to those who serve God. The idle man grows dull in normal desires, is cheerless in spiritual works, has no joy in the salvation of his soul, and does not become cheerful in helping his brother [?], but only careless and desires and performs everything in an idle fashion. Acedia corrupts the miserable mind which it inhabits with many misfortunes, which teach it many evil things. From it are born somnolence, laziness in good deeds, instability, resting from place to place, lukewarmness in work, berades, murmuring and vain talks. It is defeated by the soldier of Christ through reading, constancy in good deeds, the desire for the prize of future beatitude, confessing the temptation which is in the mind, stability of the place and of one's resolution, and the practice of some art and work or prayer, and the perseverance in vigil. May the servant of God never be found idle! For the devil has greater difficulty in finding a spot for temptation in the man whom he finds employed in some good work, than in him whom he encounters idle and practicing no good.  

---

52 De ascensione disciplinae, 5, "de agoene Christiana" (PL 112:1231 ff.). This repeats in an expanded form what Alcuin had said in De virtutibus et vitiis, 52 (PL 101:655).
It is obvious that Rhabanus relies heavily on Cassian.

In a different treatise from the one quoted he defines *asedia* with Cassian's words: "Asedia Graece, latine tardium sive anxietas cordis..." But he immediately adds—and this is significant—, "...vel etiam etiositas dicitur." Idleness, which had occupied such a large space in Cassian's discussion of *asedia*, is now fully equated with this vice. Here the application of the chief vices, especially *asedia*, to all men, including the layfolk outside the "quiet life," has reached its culmination. In Rhabanus' description the specific reminiscences of Egyptian monasticism are omitted or toned down; *etiositas* is a spiritual illure which all Christians may incur, as Rhabanus explicitly affirms, and the essence of *asedia* is no longer bound with the cell or the solitary life, but—last concretely—negligence in performing spiritual works. Under the concept of spiritual negligence (or "sloth," as the vice came to be called in Middle English) could then be included not only specific sins of the monk, such as sluggishness in reading and prayer, but...
also corresponding faults which were peculiar to the life in the
world: dicing, hunting, and unbecoming joking at the times hallowed
for religious observances.\textsuperscript{57} These tendencies, only hinted at in
Rhabanus' writings, were to burst into full bloom in our later
vernacular literature.

Rhabanus' discussion of 	extit{neidia} is a typical, though an
uncommonly rich, example of the treatment which the vice received
by Carolingian and later theologians up to the thirteenth century.
If the name 	extit{neidia} was preserved, its definition shifted more and
more to "neglect of spiritual duties." The vice is discussed at
length almost exclusively in presentations of the seven capital sins;
by itself, 	extit{neidia} occurs very seldom. There is, however, an interest-
ing combination of the term's two modes of existence and of the dif-
ferences in meaning that have been shown, in Hugh of St. Victor.
Hugh adopted a seven-sin list. The vice we are considering he called,
sometimes 	extit{tristitia}, at other times 	extit{neidia}, and occasionally 	extit{tristitia}
guy 	extit{neidia}.\textsuperscript{58} The latter occurs in a treatise, frequently attributed
to Hugh, which develops the allegory of the two trees of vices and of
virtues. The vice is here defined as "an anguish of the mind which
is perturbed by the frustration of its desire through something contrary.

\textsuperscript{57}De secil: disc., III (PL 112:1253).

\textsuperscript{58}See above, nn. 51-53.
or, the loathing to perform a good deed well.  Among its progeny of seven branches there is one called *saldia* [sic]. Hugh defines it as "a sorrow or weariness or overwhelming bitterness of the spirit, born of a very great confusion of the soul. By it, spiritual delight is quenched, and the mind is, as if by the beginning of despair, overthrown in itself." I take this strange duplication of the term as indicative of two things: first, the usefulness of the word *saldia* as the generic name for the chief vice, and its preference over *trivitia*; and second, the desire to include the traditional phenomena of *saldia*, as it had been described by Evagrius and Cassian, in the sin-list. This specific form of *saldia* is in our days commonly called "monastic *saldia*." We shall presently see some of its manifestations in the works of Bernard of Clairvaux and Bonaventure.

Before we turn to these mystical writers, however, we must carefully examine the scholastic analysis and schematization of *saldia*. From the preceding survey it has become clear, I hope, that the inclusion of the concept of *saldia* in a well-ordered, rational system of sins depended on the solving of two or three basic problems. First, the "psychology" of the phenomenon of *saldia* had to be studied.

---

59 De Trinitate, 7 (PL 176:1005-61). This definition clearly juxtaposes the Evagrian-Cassianic *trivitia* (the effect of thwarted carnal desires) and *saldia* (weariness of life).

60 Ibid., (1059); the same definition occurs in De sacramentis, II, 13, 1 (PL 176:1526).
with accuracy. Second, _acedia_ had to be strictly distinguished from _tristitia_, in order to put an end to the confusion engendered by Gregory's innovation. This distinction could only be arrived at by finding a very precise and sharp definition of _acedia_ and by establishing, as a corollary, the nature of its sinfulness. Such a definition ought third, to be general enough to cover both the "neglect of spiritual duties" and the "monastic _acedia_.'

From the Schoolmen I will choose St. Thomas as the best representative of the scholastic discussion of this vice. The sin of _acedia_ was analyzed and arranged in a theological system by all the great thinkers of the various "schools" during the twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth centuries, such as Hugh of St. Victor, Albert the Great, Bonaventure, and Duns Scotus. Thomas, however, ranks foremost among them, not only because of his later position of authority in the teaching of the Church, but also on account of the solidity and comprehensiveness of his work. His nature thought on _acedia_ is laid down in the _Summa Theologica_; the vice is also dealt with in the earlier _Quaestio disputata de male_.61 In both cases, Thomas discusses _acedia_ as one of the seven capital sins.

Basic to Thomas' analysis is the definition of _acedia_ as "tristitia de spirituali bene" (sorrow about a spiritual good). In other words, Thomas solves the historical confusion between _acedia_

---

61. _Summa Theologica_, II-II, qu. 55; and _De Malta_, qu. 11.
and tristitia by considering the former a species of the latter.

He derives this distinction from a classification made by Nemesius. This fifth-century bishop of Reesa, speaking of the passions of the soul, distinguishes four species of sorrow (lúpe): one which causes speechlessness (ángua), an oppressive sorrow (ésthos), envy (anthéno), and compassion or sympathy (ploos). Nemesius obtained both the names and the definitions of these four from Stoic philosophers. 63

The Nemesian scheme was taken over, unidentified, by John of Damascus. 64 In the twelfth century both John and Nemesius were translated into Latin by Burgundio of Pisa. Burgundio then rendered ésthos, the oppressive sorrow, by "acedia . . . tristitia aggravans." 65 On this translation rests Thomas' knowledge of these Greek writers and their classification of the passion tristitia, which he accepts as authoritative. 66 The rendition of ésthos by "acedia" gives, of course, a peculiar slant to the Greek concept, for which Burgundio is

---


63For example, Stobaeus and Diogenes Laertius. They divided tristitia, however, into nine species. Cf. E. Demuski, "Die Psychologie des Nemesius," Beitrag zur Naturwissenschaft, Bd. III, Heft 1 (Münster, 1900), esp. p. 121, n. 2.

64De fide orthodoxa, II, 14 (PG 94, 951).

65In his translation of De fide orthodoxa, ed. Eligius B. Buxtaert, Franciscan Institute Publications, no. 3 (St. Bonaventure, New York, 1929).

66I-II, qu. 35, a. 6; also in II-II, qu. 35, a. 1, arg. 1; De Haio, qu. 11, a. 1, arg. 5 ff. Thomas also uses the phrase "tristitia aggravans" in the same contexts. Following Burgundio, Thomas and his contemporaries attributed Nemesius' treatise to Gregory of Reesa.
responsible. I can explain Burgundio's use of the term "aestia" in this context only by reference to the by then well-established tradition of the vice, its firm position in the patterns of chief vices, and its post-Gregorian connection and confusion with tristitia.

Sorrow, tristitia, was numbered among the principal passions as far back as Aristotle and Plato. It is the painful effect of man's sensitive soul caused by some present evil, such as wounds, lack of food, the loss of a friend, or the frustration of one's hope for a raise in salary. Following Aristotelian psychology, Thomas elaborates a system of eleven "passions" and attributes tristitia to the vis communissillibis; but at the same time, accepting the tradition of Plato, Augustine, Boethius, and Boethius, Thomas reckons tristitia among the four principal passions (where it sometimes is also called dolor). The scheme of four can be further reduced to the two basic affects of joy and sorrow, or pleasure and pain (raudice and tristitia), which already in Aristotle and his followers were the final affective states to which all other affections lead. Then, Tristitia, then, etc.

67 An earlier, ninth-century, translation of Boethius by Alfanus (ed. O. Burkhard, Leipzig, 1917), for example, does not translate aesthese and defines it as "afflictive aggravamen."

68 An excellent survey of Thomas' doctrine on the passions and its sources is the article by Matthias Heier, "Die Lehre des Thomas von Aquino de passionibus animae in quellenanalytischer Darstellung," Beiträge der Pauluskirche, Bd. XI, Heft 2 (Munich, 1912).

69 I-II, q. 25, a. 4, and contra.

is the very fundamental reaction of man's sensitive nature to every-
thing which appears to be an evil.

Insofar as tristitia is a passion, it is of course morally
indifferent. Where, then, does the difference between it and the
sin of asedia lie? Thomas answers that the moral value of passions
depends on their object, on what the passions are applied to.\(^{71}\)

Tristitia may be either pain and sorrow about some "external evil,"
such as a wound, being burnt on the stake, or the loss of one's
possessions; or the sorrow about some "inward good," as for example
the possession of knowledge, the acquisition of virtue, or the glory
of martyrdom. The latter type of sorrow alone is sinful \(^{72}\) or
while the former is morally evil only when indulged in to an excess
(inequitable, or tristitia immoderata). The truly sinful tristitia,
then, is sorrow about something that appears to be an evil, but is
in reality a good.\(^{72}\) The true good, now—in theological terms—, is
the spiritual good, bonum spirituali: whatever forms or leads to
Man's ultimate happiness as it exists in the mind of his Creator.
To lose it constitutes tristitia de bono spirituali and is morally
evil—the sin of asedia.

\(^{71}\)II-II, qu. 95, a. 1, ad 1. As to the connection between passion
(which is a motus originating in the sensitive soul) and sin (which
is a motus of the will, in the rational soul), see I-II, qu. 24 and 77.

\(^{72}\)II-II, qu. 95, a. 1, resp.; De Malo, qu. 11, a. 1, esp. ad 4.
It may be objected that sorrow about some spiritual good is not so much a particular vice, as, rather, an effect of other vices. For example, the glutton is sad about a diet which would give him only what he absolutely needs; or the proud man feels rejected when his schemes for personal exaltation fail. This sadness caused by thwarted desires had been included in the pagan vice of *tristitia* (lente)\(^73\) and thence passed into Gregory's *acedia-tristitia.* But Thomas distinguishes very carefully between it and the true *acedia.* Sadness about some spiritual good—more accurately, about the virtues which are opposed to the other single vices—is indeed not a special sin. In the same way, sorrow and pain arising from the efforts one has to make in order to acquire some virtue or to avoid sin, do not form a special vice. *Acedia* rather refers to sorrow about the *bonum divinum,* the divine good itself. It is the direct opposite of the joy in God, the joy which accompanies (or should, by necessity, accompany) the love of God.\(^74\) The *bonum divinum* attracts and demands man's love for its own sake; to neglect it and to be sad about it is sinful. This particular sin is *acedia.* In contrast, to be sad about *bona spiritualia* in the larger sense, such as the objects of virtues, either because one loves the objects of vices better, or

---

\(^73\) See above, p. 39.

\(^74\) Consequently, for St. Thomas *acedia* is by its nature opposed to the virtue of *seritas,* not to patience or fortitude. See esp. *De malo,* qu. 11, a. 5, arg. 7 and ad 7; and also a. 2, resp.
because the love of virtue is connected with some hardship, is not *aedia*, but merely an effect of other vices.\(^7\)

Using these distinctions as a basis, St. Thomas is able to clarify some corollary issues of the discussion about *aedia*. One objection states that *aedia* is nothing but laziness (*lazitia*)—laziness being defined as the shunning of efforts because of accompanying bodily hardships. To this Thomas responds with the distinction explained in the preceding paragraph, viz., that to be sad and neglectful about spiritual goods on account of the labors that accompany their acquisition is not *aedia*.\(^8\)

Another objection to the inclusion of *aedia* among the capital sins uses certain expressions in Cassian that describe it almost as a physical disease or defect\(^9\)—which of course could not be considered as sinful. Thomas answers with a reference to the fact that the passions are one of the main bridges between body and mind, and that changes in man's physical nature may very well incline the soul to mortal sin. The physical "defect" (which comprises hunger and suffering from heat), however, is not the same as *aedia*, but only the possible cause of a strong disposition for it.\(^10\)

\(^7\) The subject of this whole paragraph is treated in II-II, qu. 33, a. 2.

\(^8\) II-II, qu. 33, a. 2, arg. 3 and resp.

\(^9\) Spec. in Iust., I, 1, where Cassian speaks of a fever that comes at regular hours. See above, ch. 1, p. 49.

\(^10\) II-II, qu. 33, a. 1, arg. 2 and ad 2.
The sin of acedia must likewise not be confused with the longing for spiritual success and the sadness which sometimes overcomes the monk when he realizes how far he still is from his goal.\textsuperscript{79} The longing for the spiritual goods one is striving for is different from the contempt of the goods one has received from God. Only the latter contempt and ingratitude belong to acedia proper.\textsuperscript{80}

Even if it is granted that acedia is sinful and forms a special vice, no another objection says, it cannot be a mortal sin because it does not run contrary to any of the Ten Commandments. Thomas' answer: "Acedia is opposed by the commandment to sanctify the Sabbath. This commandment orders the peaceful rest of the mind in God (\textit{quieta mentis in Deo}), to which is opposed the sadness of the mind about the divine good."\textsuperscript{81}

Lastly, St. Thomas tries to clear up the historical confusion in the progeny of acedia and triptitia, caused by the divergent lists of Cassian and of Gregory the Great.\textsuperscript{82} It might seem that Gregory's list of "daughters" includes some that do not properly

\textsuperscript{79} Again, the argument is based on Cassian, who speaks of the monk who, driven by acedia, is depressed because he feels no spiritual comfort, and wishes to live in another monastery which, he is sure, will be more profitable for his progress. \textit{Inst.}, I, 2.

\textsuperscript{80} \textit{II-II}, qu. 75, a. 1, arg. 3 and ad 3.

\textsuperscript{81} \textit{II-II}, qu. 75, a. 3, arg. 1 and ad 1.

\textsuperscript{82} See above, p. 36. Instead of quoting Cassian, Thomas uses Isidore of Seville, who has the same progeny in \textit{De Divinis Officiis}, 16 (Ma 85: 366).
belong to *ascedia* (viz., *penor*, *militia*, *puellanimitas*, and *desperatio*), and that Cassian's list is incompatible with Gregory's. But Thomas gives a rationale for each member of the progeny. The capital vice, he says, is related to its "daughters" as their *causa finalis*. When we say someone acts in a certain way "on account of *ascedia*," we mean two things: either he simply flees what causes him sorrow and pain, or, driven by the weight of sorrow, he deliberately turns to more pleasurable activities. From this initial distinction between two psychic "movements" Thomas derives the following division:

\[
\text{Flight from things that cause sorrow} \quad \text{Flight from sorrow} \\
\text{Struggle against things that cause sorrow} \quad \text{men who lead to} \\
\text{Turning to outward things which delight} \quad \text{spir. goods themselves --- *militia*} \\
\text{spir. goods that are ends in themselves --- *desperatio*} \\
\text{spir. goods that are means to an end --- *ternae circa externae*} \\
\text{connected with the counsels --- *puellanimitas*} \\
\text{As to the second part of this objection, Thomas declares that there is no real discord between the progenies of Cassian and Gregory. Cassian's longer list can be easily reduced to Gregory's six} \\
\]

---

63 *II-II*, qu. 35, a. 4, *arteg.* 2-3.
Duas "daughters". Fusillations and desperation correspond in both lists; as for the rest:

Cassian:
- amareitudo is an effect of rancor
- otiositas
- accidita

Gregory:
- terpas circa praecepta
- evagasia mentis circa illicita
- evagasia mentis circa illicita
- inquietudo corporis
- instabilitas

Gregory's malitia, finally, is almost synonymous with aedie.86

By these careful distinctions and definitions St. Thomas has achieved a rational synthesis not only between Cassian and Gregory, but also between the various historical components of aedie, and between the vice itself and the system of capital sins, current scholastic psychology, and the tenets of moral theology. The long labor of schematization, begun by Evagrius, has in Thomas reached its climax. Aedie is built—to a perfect fit—into the structure of Christian moral theology. It has received its incontestable place as one of the seven "deadly sins" and is, as such, geared to a fundamental aspect of human behavior, the passions. Thomas' definition links aedie to the affects of pleasure and pain—the very roots of the affective and

85II-II, qu. 55, a. 4, ad 3.

86As a comparison with Isidore's or Cassian's original lists shows, Thomas left out persuasio in his quotation in q. 5 and also in his definition. The idea is, of course, contained in Cassian's inquietudo corporis and instabilitas, as well as in Gregory's evagasia as interpreted by Thomas.
tative life, and the basis of all moral action. Vices and virtues
flow from the psychological principles of moral behavior, love and
hatred of good and evil. 87 The seven capital vices, including
somnia, the sinful sorrow about the things that belong to God, are
logically derived from these basic relations. The structure of the
Summa Theologiae perfectly bears out these ontological connections:
somnia appears after the discussion of caritas as the opposite of the
joy which accompanies the love of the divine good.

Seen within these larger relationships, the concept of
somnia has reached the highest degree of abstraction of which it is
capable. Thomas' definition of this vice is much less concrete than
Evagrius' "boredom with the cell," Cassian's "tardium sive anxietas
cordis," or Rabanus' neglect of spiritual duties. But it covers
these and other widely different phenomena, because it reaches deeper
into the roots of human behavior than the former definitions did.
The meaning of somnia in the Summa appears to be identical with the
etymological sense of the word: lack of care, inanis, or not-caring-
for. This nearly identifies the vice with a fundamental human attitude
that of spiritual indifference, rather than with passing faults that
lie closer to the surface, such as boredom, getting up late, or mum-
bbling one's prayers without attention. The latter, of course, flow
from the former. But to have penetrated to their very well-spring is,

87I-II, qu. 84, a. 4, resp.; and De malo, qu. 8, a. 1, resp.
I think, the greatest value of Thomas' contribution to the history of *aedia*.

The enormous breadth of scope which the vice has thus gained must not make us overlook, however, that for St. Thomas *aedia* is a capital sin, and nothing but that. Its frame of reference is theology and the system of Christian ethics. Moreover, aspects that might have been included in *aedia* but are not sinful, do not interest the Angelic Doctor. Although physiological symptoms of *aedia* are taken into account\(^{88}\) (yet only insofar as their relation to sin is concerned), the connection with states of spiritual dryness or frigidity among the mystics is not weighed. Thomas' work is avowedly not a free speculation on theological or other subjects, but a philosophical exposition *ab origine* (in terms of the "neu"logic and science) of the *cura doctrinae*. The passages we have analyzed may, consequently, be considered as merely an *apologia* for the seven capital sins. This, of course, does not detract the least from the tremendous significance of Thomas' insight into *aedia* and human behavior. Only, we must not expect to find what Thomas never intended to give.

For this reason it is understandable why, not only in St. Thomas, but in almost all writings of a strictly theological nature during the high Middle Ages, we find very few or no remarks which directly reflect the experience of *aedia* in actual life. The

---

\(^{88}\) See above, n. 77.
situation is somewhat different in works of a less rigidly systematic character, such as sermons, homilies, treatises on the religious state, books of devotion, and similar genres. In order to provide some contrast to the abstract, detached discussion of the vice in the *summae* and handbooks, I should now like to look into a few mystic writers of the same period and see how *secula* appears in their utterances.

What has been said for the centuries before St. Thomas can be repeated here: the term *secula* appears, outside the seven-sin scheme, comparatively seldom. Quite often other, more specific words are used to describe attitudes of spiritual sadness, tedium, neglect, etc. An example from a sermon of St. Bernard has been alluded to before. From the same century dates a very fine psychological description of this phenomenon as it takes hold of the solitary monk in his cell. But again, it is called *languor spiritus* and *tedium cordis*—not *secula*. As possible reasons for the absence of the term I can only suspect that either the word was not commonly known before the theological syntheses of the thirteenth century, or that *secula* bore too strong a connotation of mortal sin and was,

---

89 See above, pp. 83 ff.
90 See above, p. 67.
91 Guigo II, *De quadrupartiito exercitio saliae*, 24, “de tedia” (Pl. 135:841-842).
therefore, inapplicable to the mental depression common in the religious life.

In Thomas' days, however, *sadia* was recognized as (and called) one of the chief vices which religious people had to contend with. Bonaventure says,

> By this vice mostly the religious are affected. Because only very few secular people know it, even though it be a vice. For, those who are attached to the world are hardly able to grasp the idea of the spiritual life; in spite of the fact that this vice is listed among the seven chief vices. But when we talk to spiritual persons, who can understand this vice, . . .

The vicious phenomena of *sadia* is, thus, considered as peculiar to the monastic life. Above all, it usually beethes the novices most acutely. "Those recently converted from the world," a Cistercian abbot of the end of the twelfth century writes, "however fervent they may be in their devotion, often labor under the vice of *sadia*." 95 For their cure the abbot recommends especially "frequent and friendly confessions with their master." At heart, the monastic *sadia* is boredom and disgust with the spiritual life, as St. Bernard testifies in a letter to Abbot Suger. Bernard praises Suger's improvements in his monastery of St. Denis, particularly the variety


93Adam Abbas Persenian, Ep. 1, "de institutione novitiorum" (PL 211:586). St. Bernard also speaks of the "cooling-off" of novices (Sermo 67 in Cantica, PL 183:1085), but does not mention *sadia*. However, for his knowledge of the term see the following quotation.
in religious exercises which Suger introduced under his rule, because "the variety of holy observances keeps at bay tedious and assured. 94 Speaking of the diversity of religious practices, a curious linking of ideas should be noted: in a Lenten sermon Peter Comestor states that since assidia consists of a certain torpor of body and soul, the Church, in order to help people cast off the vice, has instituted a certain motion of the body, namely the processions from one church to another, which the Pope makes almost every day during Lent... 95

Yet processions do not alleviate the spiritual torpor which monks experience in their solitude. This can be overcome only by constant alertness—its very opposite. Isaac Stella once preached a very moving sermon, in which he interpreted morally the episode of Jesus' sleeping during the storm. 96 When the monk gives way to assidia, Christ in his soul falls asleep, too, and immediately the storm and the waves rise: the tumult of evil thoughts, like an inner tempest, breaks loose. "Let us be vigilant, then, my brethren, let us be vigilant above all against that plague of assidia!"

---


95 Peter Comestor, Sermon II in Quadragesima (PL 198:1734).

St. Bonaventure, too, preached vigilance against *somnia,*

because this vice "takes all the spiritual good in man away." 97

Like a worm that eats and destroys wood, 98 so does *somnia* afflict

the righteous man. In another sermon Bonaventure specifically men-
tions falling asleep in choir as an aspect of *somnia.* 99 Drowsiness

and actual sleep during religious services were some of the most

notorious effects of this vice. We shall encounter them frequently

in vernacular literature and in Caspar of Reisterbach. 100 The lat-

ter, in his collection of *exempia,* recorded several miraculous

stories about sleepy monks. Bonaventure also has one in the men-
tioned sermon; his slumbering Franciscan friar was cured of *somnia*

by a vision of Christ carrying the Cross. In addition to sinful

sleep, other common symptoms of monastic *somnia* are summed up by

Bonaventure as follows:

---


98 This traditional simile for *somnia,* based on Scripture, occurs

already in Evagrius (*De cœtu vitiosæ excitationibus*, PG 79:1436) and

Cassian (*Instr.*, II, 2-3), who, however, used it for *tristitia*.


100 See below, chapter XIII.

101 *De perfectionibus vitae et morborum*, I (*Opera*, vol. VIII, p.

109a). The explicatory phrases in brackets occur only in one MS.
The vice (which in Bonaventure's work seems surprisingly large\textsuperscript{102}) can be mastered only by the cultivation of spiritual joy. Acedia, to Bonaventure, consists in the lack of zeal and cheerfulness: "Many there are who do good works either by constraint, or by necessity, or by custom; their actions are motivated by no eagerness whatsoever. This vice is properly called \textit{acedia}.\textsuperscript{103} Consequently, \textit{acedia} 'cannot be perfectly avoided among the evils of this life unless one rejoices in the Holy Ghost.'\textsuperscript{104} This serious vice, he says elsewhere, must be cured by \textit{incendiæ spiritualis},... which revives the sick and dejected mind, stirs it to spiritual meditation, and gives it back the desire for work, prayer, and reading... Fear and sorrow shut up one's heart, but security and joy open it.\textsuperscript{105} To this inner joy must be added social affability:

\begin{quote}
In order to drive away, with the utmost effort, all the coldness of acedia and sorrow (in which the way to confusion lies hidden),... you must always be joyous and tranquil in your inner and outward behavior. Do in no way contradict or resist anybody in anything, but rather acquiesce always in everything, as long as this does not prevent God's glory or the salvation of your soul.\textsuperscript{106}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{102}Bonaventure several times reckons acedia among a triad of \textit{acedia: concupiscen ties (or invidia), ira, and aedias} of. \textit{Sermon I, "de modo vivendi" (Opera, vol. IX, p. 725a)} and \textit{De mort. vitae, loc. cit.}

\textsuperscript{103}De passione Domini, loc. cit.

\textsuperscript{104}Sermon I, loc. cit.

\textsuperscript{105}De passione Domini, loc. cit.

\textsuperscript{106}\textit{Ex. de XXV memorabilibus, 15: "de fuga aedias et tristitias" (Opera, vol. VIII, p. 485a).}
This spiritual cheerfulness parallels Thomas' *agadia* in *bono spirituali*: it equally reflects the joyful and amiable character of Franciscan spirituality, as outstanding a feature in its founder as well as his present-day sons. 107

St. Bonaventure has another passage on *agadia* which is of some interest for this study. In a sermon he speaks of seven impediments to spiritual fruit-bearing—an allegorical development of the seven-sin scheme. 108 *Agadia* is here compared to dryness of the soil. The definition of the vice given in the passage is not new; but the simile opens a new aspect of *agadia* in the Middle Ages. Very frequently in mystic writers metaphorical expressions like dryness, aridity, lukewarmness, sterility of the mind, etc., are used for psychological states very similar to the vice of *agadia.* 109 The connection of this so-called "monastic *agadia*" with the mystic state of dryness is important enough to merit some discussion in detail in a later chapter. 110 We shall then see that this connection existed

107 St. Francis insisted that his brethren should show their *laetitia spiritualis* by a cheerful face: "This spiritual gladness likewise he loved especially in his brethren, and indeed he quite often reproved them for outward sadness and *agadia.*" *Speculum Perfectionis*, ch. 97, ed. Paul Sabatier (Manchester, 1928). See also ch. 98, and the Rule of 1221, ch. 7.


109 For example, St. Bernard's *Sermo 24 in Cantica*, 6 (Pl. 185: 1041-42).

110 See below, chapter IV.
already in the works of the Desert Fathers. The analysis of "monastic acedia" and, especially, Bonaventure's writings indicates, therefore, that—in spite of Gregory's attempt to abandon the term and the rationalizing and systematizing work of the Schoolmen—the concept of acedia in the thirteenth century still resembled closely the legismos that had once plagued Evagrius and the desert monks.
CHAPTER III

ACEDIA IN MIDDLE ENGLISH DEVOTIONAL LITERATURE

After tracing the history of acedia from its beginnings through Latin theological literature up to the thirteenth century, we now turn to the English scene and will examine, in this and the following chapters, the concept in our vernacular literature from the thirteenth century to about 1500. Again we enter a different milieu from the one previously studied, different not so much in its geographical as in its cultural and social aspects. The vernacular works from this period in which the concept of acedia is most likely to appear were, in contrast to the Latin summagia and meditations for monastic circles, written for a wider and predominantly lay audience. We can expect, first of all, that extensive treatments of the concept in the English language would stress aspects particularly relevant to a less sophisticated, a popular audience. It is this emphasis, the "popular" side of acedia, as we speak, that the following investigation will try to uncover.

The present chapter deals with "devotional literature." I take this concept in its larger sense and refer to works that were avowedly written to furnish religious instruction and to produce in the reader religious attitudes and sentiments—handbooks of
categorical information, sermons and homilies, meditations, and instructions for the *vita contemplativa*. In keeping with the aims set forth in my Introduction, I will not present an exhaustive listing of texts that deal with *pecedia*, but will try to draw a portrait of the vice as it appears in this particular literary milieu. The type of literature to be examined here sets this chapter off from the following, where I will consider the English mystics of the fourteenth century together with some problems raised by their writings. After that I will look at the work of some key figures of medieval belles-lettres, such as Chaucer, Dante, Gower, etc. The present chapter, then, covers Middle English works of a didactic and religious nature produced between approximately 1200 and 1450.

The concept of *pecedia* entered English literature in various forms. The word was either Anglicised to *pecedia* or *pecidue*, or translated with the help of words of Anglo-Saxon stock. Aelfric, for example, treating the eight "head-sins," writes: "sa sexta is *pecedia*, thast is aclementys ..." (lit. laugur, cloth, remisseness).\(^1\)

---

Elsewhere he lists asleamnesse together with alluerthe (lit., slowness). Other words clearly used to translate the Latin term are: onluethede (lit., disinclination, listlessness),\textsuperscript{5} asleamenedes (lit., slackness of the mind),\textsuperscript{4} assalene (lit., loathing),\textsuperscript{5} and perhaps arhede (lit., faintheartedness, cowardice).\textsuperscript{6} One of the Old English versions of Benedict's Regula has no exact translation for the frater academius, but renders freely: "thust thiner man brother ywo idle-nesse and unnete sprynesse beo . . . ."\textsuperscript{7}


\textsuperscript{5}For example: \textit{ibid.}, Homily 9, p. 82.


These different renderings of oceedia varied greatly in
their relative frequency. The Middle English Dictionary lists
not more than ten documents where oceedia or its variant forms appear
(an eleventh text has oceediens); 8 I can add only two further texts. 9
The earliest of these passages is in a document from the beginning
of the thirteenth century, the Accranna Rives; the latest appear in
texts from around 1400 (Hilton; The Desert of Religion). Before
1200, oceedamment was the most frequent Middle English term for
oceedia. This, however, and the listed companion terms were all super-
seded by forms of the word sileth, 10 which at least from the thirteenth
century on became the standard Middle English term for the vice of
oceedia.

The passages which show us how oceedia was translated into
Middle English also indicate in what context we find the vice: in
lists and descriptions of the seven deadly sins. All the information
about the concept as it is reflected in Middle English devotional
literature comes from longer or shorter treatments of the conventional
sin scheme. This does not mean that the concept of oceedia was lifeless

8 Hans Kurath and Sherman K. Kuhn, Middle English Dictionary,

9 The Book of Vice and Virtues, ed. V. Nelson Francis, 1919,

10 Sileth and spelling variants; silewness and variants (e.g., in
Dan John Gervynn's Servere, The Lay Folks' Catechism, and Handlyng
Synne); and sleighthshed (Handlyng Synne).
and schematized. On the contrary, it stimulated medieval minds to manifold imaginative and creative efforts. But it was always within the system of the chief vices that goodia lived and proliferated.

The most detailed accounts of the vice can be found in the treatments of the seven sins which appear in handbooks written for popular instruction. Such treatments received, in the thirteenth century, special attention by the Church. At that time the great religious movement of the mendicant orders concerned itself deeply with the kindling of religious fervor and devotion among the broad masses of the population. It began, so to speak, an active "inner mission" on a large scale. One major pursuit of this decidedly popular movement, which spread over all Europe, was the systematic instruction of the lay folk in the basic tenets of their faith. The means for such instruction was, of course, the sermon. In England the Franciscan John Peckham, Archbishop of Canterbury, decreed in 1251 that every pastor should expose to his community the cornerstones of Christian doctrine four times each year (Lambeth Constitutions). The cornerstones were: the articles of faith, the commandments, the seven works of mercy, the seven capital sins, the seven chief virtues, and the seven sacraments. To comply with the order satisfactorily, the multitude of parish priests needed a clear and simple exposition of these doctrinal matters in the form of a manual. This need was soon fulfilled.

As far as the English scene is concerned, several handbooks of this sort are extant. A good example is The Book of Vices and
Virtues. This is a fourteenth-century translation of the French
Somme le Roi, composed 1279 by the Dominican Lorenz d'Orléans. The
Somme, in its turn, was based on Latin handbooks, notably the Somme
Vitiorum of Guilielmus Peraldus. The Book of Vices and Virtues
11 treats the Ten Commandments, the (twelve) articles of faith, the
seven deadly sins, the Lord's Prayer, the seven gifts of the Holy
Ghost, the virtues, the bodily works of mercy, the sacrament of con-
fession, and related subjects. Similar manuals for lay education are
the Lay Folke's Catechism 12 and Jacob's Well. 13

The missionary work of the mendicant orders also led to an
increased emphasis on confessional practices. 14 As a consequence, a
second type of handbook began to appear, which aimed at giving in-
struction in matters of confession and helping the faithful prepare
themselves for the reception of the sacrament. 15 In these manuals

11 Its date is about 1375. Another version of Prior Lores's
Somme is the Arundel of Eynsham of 1540, in the Kentish dialect.

12 Ed. Thomas Frederick Simmons and Henry Edward Hallett, NAVS.
118 (London, 1901). Date: 1907.

13 Ed. Arthur Brandeis, NAVS. 115 (London, 1900). Date: first
quarter of the fifteenth century.

14 A succinct and convenient survey of the tradition of confes-
sional practices in the high Middle Ages and their reflection in
technical literature is given by D. W. Robertson, Jr., "The Cultural

15 The several types of handbooks were, probably, mostly written
for the priest, not directly for lay readers. They were intended to
help preachers and confessores in their work of instructing the lay
folk.
for confession and *Beichtbuch* we also find extensive treatments of the seven chief sins. The *Handlynge Synne*, for example, expounds and illustrates the Ten Commandments, the seven deadly sins, the seven sacraments, and the twelve points of confession.\(^{16}\) Besides these two types of handbooks the general movement towards religious lay education produced other works of less comprehensive scope, in many of which the seven sins are likewise set forth in great detail.

Along with the desire to systematise the chief sins and their species, another thoroughly medieval characteristic permeates most Middle English treatments of *suaedia*: the tendency to present matters of doctrine in allegories. Several types of allegorical treatment of the seven sins are predominant. The most common is the metaphor of the tree of vices with its branches and twigs. This image was apparently developed for the first time in a work attributed to Hugh of St. Victor\(^ {17}\) and became extremely fashionable in the later Middle Ages. The treatise\(^ {18}\) describes a tree of vices with seven branches, each of which bears seven fruits (except for the branch of *luxuria*, which has twelve). The opposite of this is the tree of virtues, of similar structure. Following this tradition, the

---


\(^{17}\) See Morton W. Bloomfield, *The Seven Deadly Sins* ([East Lansing], 1952), p. 64.

\(^{18}\) *De fructibus carnis et spiritus* (PL 176:997-1010).
Middle English versions of St. Edmund's Speculum, for example, arrange the species of the sins as "branches," while the fifteenth-century poem The Desert of Religion develops a whole forest of twenty different trees, among which grow a tree of vices and a "tree of seyde." The latter has three main branches with six twigs on each. Towards the end of the Middle Ages tree-tops of this sort grew extremely bulky: on the tree of vices in The Kalender of Shepherdes, a very popular almanac, the branch of "Slothes" produces no less than seventeen side-branches with 154 "small branches."

Another common allegorical device connected with the seven sins—less systematic but more dramatic than the preceding—is the castle image. It combines two different metaphors, the house of the soul and the battle between virtue and vice. Here the seven sins are presented as enemies who attack man’s soul.

---


20 Ed. Walter Kubner, in Archiv, CXVI (1911), 75-76, 360-364.

21 Lines 557 ff.

22 The Kalender of Shepherdes [1518], ch. 7. In the illustration in ch. 21, however, the branch of Sloth has only seven twigs.

23 For the history and spread of this allegory, see G. R. Oxt, Literature and Poetry in Medieval England (Cambridge, Eng., 1955), pp. 77 ff.; and Roberta D. Cornelius, The Imagery of the Castle (Bryn Mawr, 1950).

24 For Christian writers the concept of the house of the soul and its defense goes back to Matt. 24:45.

Savile Warde, several versions of Grosseteste's Château d'Amour, The Abbey of the Holy Ghost, and the Templum Domini are Middle English examples of this allegory. In them, however, ascidia is not described with the same minuteness as in other allegories.

The counterpart to the house of the soul is the castle or the temple of the devil, 26 in which the sins perform various offices suitable to their nature. Breuyard, who developed this allegory most extensively, calls the slothful the devil's chamberlain. 27 More frequently the devil is connected with the capital sins in a different metaphor. A fifteenth-century homily presents the sins as his daughters, who are married to various classes of society. 28 The marriage figure is developed in grand style by Gower's Nigra de l'ome. Here the sins are Satan's grandchildren (by Death and Sin) and get married to World. Each of them, including ascidia (Accele or Ascide), produces several children, which are then described with much detail.

A different image for the progeny of the vices is used in the Ancrano Ryme. The seven sins are compared to animals, each of which is followed by a more or less numerous offspring. Sloth, in this company, appears as a bear 29 who has eight "whelps": torpor pusillanimity, heaviness of heart, idleness, "grasching," sorrow of

26 Gwat, op. cit., pp. 81 ff.
27 John Breuward, Summa Predicantium [Basel, 1484], A.VIII, art. 4.
28 In MS. Gloucester Cathedral Library; cf. Gwat, op. cit., p. 96.
the world, negligence, and despair. The metaphorical use of an animal's litter for the progeny of a vice is comparatively rare. However, it is a frequent medieval practice to liken sins and the chief vices to animals. The representation of vices as beasts, seemingly a simple literary trope, has in reality anthropological implications which still await clarification. For example, on the one hand the Egyptian monks apparently believed that individual sins, being demons and therefore objective powers outside man, could actually enter the bodies of animals. On the other hand, it is equally true that from classical antiquity on the personification of vices has been nothing but a literary device, based on the similarity between human behavior and the characteristic traits of certain animals. But Christian exegesis, believing in the analogical relationship between the different levels of Creation, gave that similarity an ontological foundation. Medieval thinkers were convinced that the animal world, like a mirror, faithfully reflected human morals. Certain animals, then, mirror man's vices, not because of superficial resemblances observed by philosophers and poets, but because they were created for man's instruction. A

\[30\text{Cf. Bloomfield, op. cit., p. 79 and n.}

\[31\text{Plate uses an animal image for a human quality, Resp. 539 A. Evagrius calls anger and sorrow "two wicked animals," Tresor, ed Bal., 5 (PG 79:1100); cf. also his De prophetis, 34 and 35, in J. Meylenermans, Evagrius Sacerdos, Bibliothèque du Museon, vol. 31 (Louvain, 1952), pp. 163 ff. Danielou makes some interesting remarks on this subject in Platonisme et théologie mystique (Paris, 1944), pp. 79 ff.}
literary product of this belief is the *Physiologus*, in which the nature of a number of animals is—according to the light of medieval science—described and subsequently explained as symbolic of some moral or spiritual truth. I have not been able to find any reference to *assidia* in the *Physiologus* tradition itself, but the procedure is frequently used in devotional literature. Conventionally, the vice of sloth is represented by the ass: "A slow man is lyche an ass, for an ass loweth welc ass, and is lothe to transycle, but be be som streynd therte." Beside the ass and the bear, sometimes the dog serves to illustrate sloth or slothful behavior.

A final allegory of the seven sins which had some importance for Middle English devotional literature was the image of the Apocalyptic Beast. The French *Songe de Rei*, following traditional exegesis, interpreted the seven heads of the beast as the seven "head-sins." The same image was developed by the Middle English versions

---

52 *Jacob’s Well*, *MTH*, 113, p. 103.


54 Rev. 12:3. For the history of this interpretation, see Bloomfield, op. cit., p. 85.
of the Somme, notably The Book of Vices and Virtues and Avenbite of Inwyt. Here, skoth forms the fourth head and possesses three branches with eighteen subdivisions. In this allegory, the figure of the beast furnishes only the starting point. During the further development of the seven sins and their progeny it is almost completely lost sight of.

A more consistent allegorical development together with the systematic exposition of the seven sins is achieved in Jacob’s Well. This fifteenth-century work intends to teach, by way of an extended allegory, “the Cleansing of Man’s Conscience.” The sinful nature of man is likened to a pit full of cuse and mire. It must be purified step by step with the tools which well-cleaners use, until it becomes a fit receptacle for the limpid water of grace. First of all, the slime of the Great Curse must be removed. Then we reach the mire of deadly sin, where heavy toil begins with shovel, spade and pickaxe, in order to clean every inch of the well. This is the struggle against the seven vices. When they are cleared away, we arrive at the firm ground of the virtues, in which there are seven water-springs (the gifts of the Holy Ghost). But the five water-gates (the senses) must be shut against temptation, to keep the fresh water in the well. Then the pit must be curbed with stones (the works of mercy). Finally, the Lord can rest there and bring with Him the water of Grace.

55The allegory alludes, of course, to Jesus’ rest at Jacob’s Well, see John 4:5 ff.
Within this allegorical fable are thus treated: repentance, the seven deadly sins, confession, the senses, the seven virtues, the seven gifts of the Holy Ghost, the articles of faith, the sacraments, the Ten Commandments, the works of mercy, and the Pater Noster—in short, all the catechetical material appointed for popular instruction. *Aesopia* appears with a long progeny divided into three parts: sins that hinder the beginning of a good life, those that prevent the amendment of a bad life, and finally those that bring men to an evil end. Under the three headings appear eighteen species of Sloth, which are typical of all Middle English handbooks of religious instruction:

A) Forms of *Aesopia* which hinder the beginning of a good life.

1) "Slugginess": sluggishness, laziness in the performance of religious duties.

2) "Lendinesse of flesh": too much consideration for the comfort of the body.

3) "Idelenesse": idleness or engagement in idle activities.

4) "Neugnesse of herte": torpor of the mind in performing spiritual deeds.

5) "Lytherness of herte": reluctance to repent or to confess.

6) "Arwenesse": cowardice in the undertaking of spiritual works.

B) Forms of *Aesopia* which prevent the amendment of a bad life.

1) "Tarying": delay of repentance and good works.

2) "Raschelanshed or noslygense": lack of care for spiritual obligations, neglect in fulfilling spiritual and worldly duties.
5) "Forgettyng": forgetting sins in confession.

4) "Sleuth": faintheartedness (sleuth in this text is distinguished from slowthe).

3) "Lascies": slowness, laxness of the will in relation to spiritual goods.

2) "Faylyng": slackness in service, neglect of professional duties.

1) Forms of gredis which bring man to a bad end.

1) "Unburnes": disobedience to authorities.

2) "Impatience": impatience, unwillingness to accept what antagonizes one's own will.

3) "Gruselyng": murmuring.

4) "Penyness": grief at unpleasant words and deeds of others, almost oversensitivity.

5) "Langure": despondency, exaggerated sorrow.

6) "Wanhope": despair of God's mercy.

The model for this large progeny of gredis and for the tripartite scheme is found in the French Summe le Roi and its Middle English versions. It influenced, besides Jacobin Hall, also the allegorical poem The Desert of Religion and represents already a fairly advanced stage in the vernacular elaboration of the progeny. In other Middle English texts gredis is given a smaller number of daughters or branches, and a variety of combinations occur. Later, near the end of the fifteenth century, the tendency seems to have been—at least in popular works—towards an almost boundless enumeration of species of
Sloth; the *Calendar of Shepherds* with its 154 'small branches' of the vice is an illustration of this trend.

The abstract concepts listed in such progenies, however, give a very incomplete picture of the way in which *agadia* appeared in Middle English devotional literature. Common people are taught with profit not by abstract ideas like 'lasciness' and 'arvemese,' but by concrete examples and vivid illustration. In accordance with this didactic principle, most of the handbooks, all relevant sermons, and many other works of religious instruction are full of concrete exemplifications of sloth. These furnish the material for the following portrait of the vice. The picture is based on several elements which run through the various forms of devotional literature. First, many systematic lists of the progeny, as already mentioned, offer a multitude of concrete details. Furthermore, a number of handbooks for confession and of homilies provide descriptions of sloth which read like a Renaissance 'character.' Finally, writers frequently used illustrative devices to bring home their point. Early medieval homilists (Augustine, Gregory, etc.) and their followers included hearsay stories and incidents or figures from the Bible in their works in order to exemplify a moral lesson. In the course of such homiletic practices the vice of *agadia* became associated with certain

---

similes and example which eventually formed the ready-made stock-in-trade of the popular preacher. The *topoi* for *exemples* which are commonly found in Middle English literature reveal much of the meaning the concept had for medieval men.

A word or two must still be said of the medieval *exemples*. They are short narratives about human characters, told to illustrate a point of moral or dogma and to delight the audience.57 Although many of these tales were taken from older literature, a surprising number came from the personal experience of the homilist or preacher. As a matter of fact, the *exemples* are one of the most direct reflections of actual life which we have from the Middle Ages. The stories about people suffering from *exemples* bring the modern reader as close to the actual experience of medieval men as he can get. In their reflection of experience they are comparable only to the stories of the Egyptian monks. Their value for the medieval sermon and for literature in general has long been recognised.58 Medieval authors themselves found them so useful that, from the thirteenth century on, they collected the tales and catalogued them according to the moral involved. Caspar of Heisterbach, for example, gathered the "crumbs" of contemporary events, as he said, for the edification of his


58 Oest, op. cit., pp. 149 ff.
Oistercian brethren. 39 He devoted an entire book of his Dialogue to Temptation, defined the seven deadly sins, and told several stories for each. 40 In the fourteenth century the material was incorporated in alphabetical manuals for preachers. Breveyard’s Summa Praedicationum, for example, under letter A VIII, gives the nature of acedia, its effects, progeny, remedies, etc., and also a number of examples of the vice. In such manuals the other topics (stock similes, Biblical examples, etc.) were of course included, too.

The general definitions of acedia found in the devotional literature under consideration agree substantially with that of Thomas Aquinas regarding the vice as a wrong attitude towards the honorum divinum. 41 The famous Canons of the Council at Lambeth (1281) established the following definition: “Acedia est taedium boni spiritualis, ex quo homo nec in Deo, nec in Divinis laudibus delectatur; ex qua sequuntur ignorantia, pusillanimitas, et similia.” 42


40 For acedia, see book IV, chapters 27-36.

41 It should be noted that Bishop Reginald Pecock’s outspoken disagreement with Thomas in the matter of the seven capital sins is an exceptional phenomenon for fifteenth-century England. Pecock repeats, rather stubbornly, the arguments refuted by Thomas that sloth is not a vice, and that it is not a separate capital vice. His refusal to follow the “great famous sylle doctoure” springs from a general aversion against scholastic authorities and the medieval schemes of vices and virtues. See his Pecock, ed. Elsie Vaughan Hitchens, ETR, 156 (London, 1921), and The Pecock, ed. R.V. Hitchens, ETR, 164 (London, 1924); cf. V.H.H. Green, Bishop Reginald Pecock: A Study in Ecclesiastical History and Thought (Cambridge, Eng., 1935), and Bloomfield, op. cit., pp. 224-226.

42 The Lay Folks’ Catachism, ETR, 118, pp. 93-95.
Archbishop Thoresby's version, in 1557, was essentially the same, but included the absence of delight in practicing good works.® Thoresby's Instrucution for the People was translated into Middle English and is commonly known as the Lay Folks' Catechism. It defines the deadly sin of "slothful or slothness" as "...but hertly anger or envy til us or any gastly gode that we can do."® Definitions in other texts often stress either the careless attitude toward God ("slothful in Goddes service"®), the failure to accomplish good deeds ("slothful in doing good",® "slovenesse of good deside"®), or, finally, psychological states of loathing, torpor, and disgust.® These are, of course, only emphasis on different components of the same phenomenon.

®Nestia est tedium beni spiritusiae, quod quia nos in Deum vel in suis laudibus, vel benemus opus combinator delictatur," ibid., pp. 99-94.
®®E.g., Ec. II, 29a.
®®The Book of Hours and Missals, EETS. 217, p. 36.
®®The Hours of St. Ermin, EETS. 46, p. 59; Archibals of Inwri, EETS. 45, p. 37; Houbrie's Second Letter to Wolfrin. 163.
In its essence, then, sloth is the incomplete, slack love of God, lukewarmness, spiritual torpor, "heaviness of heart" —in short, what may metaphorically be termed "spiritual sleep." It is the opposite of alertness and vigilance. The biblical stock example for the lack of these latter virtues is Josaphat (II Kings 4:15 ff.), who lay and slept during the day, entrusting the guard of the gate to a woman (i.e., reason grown feeble), and thus permitted his enemies to enter and slay him.

Among the common folk, spiritual slumber expresses itself best in the negligent attitude toward the Sunday observances. Sloth makes man unwilling to hear Mass or keeps him entirely away from the divine service. Very frequently the softness and warmth of the

---

49 In order to avoid clustering the following mosaic of Sloth in Middle English devotional literature with footnotes, I shall refer only to passages in relevant minor texts and list here the major works from which the mosaic is culled: The Book of Visits and Virtues, BEJ, 217, pp. 26-50; Averilta de Insult, BEJ, 45, pp. 51-54; Handling Synne, BEJ, 119 and 123, lines 4857-5534; Jacob's Wall, BEJ, 113, pp. 105-117.

50 For different kinds of allegorical "sleep," see Innocent III, Sermon II deo. I in adventu Domini (PL 217:319-324).

51 In Middle English literature this example of sloth occurs in the Ancrene Riwle, BEJ, 229, pp. 121-122. The moral interpretation seems to come from Gregory, Horsalia in Joh. 1, 53, 49 (PL 75:549; cf. also PL 79:799). Alan of Lille (Summa de arte presidiatarie, 7, PL 210:123) and Bonaventure (Summa de sancto Hiero, Opera ed. Quaracchi, vol. IX, p. 477f.) also use it.

bed prove too strong a temptation. Sloth persuades priests and laymen to stay in bed when the bell rings, especially on a cold morning. Handlynk Jonne introduces a servant, Twynecol (from the French Tynecolne), who advises his master, apparently a priest, to rest till after matins, because Mass is enough for him. In a certain monk this special form of gegenia produces a strange physical effect: at the time for matins he always finds himself covered with sweat and is believed to be seriously ill, until one day his abbot sees two devils light a big fire under his bed at that particular hour...  

If sinful morning slumber does not hinder people from attending obligatory services altogether, it makes them at least late. In his Instructions for Parish Priests Kirk has the confessor ask his penitent about coming late for Mass. In a debate between the devil and a man who is returning from church, the devil, trying to tempt by sloth, counsels his victim to be late for Mass. The Mirror of our Lady considers lateness one of the chief distractions of

---

93 Twynecol appears again in Gover's Mirror, 2197 ff., where he is a devil.


95 BETA, 31, line 1163.

96 A disputium betwixt a god man and the devil, 7 lines 764 ff., BETA, 96, pp. 348 ff.
of the mind during God's service,\textsuperscript{57} and Geoffrey de la Tour-Landry has a story about a feudal lord and his lady who, by their lateness, caused the whole community to be deprived of the Sunday Mass.\textsuperscript{58}

Cutting short one's attendance of the divine service at the end is equally sinful and another effect of sloth. The vice often makes people wrathful when they are faced with a lengthy service.\textsuperscript{59} Priests for that reason speed up their performance, and laymen rush out of the church before the end. The author of the \textit{Libro exemplarum} reports that a woman living in his neighborhood had a vision of her dead sister, who was thrown into hell because she had always left the church before Communion.\textsuperscript{60}

The time which slothful people actually spend in church is not fully used for the proper purpose. They are lax in praying and their minds are unoccupied because of their ignorance of the basic prayers, including the Pater Noster and the Creed. Ignorance of spiritual matters in general can also be an effect of sloth. The \textit{Aureae Riuæ}, for example, speaking of unsteadfast faith, superstiton


\textsuperscript{58}Thomas Wright (ed.), \textit{The Book of the Knight of la Tour-Landry}, Compiled for the Instruction of his Daughters, ETTB, 53 (London, 1868), chs. 20-29. This story, however, is told to exemplify not so much necessity as good behavior.

\textsuperscript{59\textit{Niren, Instructions, ETTB, 31, lines 1175 f.}}

\textsuperscript{60}\textit{Libro exemplarum ad usum prædicantium}, ed. A. C. Little (Aberdeen, 1908), pp. 58-59.
and sorcery, considers these as sins of pride if a person knows their nature and sinfulness; if he does not, then these faults are heedlessness, under acedia, which I have called sloth."61 Jacob's Well groups this type of ignorance under "rebuffed by sloth or neklygance."

Not even the sermon can get the slothful interested in the divine good; it bores him. He would rather listen to the dinner bell than the preaching friar. For the slothful man time always passes fast at play, with talk, or in the alehouse; but of preaching "hym thynketh an hundred yere."62 Likewise, as long as the preacher deals with spiritual matters, the community—whether monastic or lay—is drowsy; but what an awakening when non solemnae are mentioned63 or the name of King Arthur falls!64

Actual sleep in church is one of the chief characteristics of acedia. Slothful laymen doze off during the sermon or the celebration of the Mass. Monks and nuns, likewise, are prone to fall asleep during their services.65 Bonaventure's exemplum of the sleepy frater minor has been mentioned before.66 Caesarius of Heisterbach, too, gives a number of stories about sinful somnolence. Many of these sleepers

61 HETS, 225, pp. 92-93.
62 Hardlyke Syrte: HETS, 119 and 123, line 4933.
63 Liber exemplorum, 64.
64 Caesarius of Heisterbach, op. cit., IV, 56.
65 The Mirrors of Virtue and Vice: HETS, 28, 19, ch. 18.
66 See above, ch. II, p. 67.
are cured by a vision of Christ or the Blessed Virgin; others are observed to be approached by a devil in form of a snake or a cat; and one, finally, gets struck by a crucifix and dies. 67

"Also sith the makoeth a man to mako nysse and iangelenge in holy churche" 68—which is worse than sleeping, because it disturbs others in their devotions. Mirk's parish priest is to ask his penitenti whether they have spoken of harlotry in the sanctuary. 69

But any utterance of idle words during the service is a sign of sloth and a very grave offense. Jacob's Well repeats the widespread tale of the devil who writes all idle words spoken in church on a large scroll; when he lacks space, he has to draw the scroll out with his teeth, whereby he bumps his head rather violently against the wall. 70

The same devil, Tutivillus, records another sin springing from spiritual sloth: the faulty performance of the Mass or other prayers because of haste. According to Jacob's Well (and Jacques de Vitry), a saintly man once saw a fiend in church with a sack full of

67 Cassarius of Heisterbach, br. cit., IV, 29-32.
68 MS. Harl. 2596, cit. by Oust, br. cit., p. 287.
69 Mirk, Instructions, NTS, 51, lines 1171 f.
70 Jacob's Well, NTS, 115, p. 115. This is the famous devil Tutivillus, frequent in medieval sermons and the drama. The exemplum comes from Jacques de Vitry. It appears also in The Book of the Knight of Le Tour-l'Ensay, NTS, 53, ch. 25. The bumping is reported only in the latter version.
syllables and words which the priest and the people had skipped. The *Mysticae operae ladris* gives a different *exemplum*, taken from Caesar, for the fault of pronouncing only "half words." A third *exemplum* appears in the section on "the danger of those who mumble the psalms negligently" in the *Moratorium magnus*. Here, a cleric who used to say his office hastily is corrected by a vision of Christ.72

Another habit which wars against the right observance of the Sabbath is whiling away the Sunday with unprofitable pleasures. To prefer "idle" recreation to spiritual duties, either by neglecting the latter or by indulging in the former beyond measure, belongs to the sin of sloth. Such idle recreation includes hunting, hawking, fowling, fishing, athletic games, chess and other games, dances and "miracles," and vain talk and gossip.73 *Handlyng Synne* gives an *exemplum* for this branch of sloth: a minstrel, by the great noise he made, prevented a bishop from properly saying grace, and was soon after killed by a falling stone.74 That this is not an indictment of music *per se* is made clear by the example of Robert Grosseteste.


72 *Moratorium magnus elisterciense*, v, 16 (PL 105:1169).

73 Long listings of idle activities can be found in *Jacob’s Hall*, *EETS*, 115, p. 105, and *Handlyng Synne*, *EETS*, 119 and 129, lines 4571 ff.

74 *Handlyng Synne*, *EETS*, 119 and 129, lines 4701 ff. The source is Gregory, *Dial.*, I, 9. The famous legend of the Dancers of Kelbigk would also belong in this category.
who used harp music in the right way: to confound the fiend and to remind himself of heavenly beauty and joy. 75

Besides Sunday observance another major occasion for the sins of sloth is the practice of confession. The vice, first of all, persuades men to tarry, to postpone confession till the end of Lent and then till the end of life. This is very dangerous, because, "the longer that God abideth the souldier, the more fellehe he may hym . . . , as the archer, the deeper that he draweth his bowe, the gretter he stroke he gaueth."76 The worst, of course, is to delay until it is too late. 

Handlyng Synne tells an example of the squire of King Konrad of Neraia who postponed his confession until he died in sin.77 Another unrepentant rich man is adduced as an example for reedia by Étienne de Bourbon.78

A second fault committed in "shrift" on account of sloth is an incomplete and negligent confession. Sloth is often responsible for forgetfulness and thereby causes men to receive this sacrament unworthily. Sloth also makes them shun the appointed penance either by delay or neglect.

75Handlyng Synne, BETH, 119 and 123, lines 4739-75.
76The Book of Vice and Virtue, BETH, 217, pp. 175-176.
77Lines 4361 ff.
Ryt ye soughnes and feyntes
To take penance at thy dywys [device, own will].

This, of course, means disobedience to one's spiritual authority.

It is interesting to note that Jacob's Well considers as sinful and part of sloth the disobedience not only to God and the Church, but also to one's sovereign. 80

Negligence of this sort may occur in many different kinds of spiritual works. Its causes are cowardice and faintheartedness, the dread to undertake something which may be accompanied by hardship or require prolonged efforts. This "unboldness" is frequently a sign of lacking trust in God and His help. Thus, people often abandon the idea of making a pilgrimage in anticipation of sickness and the perils of the way; or they refuse to give alms for fear of becoming impoverished later. Such cowardly behavior the heretics compare to a child's fear of a snail that puts its horns out, or of the geese that hiss on the way. Alan of Lille lists a whole handful of biblical figures and allusions which typify faintheartedness: the man who, in Jesus' words, "having put his hand to the plough, and looking back," is not fit for the kingdom of God (Luke 9:62); Lot's wife, turning back to Sodom; Lot, dreading to ascend the mountains and

79Handlynge Synne, KET8, 119 and 123, lines 111, 785-784. Mark mentions specifically as a fault of sloth the neglect of a pilgrimage which was enjoined, Instructions, KET8, 31, lines 1187-88.

80KET8, 115, p. 112.
Ruth, unwilling to return to Bethlehem.\textsuperscript{81} Caspar of Heisterbach reports six stories of religious persons whom cowardice made delay their "conversion" and the pursuit of the religious life.\textsuperscript{82} One of them even grew faint-hearted because of the lice which were said to inhabit a certain monastery. Hand in hand with such pusillanimity goes the lack of persistence, which causes people to leave unfinished the work they begin with a good intention.

The same branches of sloth often prevent men from performing good works altogether, especially the corporal and spiritual works of mercy (almsgiving, care of the sick, etc.; praying for the dead); or they lead men to perform good works without joy and devotion. For example, the slothful fast with disgust;\textsuperscript{83} they have no sweetness and devotion in God's service;\textsuperscript{84} but feel only sadness and anguish, the "heaviness of heart." One example even vividly shows the scope of sinful lack of joy from strictly spiritual goods to any delightful object: in a certain vision a man was seen in purgatory who never in his life rejoiced in the deliciabilis locus mundi.\textsuperscript{85}

\textsuperscript{81} Alan of Lille, \textit{Summa de arte praedicatrix}, 7 (PL 210:126).
\textsuperscript{82} De sit., IV, 46-51.
\textsuperscript{83} Mirk, \textit{Instructions}, 973, 31, line 1181.
\textsuperscript{84} Forma Confitendi, \textit{IV}, II, 341.
The morbid cheerlessness springing from asceticism has a counterpart in what some texts call "true discretion" or "foolish bremynge": an exaggerated zeal in good works which, disregarding the limitations of man's nature, may become its opposite: physical sickness and spiritual languor, which rob man's soul of all desire for the bonus spiritualis. We shall meet this particular form of asceticism again in the English mystics, where it is given much attention because it is one of the subtlest and most dangerous temptations. Spiritual indiscretion, as well as other forms of asceticism, can lead to a gradual diminution of man's love of God. This, in turn, drives many religious men and women to complete weariness of spiritual things and to rencency. Caesar tells of several monks and nuns whom asceticism drives to blasphemy and to "apostasy," i.e., the flight from their monastery.\textsuperscript{86} In extreme cases weariness leads to states of utter despondency and the desire for death. Once more, Caesar relates various examples of mental disturbance which, although considered as effects of asceticism, are really pathological;\textsuperscript{87} Caesar himself declares that not all of these extreme forms of "monastic asceticism" are culpable.\textsuperscript{88}

Despondency often induces suicide; both usually rank as the final degrees of sloth. The prime example is, of course, Judas, the

\textsuperscript{86}Caesarius of Heisterbach, \textit{op. cit.}, 17; 52-53, 55-56.

\textsuperscript{87}Ibid., 39-44.

\textsuperscript{88}Ibid., 44.
ubiquitous type or "vices" in medieval works. Another example of this form of sloth is Cain, who appears in *Handling Swyne*. It should be added that sentiments of spiritual loss are not the only causes of despair and self-destruction; rejected worldly love and gambling losses may also account for them and are occasionally included in the discussion of *sola*.

Sloth, understood as weariness in the fulfillment of spiritual duties, which we have followed from absence from Mass to despair, has a few ramifications in fields of human activity which are less clearly religious in nature. To acts of spiritual negligence is commonly added the improper or incomplete fulfillment of the duties of one's state. The neglect of pastoral obligations, ranging from the hasty celebration of the Mass to the neglect of bishops, equally forms part of sloth in devotional literature. These are, of course, faults in one's duties toward God, as is the neglect of parental duties. It is slothful, for example, not to teach one's godchild the Pater Noster and the Creed. Equally, it is a sin of sloth not to chastise unruly children. *Handling Swyne* tells two

---

89 *JESUS*, 119 and 123, lines 12,307 ff.


91 The latter is especially emphasized by Stienne de Bourbon, *pp. 111*, PP., 773-775.

example of disobedient children who, by not being properly chastised, went to ruin. But faults of a less spiritual nature are included in the concept of sloth when, for example, Kirk asks the penitent,

Hast thou alwa and gaynt I-be
To helpes thy wyf and thy wyne?
Of suche as they hade need to? 94

The negligent management of one's household is found among the effects of the deadly sin in a number of texts. Rarer is the enumeration of such specific sins as: the death of the child in the womb through "rehees gowynesse" of his mother; death in childbirth for lack of "cummyng"; and "whanne there is no loun in hem that are weddyd." 95

In the fourteenth century the Middle English concept of sloth began to cover several forms of negligence which refer decidedly not to spiritual, but to secular, duties. Such aspects of sloth are: the neglect to learn a trade in one's youth; profiting unjustly from other men's labor; 96 negligence in the fulfillment of one's professional duties; 97 and finally, sheer laziness in providing for the

93Kirk, 119 and 123, lines 4863-5044.
94Kirk, Instructions, 115, lines 1195-97.
95Jacob's Well, 115, p. 109.
96This occurs in a very early text. The soul confesses: "Me [sloth] me haneth ofte iden oterwamanes gare swink all un-ef-
earned," Venus and Virtue, 89, p. 3.
97This kind of sloth mostly applies to servants. For example, Kirk asks a servant: "Hast thou holde thy covenent? Hast thou be-
scharpe and thy wyne? To serve thy master trevely? Hast thou trevely by
ythe way Deservest thy note and thy pay?" Instructions, 115,
lines 1200-04.
necessities of life. The inclusion of such failings of a non-
spiritual order indicates the change of meaning which the term sloth
was then undergoing: from "neglect of spiritual duties" to plain
"laziness." More about it will have to be said in chapter V.

Two final aspects of sloth demand our attention: its
effects on man's relationships towards his neighbor, and on those
towards his own body. Negligence in spiritual matters naturally
entails certain faults against charity. Sloth can make a man inconsiderate of his fellow-man's well-being. The slothful person is not
scrupulous about forming false opinions, leading others to sin, being
untruthful, or giving offense. Moreover, he is liable to get angry
easily when someone else gives him good advice or when he is reproved.
Sloth may even create in him an attitude of over-sensitivity, of
faultfinding with everything, of constant irritability: "It maketh a
man to be greatly grieved with all that men do to him; or seyn, yif
it plesse hym nogt."96

Regarding his own person, the slothful bestows too much
care upon the welfare of his body. The "tenderness of the flesh" is,
indeed, one of the roots of sloth. It engenders dislike of fasting,
unsavory food, kneeling, suffering cold, and enduring disease; it
makes men prefer soft clothes to the hairshirt and saying their
prayers in bed to kneeling on the stone floor. An exaggerated regard

96 Jacob's Well, ENTS, 119, p. 112.
for bodily comfort destroys all delight in religious exercises and is often the beginning of all the other faults of sloth which we have surveyed. 99

The many branches of sloth include, of course, sins which vary considerably in their seriousness, and even attitudes that are not sinful at all. Jacob's Mill, therefore, adds to its long prog-

am a final discussion of how to judge these faults as to their gravity. The author distinguishes between feelings of dislike which come from one's nature and hinder one's devotion without destroying, however, the love of God and of one's neighbor—which is no sin at all; lack of desire for, or aversion to, spiritual works, to which some consent is given—which is a venial sin; and leaving unaided or unison what is necessary for the salvation of one's soul, or for the salvation of one's neighbor—which is deadly sin; the latter includes despair and suicide. 100

Since apathy is only one of man's sinful inclinations, it is natural that sloth should be connected with other vices. One of its chief branches, idleness (in the sense of un-occupation), opens the way to all kinds of temptations. Jacob's Mill affirms that, if the devil finds a man 'vegap in slothi,' he will enter with all the

---

99 Jacob's Mill has an embassy against the consideration for the body (p. 111).

100 Jacob's Mill, 115, p. 114.
seven [1] deadly sins. This theme, as we shall soon see, appears dramatized in a Middle English moral play. More specifically, sloth is often brought together with the vices of gluttony and lechery; as a poem of the fourteenth century says:

We loue no sleuthes and mariestrie.
We slepe as well as synne in lake. 102

We shall hear more of this combination later.

The remedies against sloth which Middle English devotional texts recommend may be divided into general attitudes and special practices. Aelfric writes that _spleen _is overcome by _surrætton, _perseverance in good works. 103 In later texts, usually "holy byynesse" is the virtue directly opposed to sloth; 104 it is sometimes even personified in works that dramatize the battle of vices. 105 A third general remedy against the vice—quite different from "busyness"—is spiritual joy. The _Augustine Rule _recommends "guastilsh gledshipes,"

---

101 Jacob's Hall, METS, 113, pp. 115-116.


together with cheerful hope, as "acedia est,"106 "Gastliche gladynge" is also one of the seven virtues that inhabit the Castle of Love and overcome the deadly sins.107 A different version of Grosseteste's Chaste d'Amour, however, mentions another enemy of sloth: "The first gift is softly straight, that puttes away slouthe."

Fortitude, one of the gifts of the Holy Ghost, is thus also a remedy against the vice. We shall return to it in connection with the ascetic tradition.

Specific practices to overcome sloth include all the various religious exercises, from mortification of the body to meditation. The devotional works stress one or the other, according to the audience for whom, or the occasion for which, they were written. The Ancrene Riwle, for example, recommends reading, various kinds of work, and the meditation upon the activity, diligence, and Passion of the Lord as helps in achieving spiritual joy. His Resurrection in the early morning hours of Easter Sunday is a very obvious example He gave for the benefit of the "slowe and slopers."108 Kirk suggests that the layman should at least recite the Lord's Prayer three times a day. If possible, he should hear Mass daily; but if he cannot, he should

106 NTB, 225, p. 129.
pray to God when he hears the bell ring. In sermons for certain feast days of the Church, Kirk also recommends participation in the services on Rogation Days and devout prayer against sloth. A sermon (from a different collection) on the feast of Corpus Christi attempts to present physical qualities of the Host as symbols of virtues opposed to the seven sins. Regarding sloth, the homilist comes up with the following:

Hit [viz., the Host] is round and light to throw,
Agyn Slouth, that maketh men sloth.115

Similarly, the practice of uttering the name of Jesus is recommended because "it doth a-way slowness."114 Finally, a charming exemplum of John Harolt's must be mentioned here. An old hermit is asked how he can escape tedium and ennui. He explains that he possesses three letters which he reads over and over— one is black (his own sins), the other red (Christ's Passion), and the third golden (future bliss). By constantly meditating upon these, he is occupied without intermission and, thus, avoids the vice of sloth.115

110 Instructions, METS, 51, lines 1710-22.
111 Festal, METS, 69, p. 149.
112 Ibid., p. 254.
113 De facto corporis Christi," lines 227-228, METS, 98, p. 178.
114 "The Virtues of the Name of Jesus," METS, 24, p. 40.
Hereff provides another example about 

sorrows in which

one person has a vision of an asphalium who has been sentenced to forty years in purgatory. In the later Middle Ages it was not uncommon to devise specific punishments for each capital sin, in the life after death. Earlier visions of hell had spoken of several torments and occasionally mentioned the seven sins, but the association of each sin with a particular torment appeared rather late. Among the diseases by which the soul is tortured in hell, the vice of sloth—in harmony with its main aspect of slovenliness and torpor—is frequently punished with palsy or with podagra and the gout. In a different manner the Calendar of St. Germanus, which presents elaborate visions of the pains of hell as seen by Laurus, has the slothful

tortured with biting and stinging of venemous worms, the which through-pierced them in diverse

116 Ibid., no. 14.

117 The XX Pains of Hell, (before 1275), for example, mentions specific punishments for groups of sins, like the impenitent, un-baptised, adulterers, etc., but not for the conventional seven deadly sins; MMA, 40, pp. 147-175. Cf. Eusebius, En., 212., pp. 159 and 211.


119 E.g. The Priests of Cynnes, ed. R. Morris, The Philological Society's Early English Texts (London, 1867), lines 992-99: Breugard explains that asphalium is signified by the man with the withered hand (Matt. 12:10 ff.) and that it is like podagra, pp. 51-52. A.VIII, art. 5 and 6.
parts of their bodies, wounding them to the heart with indistinguishable pain.\footnote{The Calendar of Sherards, ch. 8. I have modernized the spelling.}

Sloth was also held responsible for disasters of this life: a late fourteenth-century poem considered it as a cause of the plague and earthquake in 1382.\footnote{A Warning to be ware, ERTH, 117, lines 67-72.} On the other hand, the successful struggle against the vice finds its reward in the future life. Among the joys of heaven will be "lyghtenes with outyn sloth."\footnote{The Mirror of St. Edmund, ERTH, 26, p. 40.}

The last-mentioned equations of certain joys of heaven and pains of hell with the seven capital sins are examples of a basic trait in medieval mentality: the desire to find correspondences between the components of various theological, moral, and psychological schemes. This resulted in a more or less ingenious correlation of each number of the seven deadly sins with one of the seven virtues, the seven gifts of the Holy Ghost, the seven blessings from the Sermon on the Mount, and the seven petitions of the Pater Noster.\footnote{Cf. J. de Ghellinck, L'Essor de la littérature latine au XIII\textsuperscript{e} siècle, vol. II (Brussels, 1946), p. 11; Den Ouden Luttin, Psychologie et morale aux XII\textsuperscript{e} et XIII\textsuperscript{e} siècles, vol. III, part 1 (Leuven, 1949), pp. 454-455.}

The first attempt to correlate these five\footnote{De quinque septenariis seu septemariis (PL 175:409-414). Hugh claims Scriptural authority for the septemarii, but gives no documentation.} septemari was made by Hugh of St. Victor,\footnote{De quinque septenariis seu septemariis (PL 175:409-414). Hugh claims Scriptural authority for the septemarii, but gives no documentation.} although similar correspondences on a smaller scale
had been established before him. Not all theologians thought much of such correlations, but the *sentences* did penetrate into vernacular literature and are even reflected in the structure of Dante's *Purgatorio*. As to *aedia*, Hugh correlated the vice with the gift of fortitude and with the prayer for daily bread. The latter connection he explains thus:

* [Aedia] is the weariness of the soul, coupled with sorrow, when the mind, somewhat weakened and embittered by its imperfection, does not desire the internal goods, nor does it, since all its vigor lies dead, quicken with desire for spiritual nourishment. To cure this disease we must pray God for mercy, so that He in His wonted mildness may provide the mind, which languishes in its weariness, with the food of inner refreshment; for what the mind cannot desire when it is absent, the mind will begin to love once it is perceived by the taste of its presence. 

The *penena nostrum quotidiam* is, thus, allegorically explained as the consolations inherent in spiritual goods. Based on this interpretation it is easy for Hugh to bring *aedia* in connection, not only with the fourth petition of the Our Father, but also with the blessing of those "that hunger and thirst after righteousness" (Matt. 5:6) and,

---

125 *The Glossa ordinaria*, for example, opposes the seven gifts to the seven vices (PL 114:129); Gregory the Great already set the gifts against a series of temptations, which are, however, different from the capital sins (PL 75:592-593).

126 E.g., Joselin de Saissens says these correspondences "do not seem to be very useful for the instruction of the simple-minded," *Expositio de oratione dominica*, 13 (PL 186:1496).

consequently, with the cardinal virtue of righteousness or justice (Hugh says, \textit{justitiae satietas}).

The fondness for such correlations left its traces also in Middle English literature. For example, the vernacular versions of \textit{The Mirror of St. Edmund}—a work apparently much influenced by Hugh—set the hunger for righteousness against the sin of sloth.\footnote{The Mirror of St. Edmund, \textit{RELS}, 89, p. 247; \textit{How a man seyl yve parfytly}, \textit{ibid.}, lines 667-670; \textit{The Spere of Love}, \textit{ibid.}, lines 425-426. These texts treat the seven gifts, the virtues, and the \textit{Pater Noster}, but do not correlate them with the seven sins.}

Mirk explains in a sermon on the Lord’s Prayer that each petition "puts away" one of the seven deadly sins; he who prays for daily bread does away with sloth.\footnote{\textit{Pential}, sermon 69, \textit{RELS}, 85, p. 285.} The same relation is established in a sermon of MS. Royal 18 B.XXIII.\footnote{\textit{RELS}, 209, p. 55.} More common than these isolated correlations is the opposition of the sins to the seven chief virtues. In Middle English literature sloth is regularly opposed to fortitude (strength or "prowesse"), and we have seen this virtue (or gift: strength is also one of the seven gifts of the Holy Ghost) recommended as a remedy against the vice.\footnote{The opposition of fortitude to \\textit{anedia} was established long before the twelfth century. It occurs in Cassian, \textit{Coll.}, V, 25; see above, ch. I, p. 46, n. 144.} The seven virtues are treated in many handbooks, in more or less intimate relation with the vices, and are often given degrees or branches similar to the progeny
of their opponents. It is noteworthy that The Book of Vices and Virtues mentions as the last degree of "prowess" the hunger and thirst for righteousness.\footnote{\textit{NEST}, 225, p. 86.}

This, then, is the picture of Sloth drawn from the devotional literature of medieval England. It betrays, again and again, the fondness which the Middle Ages had for rational systematization and for symbolism. Both tendencies, expressed in the septem and in extended allegories, go ultimately back to the belief in the 
o\ro, the rational order lying behind natural phenomena and by analogy reflecting the order of the supernatural world. At the same time, system and allegory were extremely useful tools for didactic purposes; they proved of immense value for bringing the doctrine of the Church to both clerics and laymen.

Another general remark about the nature of accidia, as it appears in the works analyzed in this chapter, must be made. From reading these texts one may easily get the impression that accidia—sloth referred to numerous faults and omissions stemming from sheer physical laziness. People do not attend Mass because the warm bed gives greater bodily comfort; priests cannot read correctly or do not have much learning because study is a strenuous thing; parents and servants fail to fulfill their duties because of the efforts involved. In contrast to St. Thomas' lofty abstraction it may seem as if the
acedia of popular devotional literature meant only indolence in religious matters, or a series of faults on the lowest level of man's spiritual life. Could it be, then, that in vernacular religious literature the concept had a different meaning from that which we found among the Egyptian monks and in theological works?

This impression is somewhat strengthened by the fact that in Middle English devotional literature acedia—sloth is frequently grouped together with gluttony and lechery as a sin of the body. During the Middle Ages the chief vices and cardinal sins were variously classified according to different principles. Evagrius, Gregory of Nyssa, Maximus, Alcuin, and the scholastics distributed the eight or seven main sins among the Platonic three parts of the soul. Middle English texts, in general, adopted another system of classification, although this, too, had existed before in theological writings.\(^{133}\) The Ancrene Rivel, for example, distinguishes between "ghostly" and fleshly sins, reckoning sloth among the latter.\(^{134}\) Still more common than the opposition of spiritual vs. carnal sins is a distinction based upon the biblical three sources of temptation: the world, the flesh, and the devil (I John 1:16). In vernacular texts which use this division acedia is a few times said to be

\(^{133}\) Cassian distinguishes between sins of the spirit and sins of the body, *Coll.,* V, 3. Caeser of Heisterbach, a little differently, distinguishes between sins of the body, sins of the soul, and sins of both, including acedia and avarice, *Dialogus,* IV, 2.

\(^{134}\) *Beds.,* 225, p. 86.
instigated by the devil, 135 but usually it belongs—together with
lust and gluttony—to the temptations coming from the flesh. 136
The grouping of sloth (in the sense of spiritual indolence) with
gluttony and lechery was foreshadowed in St. Paul's 'no in consen-
sationibus et chrestatibus, non in cubilibus et impudicitia . . .'
(Rom. 13:13).137 In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the
pattern of the 'sins of the flesh' proved very useful to imaginative
writers, especially the authors of moral plays and William Langland.138

It hardly needs to be said that the close interrelation of
the three sins of the flesh is one of the most common of human phe-
nomena. Negligence with regard to spiritual matters is quite frequently
the result of fleshly attachments; 139 conversely, boredom with spir-
itual goods lends most easily to an exaggerated concern for bodily
needs, if not to downright temptations of gluttony and lechery, as

135 Notably in works derived from Grosseteste. Cf. The Castle
of Love, ENGL. 98, line 969; Romance Regular, line 555, in Roberta
D. Corneliu, The Florilegium Castale (Bryn Mawr, 1950), pp. 96 ff.

136 E.g., Sermon 7 of M. Royal 16 B.XIII, ENGL. 309, pp. 51-52;
John Gregory's sermon 'Pax propter sanguinem,' ed. Homer O. Prantner,
The Familiar Sermons of the National Prior in England (New York, 1977),
p. 39; William of Shrewsb, 'De caepo sacramentis,' CRIT. 38. 56,
line 553.

137 Cubilibus is interpreted by a Middle English sermon as refer-
ing to the sin of sloth: Emilius III, Rom. 111 in advent, of the
Trinity Familius, ed. R. Morris, Old English Familius of the Twelfth

138 See below, chapter 7.

139 Hence the basic law of spiritual ascent that any progress
towards the mystic union with God must be preceded by exercises sub-
du ing the desires of the body. This law is also expressed in St.
Paul's injunction quoted above, the passage that was crucial in
Augustine's conversion.
has been the experience of religious persons from the time of the
Egyptian Fathers on. A Middle English text expresses it thus:
through the sin of sloth "it fallyth that a man forsayth his gost-
lyche goedys and desireth fleshlyche lustes . . . ."140

In spite of this emphasis on the connection with fleshly
temptations, acedia—in Middle English devotional literature—is
never totally equivalent with bodily laziness and is, thus, not
essentially different from the scholastic tristitia de bene divino.
The "bodily" aspects of acedia may stand very much in the foreground
in this type of literature, but the "spiritual" aspects are never
completely absent. Comprehensive descriptions of the vice include
faults like spiritual torpor, lack of devotion, and despair of God's
mercy, and brief definitions given for acedia in sermons and hand-
books agree with those found in Latin theological works.141 When
popular sermons and manuals for lay instruction, then, deal so ex-
tensively with sinful sleep on Sunday morning, with people who gossip
and jangle in church, or with priests who hurry through their office
thinking of the dinner or the card table, I think we must explain
this emphasis as due to the particular purposes of this type of litera-
ture. The works we have analyzed, and in which we have found such an
insistence on deeds of religious negligence, tried, ultimately, to

140 Quoted by Oost, 22. cit., p. 436.

141 See above, pp. 107-108.
reach the layman, not the theologian. And the medieval average layman could only be instructed by concrete detail, rather than abstract principles. Thus, vernacular devotional literature had to put heavy emphasis on tangible faults rather than wrong attitudes.
CHAPTER FOUR

ACEDIA AND THE MYSTICS

As the preceding investigation has shown, Middle English manuals for confession and other devotional writings primarily addressed to the broad mass of Christian people stressed those aspects of acedia—sloth which regarded the neglect of spiritual duties, exemplified by a great number of faults against Sunday observance and against the correct performance of confession and penance. "Sloth" was looked upon preferably as a sin of the body, originating in the heaviness of the flesh and its opposition to the spirit. We turn now from works written for the instruction of the lay folk to treatises that were directed to religious people, who made it their sole purpose of life to approach the mystic union with God. In analyzing writings by Richard Rolle, Walter Hilton, Julian of Norwich, the Cloud of Unknowing, and a few other similar texts from the end of the fourteenth through the beginning of the fifteenth century, I shall point out how acedia appeared in Middle English mystical writings and shall deal with one or two special problems which arise from the analysis, particularly the relationship between acedia and spiritual dryness.

135
Great mystical writings differ from manuals of instruction by presenting doctrinal matters in a much less schematized form. Consequently, in Hilton or Rolle we do not find carefully structured treatments of sloth and its branches that are in any way comparable to those in The Book of Vices and Virtues or Jacob's Well. Thus, Rolle often speaks of particular aspects of acedia, like "softnes til cure flesche,"¹ or "noy to do gode" and "anger to serv ye good,"² without mentioning the sin of "sloth."³ Walter Hilton, on the other hand, frequently discusses the whole series of the seven deadly sins as a psychological reality and lists sloth in its usual place. In the Scale of Perfection⁴ he considers the seven vices as black clothes which veil the image of man's soul.⁵ Later he likens sin to an idol, whose members signify the seven sins; "accidie,"⁶ in accordance

¹The Form of Perfect Living, ch. 2, IV, 1, 13.
²Ibid., ch. 6; IV, 1, 22.
³Rolle usually employs the word slawnes, ibid., pp. 16, 53; The Commandement of Love to God, IV, 1, 68.108; Our Daily Work, IV, 1, 148.
⁴Unfortunately, this very important document of medieval English mysticism has not yet been critically edited. Even E. Underhill's edition (London, 1923), based on one MS., is partially modernized. I am using her edition for my quotations. It should be noted that the first printed version of the Scale, made by Wynkyn de Worde in 1494, uses the term "acedia" for the sin of sloth.
⁵Scale, I, 52 and 55. The clothes image comes from Gen. 3:21, as Hilton himself acknowledges (1, 84), and was already used for the chief vices by Macarius, Homily 17, in Fifty Spiritual Homilies of St. Macarius the Egyptian, ed. A. J. Mason (London, 1921).
with medieval conventions, is connected with the feet.\(^6\) Again, the sins are likened to beasts, and "men are sluggish in God's service and unwilling to help their neighbours are like asses."\(^7\) Similar conventional treatments of 

\(^6\) Aesop, \textit{Fables}, I, 65 and 87.

\(^7\) \textit{Ibid.}, II, 14.


\(^11\) \textit{ENLA}, 218, p. 57.
the physical and the spiritual sides of the vice are taken into account, the mystical writers seem to be more interested in the effects that sloth has on the mind. Hilton stresses the spiritual reference when he glosses *secundum* by "Idleness, that a man loseth affection of charity, that he should have to God and to man. And maketh him hard and unkind, without affection." This loss of affection and the lack of devotion, so often experienced during spiritual efforts, are, indeed, the specific aspects of *secundum* which in mystical writings occupy a place of chief importance. Hilton makes *secundum* responsible when a person—religious or lay—finds no pleasure in prayer and meditation and performs whatever is his duty according to his state of life with "heaviness or painful bitterness." Rolle exhorts the lover of God to shun idleness and sloth:

> Thou alse that godis lufer arz or with thi hole mynde disyrre to be, alway stody als mykyll as thou may be eristil gras, not to be noyd with irksunnes, nor with ydylnes to be takyn. And if it sone-tyme happyn that saute eynes be not to the in prayng or gode thinkynge, so that thou be of he mynde be songe of holy contemplacyn and singe thou may not as thou was wnte, Cees not yet to rede or pray, or alie some ode gode dede inward or outward do, that not in-te idilnes or elewyn thou scryth. Many sonealy irksunnes has drawe to idilnes, and ydylnes to neogens and wilkyldnes.\(^\text{14}\)

---

\(^{12}\) *Good*, ch. 28. The quoted passage is Hilton’s addition to the Latin original, the *Stimulus Amoris*.

\(^{13}\) *Neale*, II, 39.

\(^{14}\) Rolle, *Incendium Amoris*, I, 11, in Ralph Harvey (ed.), *The Fire of Love and the Necessity of Life or The Rule of Living. The first*
And the Middle English version of *Benignin* states that it is by the meditation on the pains and the joys of after-life that contemplative souls "kynodels here wille with holy desiers, and destroyen there temptacioun in the beginnyng, or it come to any wervyns or hewynes of slawthe."\(^{16}\)

The expression "vervynes or hewynes of slawthe" leads us to a very important aspect of the concept *seclia*, viz., its relation to the state of spiritual dryness. "Spiritual dryness," as used by mystical writers, designates the psychic state in which the religious person experiences no devotion, no feeling of exaltation or comfort in prayer or meditation; he is, as it were, abandoned by God; his soul, instead of bearing spiritual fruits of love and joy, lies utterly waste. This phenomenon is often designated by metaphors of aridity, bitterness, hardness, coldness, or sterility. Cassian describes the *sterilitas mentis*\(^ {17}\) in the following way:

As we sat in the cells we were sometimes filled with the utmost gladness of heart... and again... for no reason we were suddenly filled with the utmost

---

\(^{15}\) *A Treatise of the Statue of Wydene that Men Calpen Benignyn*, in Phyllis Hodgson (ed.), *Bevis the Bevis and Other Treatises on Contemplative Prayer Related to the Cloud of Unknowing*, EETS, 251 (London, 1955).

\(^{16}\) *ibid.*, pp. 24-25.

\(^{17}\) *Collationes*, IV, 1, ed. Michael Pechanek, *Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum*, vol. XIII (Vienna, 1886).
grief, and weighed down with unreasonable depression [moerore], so that we not only felt as if we ourselves were overcome with such feelings, but also our soul grew dreadful, reading palled upon us, aye and our very prayers were offered up unsteadily and vaguely, and almost as if we were intoxicated: so that while we were groaning and endeavouring to restore ourselves to our former disposition, our mind was unable to do this, and the more earnestly it sought to fix again its gaze upon God, so was it the more vehemently carried away to wandering thoughts . . . .

The close similarity of the phenomenon here described to the attacks of the demon of acedia makes it easy to identify acedia with spiritual dryness. In reality, these are two entirely different things. If we may oversimplify matters for a moment, we can say that acedia designates a deadly sin, i.e., a fault on the part of man's will against God's commandment. True dryness, on the other hand, is an effect of God's deliberate working in man's soul which occurs in spite of man's full and strenuous cooperation. The slothful, like the lukewarm, foregoes his spiritual riches and does not really care for them, while the mystic in the state of dryness cares very much and is deeply frustrated by not feeling the presence of God, his lover. St. John of the Cross has given this distinction its classical form:

It is evident that this disgust (ginebor) and dryness (sequeedad) do not come from slackness (fleiedad) and tepidity (tibiosa); for, tepidity is characterized by not caring much or having an inner solicitude for the things of God. Therefore, there is a great difference between dryness and tepidity. Because the state

---

of tepidity implies great negligence and slackness in will and mind, without willingness to serve God; but purgative dryness is accompanied by the usual willingness, with concern and sorrow, as I have said, that one does not serve God. 19

What St. John here says of tepidity (tibiesa) is true also of acedia, except that the sin of sloth is a more outspoken and conscious form of the spiritual lack of care. 20

The distinction between acedia and dryness was, in a way, already formulated by St. Thomas in his treatment of the sin. To the objection that acedia, being the absence of devotion in spiritual works, cannot be sinful because devotion is a free gift of grace, Thomas replies that devotion, indeed, is a gift from God and that, consequently, its lack cannot be a sin; but that true acedia consists in the neglect of whatever man is capable of doing to receive the grace of devotion, and therefore is sinful. In other words, absence

---

19Nacho Ocana, 1, 9, in Obras del Místico Doctor S. Juan de la Cruz, ed. Gerardo de San Juan de la Cruz (Toledo, 1912), vol. II, p. 29.

20Cf. Georges Truc, "Les états mystiques négatifs (La tiédeur—l'acédia—la sécheresse)," Revue philosophique, LXXIII (1912), 610-628. Truc considers lukewarmness, acedia, and dryness as three steps on a ladder of negative mystical states. From the psychologist’s point of view, he argues, the three states differ from one another only as nuances of the same emotional state: the felt absence of grace and spiritual comfort. However, it cannot be overlooked that moral and ascetic theologians do distinguish, at least between acedia and dryness.
of sensible consolation is not the same as aedia, but it may come from it. 21

While Thomas' distinction clearly shows the difference between dryness and sloth, it establishes, at the same time, the affinity of the two states. The relationship is one of possible causality: aedia—sloth may be a cause of spiritual dryness. This insight into the nature and the laws of spiritual progress came—like so many others—from the Desert Fathers. To the question why the monk's soul oscillates between states of joy and dejection, Cassian has Abbas Daniel reply that sterilitas mentis springs from one of three causes: man's negligence, the devil's assault, or God's will and trial.

From carelessness [negligentia] on our part, when through our own faults, coldness has come upon us [nostro vitio tenere praeecessit], and we have behaved carelessly and hastily, and owing to slothful idleness [per ignaviam et desidiam22] have fed on bad thoughts, and so make the ground of our heart bring forth thorns and thistles which spring up in it, and consequently make us sterile, and powerless as regards all spiritual fruit and meditation.23

21 Thomas Aquinas, De malo, qu. XI, a. 1, 7 and ad 7. Similarly, Jacob's Well affirms that the lack of devotion, if it comes from one's nature and does not hinder the love of God and of man, is not sinful; ed. Arthur Brandis, EETS, 115 (London, 1900), p. 114.

22 Both terms, ignavia and desidia, were often used as synonyms for aedia, desidia sometimes even as the technical term for the deadly sin. Cf. above, ch. II, pp. 65-66.

Thus, the absence of joy and exaltation, of God himself from the soul, although it is one of the great means by which God purges man's soul and plants in him the attitude of humility and dependence, can also be the effect of spiritual sloth. But dryness is not identical with sloth, because the withdrawal of consolations may be God's deliberate operation while man is making his best efforts.

These observations have, of course, become commonplaces in Christian mystical theology and, from Cassian's treatises on, are found in numerous medieval writings on the spiritual life. The English mystics, too, followed the traditional doctrines. The author of The Chastising of God's Children, for example, speaks of six causes of God's withdrawing which

bien but for cure profite after goddis ordinaunce;
but other causes ther mowan be for cure owea defaute,
samtyne for negligense, and samtyne for unkennynge and
unknyndnesse. 24

Rolle describes the effects of such a withdrawal in the following terms:

when he fra the wendis: thi gladdynge wande, slaw thou wande and dri and heuy as a stame, luf in the colis:
as a pot that had wellid and the fire ware drawen therfra. Bet then nedis the saule to mone sere til he come agayn. 25


25Our daily work, IV, I, 146. The passage seems to be a free translation of St. Bernard's sermon on the going and coming of the Word (Sermones in Cantica, 74; PL 182:1142).
Of the various metaphors which Rolle here employs, one contains the term which, in Middle English writings, was most frequently used to designate spiritual dryness: *hequence*. In Middle English this word could mean both physical 26 and spiritual 27 heaviness, and was thence applied to spiritual sorrow. 28 In several mystical writings it clearly denotes the feeling which the soul experiences when sensible grace is withdrawn. Thus, *The Remedy against the Troubles of Temptations* speaks of "the tyme of sharpe heunyes whan a soule standeth naked from all ghostly and bodely confortes." 29 Hisyn translates Rolle's description of the sorrow of the mind in its longing for God: "Thus failys my lyfe in heunyes, and my yeris in wamentynge, for fro my lyfe I am put back"; 30 the mystic cries to God: "only thi presente to meis solas and onely thi absence levis me heuny." 31 Julian of Norwich also describes the alternating states of spiritual joy and dryness; during the latter, "I was turned and left to myself in

26 E.g., Hisyn translates Rolle's "carnis graveinas" by "heunyes of the fleisch" (*Fire of Love*, ch. 25, EETS, 106).

27 E.g., *The Mirror of St. Edmund* uses it to translate the Latin *terror*; cf. also the quotation from *Our daily work*, above.


29 Ivi, II, 119.

30 *The Fire of Love*, II, 8, EETS, 106.

31 *The Mending of Line*, II, EETS, 106.
heaviness, and weariness of life, and irksomeness of myself, that scarcely I could have patience to live.  32

This "heeyness" we have, in an earlier chapter, found to be among the branches of sloth in vernacular treatments of the seven deadly sins. The word is used to translate the torpore of Gregory's progeny of acedia (or rather, of tristitia).  33 The author of Vices and Virtues confesses that "acedia" has made him "heey and slaw on gone wearkes."  34 Ancrene Riwle has among the offspring of the "bear of heavy sloth" one that is calledوردس gravitas; this whole causes one to perform good works only "mid one deade and mid one heuise heare to."  35 The "heaviness of heart" is, finally, a fixed expression for


33 The Mirror of St. Edmund (MS. Vernon), IV, I, 246. It may be mentioned that a different word with the same basic meaning of "heaviness" was used by Isidor to define acedia: "ascleamys, thast is modes swarning . . .," Second Letter to Archbishop Wulfstan, in Bernhard Fehr (ed.), Die Hirtenuste Aelfric in Miensicher und lateinischer Passung, Bibl. d. as. Pros, vol. IX (Hamburgh, 1914). The same term stands for the entire sin of sloth in Dunbar's Dance of the Seven Deadly Sins ("Synke Swernes").


the psychic state which hinders men from loving God and from having any joy in His service. 56 It has its first place in the fully developed progeny of confessional handbooks, 57 where it translates the French "pauvresse" or "pauvreté" 58 and ranks among the branches of "sloth that lead men to an evil beginning. "Jacob’s Well includes under this category the lack of devotion and spiritual savour. This particular handbook, however, lists "hunynes" a second time among the branches that bring men to a bad end. "Hunynes" is here defined as the sin "that makyth a man to be greatly grieved with all that men den to hym, or sayn, yf it please hym ought." 40 This corresponds to "tristesse" in the *Song le Rei* and to "anger" 41 or "hunynes" 42 in Middle English progeny which follow the same French model. Does this mean that the author of *Jacob’s Well* realized how easily spiritual

56 *The Psalms* of the Psalms, lines 222-223, ed. Thomas Frederick Simons and Henry Edward Hollis, EHTh, 115 (London, 1901).


59 *Virieux in Nomie*, ibid., p. 25.

40 *Jacob’s Well*, EHTh, 115, p. 112.

41 *The Book of Virtues*, EHTh, 217, p. 89.

42 *The Desert of Religion*, line 561.
dryness can lead to oversensitivity and "touchiness." The close relation between ascetic, lack of devotion, and irritability had already been experienced by the Desert Fathers. We shall have to return to this peculiar connection when we consider ascetic in relation to melancholy.

From this it is clear that "heyness," the absence of perceivable religious emotion as well as the important mystical state of spiritual dryness, can be caused by ascetic-sloth. The term designates one of the branches of sloth as well as the psychic state of the person from whose soul God has withdrawn. Our vernacular texts, therefore, confirm what we observed in the teaching of Cassian, Thomas, and John of the Cross: that spiritual dryness and ascetic are not absolutely identical, but that spiritual dryness may be a result of the deadly sin.

Besides ascetic other sins or vices can be responsible for "heyness." The Middle English exposition of Psalm 90 mentions wrath, envy, impatience, and "closeness" as vices that drive a man "to great heyness."

Frequently mystical writers attribute dryness to some form or other of pride. Hilton, for example, states that the habit of passing judgment on other men's faults makes a soul empty and void of gladness, "and casteth him into ascetic, . . . that a man loseth affection of charity." The Cloud of Unknowing deals with the

\[45\] An Exposition of "Out habitat," B. 44.
\[44\] Hilton, Soul, ch. 29.
peculiar temptation of "sorcioustae," i.e., spiritual affectation and presumption. Sometimes young novices, hearing about the emotions of joy and exaltation which the love of God frequently produces, force themselves to feel the same. But within a short time "they fallen . . . into velynes and a maner of vnlisty fablenes in bodi and in soule," which, like states of asleep, drive them to seek false comfort in earthly goods. 45 In a mystical treatise of the same period a similar temptation which results in the lack of devotion and in dryness is attributed to the midday devil who causes religious people to affect false holiness so that, instead of using ascetic practices discreetly according to their individual needs and possibilities, they bind themselves rashly by vows that exceed their strength. 46

The occurrence of the daemonium veridiurn in relation with "sorcioustae" and spiritual dryness necessitates a brief review of the history of this concept. We noticed that the Egyptian desert monks frequently equated the eight chief vices with demons, that is, with objective powers who would attack and tempt the solitary monk during his struggle for perfection. The vice of asleep, probably because it was felt most strongly during the hot hours around noon, became

45See The Cloud of Unknowing, Ecce, 218, ch. 45.

identified with the "midday demon" of Psalm 90:6.\textsuperscript{47} The oldest available source for this identification is Origen's commentary on the Psalms, where the verse is interpreted thus: "The midday demon is said to be the demon of \textit{sceidia}."\textsuperscript{48} Over a century later, Evagrius repeated the idea,\textsuperscript{49} and Cassian finally introduced it to the Latin West: "There are some of the elders who declare that this [viz., \textit{sceidia}] is the 'midday demon' spoken of in the ninetieth Psalm."\textsuperscript{50}

R. Caillolos, in a very brilliant and elucidating article, studied the midday demon in connection with several classical myths which reflect the belief or experience that the noon-hour is the fated time of the day, at which either a great evil (the demon, or the sirens of Ulysses) or a great good (Plato's grass-hoppers or other phenomena of "nymphaelepsy") may befall man.\textsuperscript{51} The Egyptian monks saw in the noon hour the prime occasion for guilty sadness and for the temptation to "let things go";\textsuperscript{52} they found a good symbol for this in the "midday

\textsuperscript{47}The Septuagint calls it literally so, \textit{daimonian mesembrinon}; likewise the Vulgate, \textit{daemonium meridianum}. The Hebrew original \textit{vamad} can mean "he who is powerful" or "he who devastates" and bears a demonic suggestion.

\textsuperscript{48}Origen, \textit{Selecta in Psalms}, Ps. 90 (PG 12:1551).

\textsuperscript{49}\textit{De ceste vitiosis orationibus}, 7 (PG 40:1275); also \textit{Prat.}, 25 (1227).

\textsuperscript{50}\textit{Inst.}, I, 1.


\textsuperscript{52}\textit{Ibid.}, CIXI, 172.
 daemon of the Psalm. But to commentators who lived in different circumstances this strange being remained a puzzle and had to be explained according to the comprehension of each interpreter. Consequently, medieval commentators on the Psalms give various interpretations of the daemon meridianum. St. Jerome interpreted it as the devil transformed into an angel of light (II Cor. 11:14). Furthermore, he argues, signifies perfect knowledge, good works, and open light. But when these apparent signs of sanctity are displayed by heretics, we are in the presence, not of the light of Christ, but of the false light of the daemon meridianum. The midday demon, in other words, is the power that invests evil, in this case the heretics, with a false splendor. At the same time Jerome argues quite explicitly against the popular belief in the existence of a dangerous midday devil. This popular opinion is quite mistaken, Jerome explains, because a demon enters into man's soul whenever he sins, regardless of the time of day. "Midday," on the contrary, signifies light and sanctity. Therefore, the passage in the Psalm must be understood as referring to the devil walking in the false light of holiness.

---

54 Jerome, "Proviarium in psalmis" (Ps. 25:11f). This work is apparently a compilation from Jerome's works and is by some scholars thought to be a version of a commentary by Origen. Righteousness and Holiness seem to have been of the same opinion: "Nec enim daemon meridianum appellat hereses protervitaten" (Ps. 116:5f).

55 Ibid. The same criticism of early misinterpretations appears in Cuthbert's commentary (Ps. 19:3f). The midday demon is also interpreted as the heretics by Bruno the Carthusian (Ps. 19:3f).
A very different interpretation of the verse was given by St. Augustine. The four "enemies" of Psalm 90:6 are four types of temptation; the division of the four into day- and night-time temptations signifies the difference between ignorance and awareness of the temptation in the person who is attacked. The daemonium meridiamum, then, stands for the vehement open persecution which the followers of Christ suffer. This interpretation was followed by many commentators during the centuries after Augustine.

St. Bernard of Clairvaux, too, adopted the Augustinian exegesis when he applied the four temptations of Psalm 90:6 to the Church. To him, the midday demon is the Antichrist who deceives the faithful by false appearances and persecutes the Church with violence. But Bernard, at the same time, also applies this scheme of temptations specifically to monks. The daemonium meridiamum, from this point of view, becomes a very serious temptation which assails perfect souls under the guise of good appearances. Our Lady was afraid of it when she heard the Annunciation. Also the Apostles, when they saw Jesus walking over the water, suspected Him to be the midday demon. The nature of this temptation is to deceive the almost

---

56 *Enarratio in Psalm, XG, 8* (PL 57:1151).

57 E.g., Cassiodorus (PL 70:652); Bede (dubious, PL 93:972); Remigius (PL 151:627); Cuphoh (PL 194:958). Bruno of Siena identifies the demon with the Jews who crucified Christ (PL 164:1054).

58 *Sermones in Cantica*, 23 (PL 185:951 ff.).
perfect monk with the promise of greater achievements and to lead him to exaggeration in spiritual exercises, which can easily become for him an occasion of falling from his height.

In Middle English literature this dangerous demon appears, though not frequently, in several important writings. These are all works of advice for religious people and follow St. Bernard's interpretation. The *Ancrene Riwle* interprets the "Demonium meridians" as the devil tempting monks and nuns under the guise of good counsel and holy thoughts: "yet is most dreg of hwen the swike of helle eggeth to one things that thunetheth swythe god mid-alle and is thanh soulc bone and wet to deadlik sumne." The author gives several examples of this temptation. One person who cannot be tempted by gluttony is led to overmuch fasting until, through fatigue and excessive bodily weakness, his very soul dies. Another religious person is secure against evil thoughts by her strong compassion; but this very compassion becomes a trap when she, out of pity for the poor, organizes welfare activities, grows dedicated to worldly affairs, and finally becomes "a housewife of hell" through her pride. Sometimes the midday demon persuades someone to flee the consolation of

---

59 In this section the author follows the fourfold division of temptations made by St. Augustine; *ETS*, 225, pp. 98 ff.

men and makes him fall "ine deadliehe sor that is accidie," or into such a deep thought that he becomes a dotard.61

Hilton uses the "myddays fende" according to both Jerome's and Bernard's exegeses. Hypocrites and heretics, he says, may suffer martyrdom like the Apostles and think they do it truly for the love of God. But in reality their apparent good works spring from pride and presumption—these men are deceived by the noonday devil.62 On the other hand, in Hilton's work this demon is also held responsible for injecting into souls who are still in the very beginning of the spiritual ascent a false intellectual light which deceives them into thinking very highly of themselves and scorning their fellow men.63

These two faults—spiritual self-conceit and contempt for others—, are by the Middle English exposition of Psalm 90 (attributed to Hilton) likened to two black clouds between which the false light of the "midday fende" shines. His temptation is the most secret, subtle, and dangerous of those mentioned in Psalm 90:6.64 He comes shining like an angel,

61Ibid., p. 100.
62Hilton, Scale, II, 38.
63Ibid., II, 26.
64The Middle English exposition of Qui Habitat divides Ps. 90:6 into five temptations instead of the usual four, separating the in-cursus ("In-Remynge") from the daemonium meridianum ("midday fende").
Moreover, a person thus tempted believes that the sins of other people cannot touch him, and even that, if he were to commit them, for him they would not be sinful. This "false light," therefore, often causes errors and heresies, and to distinguish it from the true light of God is most difficult.

Similar thoughts are expressed in *A Pistle of Discrecium of Stiringe*. Again, the "midday devil" is responsible for a kind of temptation which is difficult to discriminate from effects of grace. In contrast—and almost in opposition—to the exposition of Psalm 90, the author of *A Pistle* charges the midday devil with moving religious souls by the false religious zeal of binding themselves by vows to rigid external observances like silence and fasting, thus destroying their own spiritual freedom and preventing themselves from obeying the impulses of grace. This subtle form of pride in contemplative men is called "sorciuste," which we have already noticed to be one of the possible causes of spiritual weariness and dryness.66

65 *An Exposition of 'Gul habitat,' ed. cit.*, pp. 21-22.
66 *NWS*, 251, pp. 70-71.
The concept of "heuynesse," then, has led us to a very subtle and temuous connection, in the later Middle Ages, between acedia and the daemonium meridians. The Egyptian monks' attribution of sloth to the agency of an objective evil spirit had long since given way to a more rational interpretation of the demon, an allegorical exegesis of the four "threats" of Psalm 90:6 as different kinds of temptation. The reappearance of the midday demon, in mystical texts from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, in connection with "heuynes"—a branch of acedia—, is, I believe, rather fortuitous. And yet, one might speculate that Cassian's conception was perhaps still present to the minds of Hilton or the unknown author of A Pistle of Discreetion.
CHAPTER V

AGNUS IN MEDIEVAL BELLES-LETTRES

Although the concept of agnus had been conceived by monks and revered by theologians and preachers, it did not—throughout the Middle Ages—live exclusively in cell or pulpit. If we desire to obtain a complete view of the meaning which agnus had for the medi eval mind, it is necessary to look beyond the realm of "devotional" literature and analyze the concept as it appears in medieval works that were not written for those doctrinal or didactic purposes which shaped the literature surveyed in our preceding chapters. I will here examine what features agnus—cloth bears in medieval non-devotional literature, including Middle English drama and lyrical poetry, Chaucer, Dante, Gower, Langland, and Lydgate.

The investigation of agnus in "imaginative literature" will be guided by two or three speculative questions. First, since we are dealing with men like Dante, Chaucer, and Langland, who—although

1 The term "imaginative literature" seems a little inadequate in this context, because what distinguishes the subject of the present chapter from that of previous ones is not the presence of creative imagination. Devotional works like Jacob's Veil and The Desert of Religion, too, reflect a great amount of artistic imagination. The literature studied here is, therefore, better characterized as "non-devotional" or "belles-lettres."
formed by Christian beliefs and doctrines—did not write for the
Church and remained more or less detached from its official teach-
ing, we may ask whether in their works the concept of acedia shows
any traces that enrich the picture we have gathered so far, and
whether there are any emphases or developments in the meaning of
that already complex idea.

Second, we may consider the manner in which the concept
was used. Did it ever—in non-devotional literature—have thematic
or structural functions? Since acedia was a key term in medieval
psychology and moral theology, we might expect it to underlie the
organization of literary works. Indeed, we shall find one Middle
English morality play (Mankind) in which the hero's spiritual de-
generation follows the psychological sequence and increasing serious-
ness of the states of sloth as they were described in devotional works.
More frequently, however, it is the entire scheme of the seven deadly
sins which furnishes the framework of a poem, as in Dante's Purgatorio
and Gower's Confessio Amantis. Here, of course, acedia plays only a
subordinate structural role.

In a different way, acedia could have been used as the
subject-matter or the theme of a poem. Coming to medieval poetry with
eyes accustomed to the lines of Baudelaire or T. S. Eliot, the reader
would expect to find many a moving expression of tedium vitae, of
the monastic acedia, or of wanhope. Such expectations will soon be
frustrated. Lyrical expressions of individual despair, dejection, or
melancholy were extremely rare in the Middle Ages. Moreover, what we
have already observed in the writings of Jerome, Bernard of Clairvaux, and Guigo is true also of vernacular works: quite often the most interesting descriptions of what looks very much like aedia do not use this word. Since the object of my study is to determine the full meaning of the term aedia in the Middle Ages, I must—however unwillingly—exclude such texts from my present investigation. Thus, for instance, I have to forego discussion of the Pearl poem.\footnote{The initial sentiment of the dreamer is one of grief ("dele,\footnote{Ed. James Fanch Boyster, in SP, VI (1910).} line 51), not the "heynesse" or "langure" usually connected with sloth. Besides, the dreamer seems to remain conscious of the consolations which come to him from Christ (lines 55-56), while true aedia takes away all spiritual comfort.}{2}

With these general considerations in mind I will now analyze a few outstanding works of medieval imaginative literature, chiefly from the English scene.

One of the most important rhetorical figures which, in the Middle Ages, was common to both devotional and non-devotional literature, is the personification of the vices. The personified figure of Sloth in the allegory of the daughters of the devil has been mentioned previously.\footnote{See above, ch. III, p. 99.}{3} A more realistic personification of the vice is achieved in the Treatise on the Ten Commandments (1420-54), where Sloth enters a tavern with her sisters and persuades everybody to sit still and drink without interruption.\footnote{Ed. James Fanch Boyster, in SP, VI (1910).}{4} To the personification of the vices The
Mirror of the Periods of Man's Life (before 1450) adds an almost
dramatic dialogue in the form of a debate. Man is presented at dif-
ferent ages, and at each stage of his life several sins approach him
and bring forth their arguments. Sloth is with Man from early youth
to old age, tempting him to take life easy, to tarry in the fulfill-
ment of his religious duties, and to disregard people who try to
teach him good. The vice is answered by "Busiess," who presents
counter-arguments. When Man is eighty, Sloth appears, finally, as
Overhope and Wanhope (i.e., despair).

Although this poem has several dramatic touches, it still
lacks a true inner action: its hero never makes any real decision.
The developed attack of evil powers, together with man's reaction, is
more fully dramatized in several Middle English moralities. A separate
play on "Accidie," or perhaps part of a Pater Noster play, has unfor-
tunately been lost. But Sloth forms part of the crowd of sins which
attack Man in The Castle of Perseverance. Here the vice appears
under the leadership of Caro, or Syr Fleash, in accordance with the

---

5 The Mirror of the Periods of Man's Life, lines 125-126, in Freder-
rick J. Furnivall (ed.), Hymns to the Virgin and Christ, EETS, 24
(London, 1867).

6 Lines 217-224.

7 Lines 505 ff.

8 Dr. E. K. Chambers, English Literature at the Close of the Middle

9 F. J. Furnivall and Alfred W. Pollard (edd.), The Macro Plays,
EETS, ES, 91 (London, 1904).
conventional reckoning of medias among the sins of the flesh. It
gives a general "character" of its nature (st. 84) and successfully
persuades Mankind to stay in bed "whanne the messe-bello goth" and
to "take a swet" (i.e., sweat; lines 1215, 1218). When later Con-
fession tries to convert Man, the latter refers to Sloth and wants
to delay. Finally, the vice is beaten and driven back by Besynges
(or Sollicitudo) and cries out:

yens quene, with hyr pytyn-patyn,
hath al to-daysshyd my skallyd skulles (lines 2399 ff.).

Despite such refreshing touches, the personification of the
vices is rather mechanically done; and the dramatic action is more a
battle between vices and virtues and, in the end, a debate between
the Four Daughters of God, than a conflict within the hero. The play
of Mary Magdalen, part I, 10 is a much superior dramatic achievement.
But here the heroine's chief antagonist is Lusheury, while Slowth
(again subject to the King of Flesh) and the other sins are introduced
only incidentally. It is in the morality of Mankind (1461-85) that
the vice becomes credible as a trait of character and as an agent in
the dramatic action. 11 Sloth is not personified at all, but motivates
the action as the hero's frailty—we may almost say, his hamartia—
which triggers his fall. At first, Mankind easily drives the three

10 P. J. Furnivall (ed.), The DAGby Plays, BEJ, ES, 70 (London,
1896).

11 BEJ, ES, 91.
tempters (New-guise, Nowadays, and Nought) away, as they approach in open daylight. But then Tutivillus comes and plays a trick, calculated to tempt Mankind by 'irksomeness':

he buries a plank where Mankind is digging the ground. When Man's shovel hits the obstacle, he thinks the soil is too hard and gives up his labor. He is irked indeed. Yet he is not defeated: he can still kneel down and pray. But Tutivillus tempts up again and whispers in his ear that, since Mankind has to satisfy an urge of his nature, a short prayer will do. Mankind interrupts his devotion. When he returns, his character has degenerated. He voices his weariness, saying that even-song is too long "by a mile," and continues:

Of laboure and prayer, I am nere yrke of both

My hede ye very hauy, I tall yow for soth;
I shall spre, full my bely... (lines 578, 580-581)

It is, indeed, the seed of Evagrius rising in an English villain. And the consequences of giving in to weariness are as grave as they were with the Egyptian monks: sleep opens Man's mind to evil suggestions which lead him to lechery, to the company of the three tempters, to crimes, and finally to abandoning his hope of salvation (by parting fellowship with Mercy).

---

12Irkomeness was an aspect of the sin of sloth; cf. The Mirror of St. Edmund: 'slothe... makes man to yrke in prayers or halyne...', in George G. Perry (ed.), Religious Poetry in Prose and Verse, EETS, 26 (London, 1667, rev. 1914), p. 23; and the quote from Richard Rolle, see above, ch. IV, p. 138.
This dramatic use of the idea of aedia, however, is unique in Middle English drama. More commonly the vice appears personified and merely as one of the seven deadly sins. The collective treatment is also characteristic of Middle English lyrical poetry. In a number of penitential lyrics sloth appears in the company of the other sins and is, apparently, never made the single theme of an entire poem.

"Penitential lyrics," in general, are more or less extensive poems which express sentiments of repentance and the desire for forgiveness and amendment. Many of them list the seven deadly sins in forms which may range from mere mechanical enumeration to elaborate and artistic descriptions of each individual vice. 13 Examples of the most perfunctory treatment are "A confessium to Jhesu crist,"14 Audelay's "De septem peccatis mortalibus,"15 and Dunbar's "The Tabill of Confession."16

Of greater value are a few penitential lyrics where the sins are portrayed in more detail. Here the vice of sloth bears features which, to us, are already familiar from devotional works. "An

13A convenient collection of penitential lyrics appears in Frank Allen Patterson, The Middle English Penitential Lyric (New York, 1911). Sloth is treated in nos. 3, 4, 5 (containing only the aspects of recklessness and wanhope), and 8.


Exortacion to anuyde and to put away the seyn synnes" speaks under
"Contra Accidiam" of those who
be dullyd with slouths or alogardy,
And set away as ferre fro demelious
and prays for the grace of remembering Christ's Passion as a remedy
against such languor.17 The poem, "Jhesu, for thi precious blod,"18
affirms that good works and the love of God and the Church are opposed
to sloth, and desires mercy for the sake of the blood which ran from
Christ's feet.19 Finally, "As I walkyd vppon a day,"20 of greater
artistic achievement than the rest, calls "Accidia . . . a sowkyng
blayne" which "bollith and wadderith with-yn my bowre." The symptoms
of the vice are faintness of "flesch and vayne" and the desire to
stay in bed. As remedy the poet recommends the double flower of
vigilate et orate. Dunbar's Dance of the Sevin Deidly Synnis, though
not a penitential poem, can be mentioned here, too. The sin of sloth
("swirnes") is likened to a sow and bears the conventional features
of comolence, slovenliness, and torpor.21

17 Ed. H. K. MacCracken, "Lydgatians," Archiv, XXX (1913), 308-
309.

18 Carleton Brown, (ed.), Religious Lyrics of the Fourteenth Cen-

19 Each of the sins is brought in relation with some wound of
Christ. Accidia is also connected with the feet in other contexts;
cf. gout and palsy as its punishments in hell, or Dam's slothful
being chastised by running.

20 Carleton Brown, (ed.), Religious Lyrics of the Fifteenth Century

In contrast to these lyrics which present no new aspects of the vice, the poem "Jesu, that woldas for vs dye" adds to the neglect of spiritual duties the negligence and carelessness in one's profession as a distinctive characteristic of "sleuthes." The expression which characterizes such neglect—"forsleuths his werk"—occurs also in Peter Flouman, where we will consider the neglect of secular work more closely.

The most widely known Middle English treatment of accidia occurs not in lyrical poetry, but in the Parson's Tale. It is through Chaucer's work that the common reader of English literature usually becomes acquainted with the word "accidia" and the medieval concept of sloth. During the long sermon on penance with which the Parson is supposed to entertain his fellow pilgrims, he gives a rather lengthy account of the seven deadly sins. Based on the material contained in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century handbooks, but lacking the

[Footnotes]

23] Ibid., p. 196.
25] Kate Colman Petersen, The Sources of the Parson's Tale, Radcliffe College Monographs, no. XII (Boston, 1901); W. F. Bryan and Germaine Dempster (edd.), Sources and Analogues of Chaucer's "Canterbury Tales" (New York, 1941); F. N. Robinson, op. cit., p. 766.
structural clarity and order of *Handlyng Synne* or *Jacob’s Well*, and devoid of the imagery which usually adorns fourteenth-century sermon material, Chaucer’s account presents an utterly conventional and dry picture of “Ascidie,” unmixed by poetic touches and partially obscure in its organisation. 26 The chapter “de Ascidia” seems to be divided into a long definition of the vice and its nature, and something like a discussion of its progeny. To it is then added, in accordance with the plan of this section of the *Parson’s Tale*, a discussion of the remedy against *asedia*, which is “fortitude or strength.”

Following earlier models in the deadly-sin tradition, Chaucer connects *asedia* with the vices that precede in the list of sins: envy and wrath. These two cause bitterness in man’s heart, and “bit-

terness is mooder of Ascidie, and byynmeth hym the love of alle good-\n
ness.” Hence, the slothful does everything with annoyance, irritation, slackness, excuses, idleness, and disgust. *Asedia* is, thus, the enemy of man in any of the three spiritual states here on earth: innocence, sin, and grace. But the vice is likewise an enemy to the welfare of the body, because it leads to carelessness in temporal matters.

The Parson then names and describes a series of vices which spring from *Ascidie*. They are: annoyance towards doing good works;

---

26 Part of the obscurity is due to the paragraph division in the F. N. Robinson edition. Logically, there should be a new paragraph at 686 (beginning with “Of Ascidie cometh first . . .”), and no paragraph at 711 (beginning with “Of the remedie of thise two synnes . . .”), ed. cit., p. 230.
"Sloutha, that wol nat suffre noon hardnesse ne non peneunce" (tendermess?); pusillanimity; "wanhope"; "compelence"; "neligence, or reccheleesnesse"; "ydelnesse"; "tarditas" (delay); "lashesse" (slackness); "cooldnesse"; "undevocioun"; inclination to hatred and envy; and "worldly sorwe, ... tristisia." Although Chaucer here, as in the whole Tale, obviously follows hackneyed conventions, it is impossible to show his direct source. 27 The branches of acedia in the Person's Tale differ from the models which have been suggested as Chaucer's sources both in number and in order. To mention only one instance: Wanhope (despair) in Chaucer appears as the fourth in a series of thirteen branches; in the Latin and French models of Middle English handbooks 28 desperatio usually closes the series of sixteen or eighteen branches, which follow one another in some kind of psychological order. Nevertheless, despite this difference, Chaucer has added nothing to the material contained in the Middle English handbooks for lay instruction, as a comparison with Jacob's

27 Scholars believe the remote source of Chaucer's section on the seven deadly sins to be Guilielmus Peraldus. But although Peraldus' treatment of the sins is thirteen times longer than Chaucer's, the Person's Tale draws only very little of its material from Peraldus. About the intervening tradition between Peraldus and Chaucer only general and tentative statements can be made. Cf. Bryan-Dempster, op. cit., pp. 724-725.

Well, for example, easily shows. Indeed, the treatment of acedia in the Parson's Tale is one of the least original and interesting of Chaucer's writings.

Outside this conventional and uninspired treatise on the seven deadly sins the concept of sloth appears in several isolated passages in Chaucer which will gain our attention later on. For the moment, I should like to turn from medieval England to Italy and examine how acedia appears in Dante, who also adopted the scheme of the seven chief vices and—more fortunately than Chaucer—used it as a structural principle of the Divine Comedy.

When the poet on his way through the otherworldly realms ascends the mount of Purgatory, he passes through seven terraces, in each of which souls are purged of one of the seven deadly sins. The arrangement of these terraces corresponds to the conventional order of the chief sins (SIIAAGL), except that acedia and avarice are interchanged. This shift is not without precedence in theological writers and is actually required by the rationale which Dante gives for the scheme of the deadly sins. In canto XVII, as the oncoming

---

29 See above, ch. III, pp. 103 ff.

30 Conventional is to be understood cum grano salis. The order SIIAAGL, which is Gregory's, became generally accepted in the Middle Ages, but the exceptions are numerous. Cf. Morton W. Bloomfield, The Seven Deadly Sins ([East Lansing], 1952), pp. 72-73, 86, and passim.

31 For example, in Conrad of Samov's (?) Speculum Beatæ Mariæ Virginis, sometimes attributed to Bonaventure.
night forces the wanderers to rest, Virgil explains the organization of Purgatory and its terraces in terms of misdirected love. Love, he says, is the source of both virtues and vices (lines 104-105); it errrs, and therefore becomes sinful, when it is directed to a bad object, or when it is directed toward a good object with too little or too much force. To love a "bad object" can only mean to desire some harm to one's neighbor. Dante divides this kind of erring love into three parts: first, the love of one's excellence which is accompanied by the desire to suppress one's neighbor (pride); second, the love of excellence which causes fear that one may lose power, grace, fame, etc., by someone else's ascendancy (envy); and third, the love of excellence which, when put to shame by some act of injustice, desires to avenge itself (wrath). The second type of erring love—unorderly affection for some good—is then divided into the insufficiently strong love of good (sloth), and the immoderately great love of goods which cannot provide ultimate happiness (avarice, gluttony, and lust).

From these seven types of erring love the souls in Purgatory are purified in ascending order. Ascend, the "lento amore" in
the vision of, or the quest for, the true good (XVII, 150-151), is 
purged on the fourth cornice. When the pilgrims arrive there, Virgil 
explains

"Love of the good," said he, "that once let slide
Its proper duties, is restored up there;
There once again the slackened ear is plied."

(IVII, 85-87)[55]

The penances by which the souls are purified of their evil inclina-
tions is contrary in nature to the vice. Thus, the slothful appear 
rushing in great hurry along the cornice; their zeal in Purgatory is 
the reparation for their negligence and torpor in life. They rush 
past the poet, unwilling to stop in their eagerness to perform the 
deeds of love which they missed in this world:

"Quick, quick! let not the precious time be lost
For lack of love!" the others cried, pursuing;
"In good works strive, till grace revive from dust!"

(XVIII, 105-105)

Only one soul responds to Virgil's injunction to point out to the
poets the way they have to follow. It is a twelfth-century abbot of

are resuffering the evil motivations which moved them on earth," (p. 
54), instead of doing penance in various forms that are directly con-
trary to the passions that ruled them in life. It is certainly incor-
rect to say that the pilgrim of Purgatorio participates in the re-living 
of sloth when, upon entering the fourth cornice, he is weary and un-
able to move. The impossibility of motion is an effect of the oncom-
ing night, in accordance with the laws of the Mount (Purg. VII, 44-80),
and not necessarily symbolic of the vice of sloth, however fitting
such symbolism may appear.

[55] I am using Dorothy L. Sayers' translation of the Divine Com-
edy (Harmondsworth, 1949 ff.). Other references to the text are given 
according to the revised edition by C. H. Brandung (Boston, 1935).
San Zeno, about whom nothing more is known today. He has enough breath left, however, to tell of his successor, whose investiture was a clear case of nepotism—a sin which we have observed as occasionally listed among the branches of aedia.\footnote{Hermann Gmelin says the Abbot is "historisch nicht zu umreissen," Dante Alighieri, Die Gottliche Komodie—Kommentar (Stuttgart, 1954–57), vol. II, p. 296.}

Following the general plan of the Purgatorio, Dante lets his two pilgrims perceive examples of sloth and of the opposite virtue. The poets hear some voices from the onrushing crowd proclaim the Virgin and Caesar as examples of virtuous zeal:

"Mary ran to the hills in haste!" and then:
"Caesar, to subjugate Ilerna, thrust
Hard at Marseilles and raced on into Spain!"

(XVIII, 100-102)

In similar fashion two examples of vicious sloth are alluded to: the Hebrews who, on account of their murmuring, were not allowed to enter the Promised Land, and Aeneas’ companions who, weary of the prolonged hardships, remained behind and forfeited the glory of conquering a new realm. What is noteworthy in these examples is the fact that Dante parallels exemplary figures taken from Scripture with others from the realm of pagan history, literature, or mythology. In strictly spiritual or ecclesiastical writings up to the fifteenth century, the use of pagan figures as illustrations of spiritual
truths is extremely rare. Quotations from pagan philosophers and poets, however, have always been used by Christian writers from St. Paul on. In the fourteenth century sentences culled from Seneca or Cicero began to crop up even in treatises which expounded doctrinal material. But it is in the secular literature of that period that pagan lore was used more and more profusely to illustrate Christian concepts and that writers began to fuse ideas which came from different origins and often jarred with each other. As far as the concept of acedia is concerned, such attempts at harmonization had to result either in interpreting originally non-spiritual attitudes as spiritual and Christian, or in extending the meaning of the term to states which no longer bore strictly spiritual and sinful, but belonged to the realm of worldly passions. Dante's two examples of sloth furnish a good illustration of the latter tendency: while the Hebrews lost zeal and trust and, thereby, sinned against God's command, Aeneas' companions neglected the quest for more worldly fame and glory. A few works of Virgil's, in the Inferno, also bring the

---

36 See in Brumby's Acemia Pascuaiae, see below, p. 197.
37 This practice did, of course, not begin with the later Middle Ages, but is at least as old as the Alexandrian Fathers' attempts to combine Greek wisdom with revealed truth.
38 I am, of course, fully aware of the fact that Aeneas' quest for the new city was a religious act and was interpreted allegorically, by medieval thinkers, as man's search for eternal happiness. Ultimately, only such an allegorical exegesis could, for any profound medieval mind, convert the parallel between Aeneas and Moses, or Mary and Caesar. But such comparisons undoubtedly opened the door to developments which I have indicated above, developments that actually took place in the fourteenth and the following centuries.
precept to avoid sloth into connection with the quest for aum in this world; the imagery and diction of this passage suggest that Dante had the concept of aemilia in mind when he wrote these verses. It is true that the words are spoken by the heathen poet, who is excluded from the full attainment of man's complete happiness. But in the Divine Comedy, Virgil and what he stands for are not set in sharp contrast to the Christian existence (as Nietzsche might have done it), but form the highest achievement of man's "natural" character which, though unsanctioned by Revelation, possesses its own value in Creation. And for Dante, as it seems, the concept of aemilia extended into the order of nature. Similar "extensions" of the concept will be found in the works of other fourteenth- and fifteenth-century writers and will be mentioned presently.

In the two cantos of the Paradiso which we have considered, then, aemilia is presented as deficiency in the love of the good. Beyond this general definition sloth here takes the specific form of unwillingness to sustain pain, which is evidenced by Dante's choice of the beatitude "Benti qui lugent" (III, 50). In contrast to the usual connection of aemilia with the blessing of those that hunger and thirst for righteousness, which we have observed in the secunda, 40

50Quis omnia che in aemilie arrito,
Dico il nostro, che succede in piena
In fuma non al rivo, ne parte velle
Sufficiente ha qui sua vita consueta.
Certo vestigio in terra di al lucia,
Qual fumo in core et in acqua in ombra,

(Inf., XXIV. 49-51: the Italian are mine.)

40See above, ch. III, pp. 127 ff.
Dante relates sloth to the benediction of those "that mourn, for they shall be comforted" (Matt. 5:5). He thus stresses an aspect of acedia—the shrinking from the pains that accompany the pursuit of virtue and of spiritual goods—which St. Thomas had considered as not essential to this vice.  

Outside the presentation of sloth on the fourth cornice, acedia and closely related states also appear in several shorter passages scattered throughout the poem. In Purgatory the Roman poet Statius reports that he had to do penance for sloth because of his "tepidaesa": he had out of fear concealed his faith in Christ, even after his baptism (Purg., XIII, 90-93). Similar cases of spiritual negligence are punished by delayed admission to the Mount of Purgatory. In canto IV, for example, the pilgrim meets souls who postponed repentance. Their chief representative is Belacqua, who stands at the foot of the Mount like a negligent person (Purg., IV, 105), and when Dante charges with "pigrizia" (laziness, Purg., IV, 111). The same faults are also reflected in the order of Paradise, where those religious who were somewhat negligent and slow in the fulfillment of their vows are placed in the sphere of the moon, "in spera più tarda" (Par., III, 51) and the lowest rank among the blissful.  

---

41 *Summa theologiae*, II-II, qu. 55, a. 2.

42 In medieval literature the moon is frequently considered as the slowest planet and used as a symbol for slowness. Bonaventure once interpreted the moon allegorically as the object of worship of "pigi et acidiaet,“ *Comment. in Sanctorum*, 13 (Opera, ed. Quaracchi, vol. VI, p. 199). In Alan of Lille, *Antichristus*, IV, 548-555.
lukewarmness, however, which results in the total lack of care for spiritual goods is punished in fore-hell (Inf., III, 54 ff.): the miserable souls who lived neither in virtue nor in crime are rejected by heaven and hell alike.\(^4\)

There remains the question whether we also find angélus among the sins punished in hell. In the fifth circle Dante and Virgil arrive at the same Styx, where they see muddy people, naked and with "semiantes offesa" ("looks of savage discontent"), who tear their own flesh to pieces (Inf., VII, 106 ff.). Virgil explains that they are the souls of those who were vanquished by wrath. He then calls Dante's attention to other souls who lie under the slimy water which bubbles with their sighs. Embodied in the mud they speak:

"Sullen were we—we took
No joy of the pleasant air, no joy of the good Sun; our hearts amased with a stygly smoke;

Sullen we lie here now in the black mud."
This hymn they guggle in their throats, for whole Words they can naeke frame.

(Inf., VII, 121-126)

The fiction and imagery of this passage immediately suggest that these souls are being punished for angélus. First of all, Dante

\[\text{the song in the sphere of the moon is slack and less conscious than in the other parts of heaven; Alain de Lilli, Articledidion, ed. R. Bossuat, Textes philosophostes du moyen age, no. I (Paris, 1935), p. 117.}\]

\(^{4}\) The text itself does not make it clear that Dante is thinking of angélus here. Because of the controversy about Inf. VII (see below) many scholars have thought it necessary to locate the slothful in fore-hell rather than in the fifth circle.
uses the highly technical term accidens (line 135). Moreover, their crime was sedesem in their lifetime ("trisii forma"), which we have seen to have been synonymous with accidens ever since Gregory the Great. Finally, the impossibility of speaking clearly is frequently connected by Dante scholars with the vice of spiritual sloth; it is thought of as a characteristic symptom of the vice, used by Dante symbolically for the punishment of the crime in hell. 

But against the interpretation of these souls as representatives of accidens a serious objection has been raised. By placing two different deadly sins (wrath and sloth) in one circle Dante would have deviated from the scheme he adopted in the higher circles (where he has the lechers, the gluttons, and the avaricious punished successively). This objection assumes that the poet used the scheme of the seven deadly sins as the structural principle not only of Purgatory, but also of Hell. But from Dante VIII on obviously such an organization is abandoned; it gives way to a division of sins which Dante took from Aristotle. This inconsistency has been explained

---

**Note:**

**44** The basis for this interpretation is a strange inconsistency in St. Thomas. Of the seven Neopolitan species of tristitia discussed in ch. II Thomas equates accidens (the tristitia accidens) with accidens in Summa theologica, II-II, q. 35, a. 1, arg. 1, and in De veritate, q. 26, a. 4, ad 4. But in I-II, q. 75, a. 8 he equates accidens with aches, the tristitia verae sacramentae (also, perhaps, in Sum. lib. III, dist. 26, q. 1, a. 9). This false identification is then attributed to "Gregory," i.e., Eusebius. Did Thomas blunder here, or was he using a different translation?

**45** Parallel to the whirlwind of lust or the mad rush of the misers and the prodigal.

**46** The general structure of hell is outlined in Inf. XI.
by a break in the composition of the Inferno: after canto VII Dante is said to have interrupted his work for some time and, when he resumed composition, to have adopted a different structural principle. Whether one accepts this hypothesis or not, it is evident that the structure of the Inferno is modeled upon various patterns and lacks the unequivocal simplicity of the Purgatorio.

Once it is established that the circles of hell do not clearly correspond to the conventional seven sins, the interpretation of the punishment in the fifth circle is open to debate. The souls under water may, then, very well be the slothful; but it is equally conceivable that Dante did not think of giving sloth a particular position in hell at all. Indeed, the majority of Dante scholars prefer to consider the fifth circle as inhabited only by the angry. In Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas anger was divided into three classes: violent anger which quickly rises and diss

---

47 The suggestion of a break comes from a story transmitted by Boccaccio.


49 Nicomachean Ethics, IV, 5.

50 Summa theologica, II-II, qu. 158, a. 5; and I-II, qu. 46, a. 8.
(iracondi amari); sullenness, which is anger buried in the breast and
smoldering for a long time (iracondi amari); and bad temper, which is
anger concealed and nourished until it can be appeased by revenge
(iracondi difficiles). In the Inferno, then, these three categories
are supposedly divided between the two groups of sinners in the fifth
circle, whereby some scholars relegate both amari and difficiles to
the souls under water, while others affirm that Dante omitted the
difficiles.

This interpretation, however, has been felt to be unsatisfactory because it does not account for Dante's verbal reference to
assidiae. Several scholars have, therefore, attempted to see in Dante
a connection between assidiae and some form of wrath. Granigit, for
example, claims that Dante identified sullenness (the amari) with
assidiae,51 and is followed by more recent commentators.52 Granigit's
claim is based on Brunetto Latini's Tesoretto, in which 'assidia' is
said to be born of 'ira,' of the inability to take revenge quickly
and the ensuing hatred and inner torment.53 But this argument is
weakened by the fact that in Brunetto all the deadly sins are pre-
sent in a genetic chain, in which each link springs from the

---

51 La Divina Commedia, rev. ed. (Boston, 1935), p. 68.
53 Brunetto Latini, Il Tesoretto, ed. Giovanni Batista Zamponi
(Florence, 1824), ch. 21, lines 145 ff.
Brunette's phrase "In ira maece, a poca / Ascidia niquitosa" and the ensuing elaboration on the genetic relationship may be nothing but a strange attempt to interlink the two sins. In any case, Brunette does not connect the sin of sloth with the passion of anger.

A different, and I believe altogether more satisfactory, solution to this problem was given by a man who lived in the same intellectual atmosphere as our poet: Boccaccio. He explains the unmistakable relation between ascidia and anger in the Inferno by interpreting the souls under water not as one of Aristotle's three species of violent anger (viz., the sulk), but as those who suffered from a deficiency of this passion.55 In other words, according to Boccaccio the fifth circle would contain souls who missed the passion of anger either by indulging too much (the violently wrathful) or too little in it (the slothful). This pattern corresponds exactly to the fourth circle, where Dante has the misuse of man's desire for possessions punished: here, too, both extremes of this "virtue" are included, viz., the miser and the prodigal.56 Boccaccio's equation

---

54 Brunette uses the same metaphor of "maec" for three other sins besides ascidia: invidia from ergasia (lines 91-92), ira from invidia (lines 123-124), and gouriation from maece (lines 305-306). We found a similar genetic relation in the Paraclete Tale.


56 E. Oselin also recognizes this: "Nach dem aus Aristoteles geschöpften ethischen System der Sünden und Strafen bei Dante entsprechen einander aber, Analog dem-Geläugigen und dem Versuchenden in Bereich der avititia, auch in Bereich der irascendia ein zuviel und ein
of acedia with Aristotle's passion of anger—in contrast to Thomas' distinction of acedia as a species of tristitia—opens an entirely new horizon of fourteenth-century thought, which I will explore later in this chapter. It is enough at the moment to state that in Dante, evidently, the phenomenon of acedia is reflected in the regions of eternal punishment and that it extends to the quest for non-spiritual fame, as we have observed above. It is an aspect of human nature and of the moral life in its totality, not only of man's religious or, even more narrowly, his mystical activity.

From considering the seven deadly sins and acedia as an integral element in Dante's poetic scene of medieval thought, we now turn back to the English scene in order to analyse the idea of sloth in several poetic works which are less comprehensive in scope, but which indicate various important changes in the meaning and significance of the concept. Two of the three extensive poems by Gower use the scheme of the seven deadly sins for their principle of organization. In the Mirrour de l'aman the scheme is used for a long drawn-out allegory of the marriage of World with the seven deadly sins and of the strife of evil against man's soul. At this marriage the seven sins come riding onto the scene in a picturesque pageant. Acedia

zuwenig der gleichen Leidenschaft"; but then he equates the "too much" and the "too little" with two of Aristotle's kinds of violent anger (i.e., with two species of the too much): "der aktive, nach aussen tobende Zorn und der gleichen passive, nach innen sich verschraubende, die Verdrossenheit." Op. cit., vol. I, p. 149.
(Acedie or Acedia) sits on a slow-moving ass and holds an evil on her fist. She carries a soft couch at her side, but apparently she has not slept enough, because her face has a rather dull appearance. From her marriage with World come five children: Somanolence (including Tenderness), Laziness ("Paresse," including Vain Hope, Vain Belief, Cowardice, Inconstancy, Desire to possess things without work, and Pusillanimity), Slackness (including Sorrow and Obstinate), Idleness, and Negligence (including Ignorance and Forgetfulness). This offspring is described with great detail, in precisely the same fashion as the branches of sloth in Middle English manuals for confession like Hymlyne Syrme and Jacob's Well. Gower uses not only the traditional system and its divisions, but also incorporates numerous examples, similes, images, and Scriptural quotations which were the traditional stock-in-trade of medieval sermons and handbooks. But along with these conventions the Mirror contains a few traces of new developments which will be mentioned together with identical features in Fiers Flesman.

Gower is much more original, however, in his English work, the Confessio Amantis. Here again the seven deadly sins furnish

---


58 The progeny of Acedie is treated in lines 5129-5180.

59 He also deals with the seven virtues, as remedies against the sins. To Acedie is opposed Paresse (Strength) with five daughters, cf. lines 14, 102-15, 180.

the frame for a long narrative poem, but this time the doctrinal system serves as a mere scaffolding to hold a large number of stories together and provide some form of rational order. The poem is a dream vision in which the dreamer is "shriven" by Genius, the priest of Venus. This confessor presents the penitent dreamer with a regular Reichspiel: he expounds the nature of each of the seven sins and of their offspring, tells several examples, and leads the dreamer to his confession regarding each particular sin. But this Reichspiel is transposed into the courtly-love tradition. The literary use of Church institutions and rites, of theological concepts and devotional practices for the expression of ideals and sentiments of courtly-love began at least as early as the twelfth century and flourished among secular poets of the later Middle Ages.\footnote{It is customary to speak of a "Church of Love" as a parallel to, or a parody of, the Christian Church. In Middle English there is even a "Venus Mass" of the fourteenth century, perhaps by Lydgate, which parodies parts of the Roman Mass; cf. Thomas Frederick Simons, \textit{ed.}, \textit{The Vespers Mass Book.} \\ EDG, 71 (London, 1879), p. 591; Eleanor Prescott Hammond, \textit{English Verse between Chaucer and Surrey} (Durham, 1927), pp. 207 ff.} The transfer of a manual for confession to this convention, however, is the particular achievement of John Gower. In the \textit{Confessio Amantis}, then, Gower treats Pride, Wrath, Sloth, etc., as sins against the ideals of courtly love and, consequently, draws his examples from the rich treasures of secular story telling in the Middle Ages.\footnote{He uses tales not only from Scripture and the Church Fathers (Jerome, Augustine, Isidore), but also from ancient pagan writers (Ovid mostly) as well as medieval romances, histories, and story...}
Sloth appears with seven conventional branches: Lassitude, Pusillanimity, Forgetfulness, Negligence, Idleness, Somnolence, and Tristesse. But 'lassitude' here means slackness in *presumption* and is exemplified by Aeneas, whose sloth in his love for Dido brought death upon the queen (lines 1-105), contrasting with Ulysses' prompt return to Penelope upon receipt of a letter from her (lines 147-239). Similarly, pusillanimity stands for timid, faint-hearted, or unstable craving for the lady's affection (lines 513 ff.). The dreaamer, however, has not been too slothful in his love: when he is questioned about somnolence, for example, he states that the service of his lady banishes drowsiness, and that even when he sleeps at night his heart continues to worship; he dreams only of her (lines 2046 ff.).

The wholesale transposition of an item of religious doctrine into the realm of secular, amatory poetry shows, if nothing more, the intimate and continuous presence of this scheme and of the concept of sloth to medieval minds, and its continued validity as a thought pattern. At the same time one wonders how seriously Cower took the idea of sin and the attempt to categorize the roots of vice and crime. Even the readiness of the modern critic to grant the *Confessio Amantis* a moral value beyond its technical skill of

collections (Beneict, Guido di Colonna, Statius; Paulus Diaconus, Vincent de Beauvais; *Legenda Aurea*, *Costa Romana*, et al.).
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narration cannot quench one's suspicion that for Gower the seven deadly sins were nothing more than a convenient means to achieve some sort of artistic order. There remains, however, the fact that such a "secularization" of religious doctrines is indicative of a gradual change in the meaning and significance of acedia. What we have remarked in our analysis of Dante, is here brought out more strongly: the concept of acedia or sloth, in its beginnings exclusively connected with spiritual duties or states, widens its reference more and more to secular pursuits.

Before we follow this secularising trend and similar developments in the history of the term, I wish to investigate the meaning of acedia—sloth in a literary work which aims at the solution of strictly spiritual problems and breathes, so to speak, an exclusively religious and Christian atmosphere: Langland's _Piers Plowman_.

The sin of sloth is discussed by Langland in several passages. It is first described with much detail in the great Confession scene. Later, when Hawkyn, the active man, appears, sloth is again mentioned and its branches are listed. The vice turns up

---


65 I use the three-text edition by Walter W. Skeat (Oxford, 1886).

66 A v, 233-241; B v, 592-668 ("Acedia"); C VIII, 1-69 ("Confession Acedia"), followed by the list of the branches, lines 70-119.

67 A XIII, 407-421; in C the branches are added to the Confession of Sloth; see the preceding note.
once more in a list of the seven deadly sins, as they are discussed with references to Poverty. And finally, the dreamer sees an allegorical figure of Sloth, the child of Life and Fortune, who is wedded to Despair and wields a stone-sling by which he casts dread and despair about him.

In the great Confession of the people the personified figure of Sloth then comes to Repentance as the last of the seven sins. It appears first as a layman, or a common Christian, then as a priest, and finally again as a layman, perhaps a landlord. In accord with these shifting aspects of Sloth the confession centers upon three different components of the vice. There are, first, sins of neglect of religious duties common to all states of life: ignorance of the Peter Master and of religious knowledge; breaking of vows through forgetfulness; negligence in performing penances; praying with disgust or inattention; preference for hearing "idle tales" over religious meditations; neglect of the needs of bodily mercy; inobservance of fast-days and of Lent; intercessory at Mass; and negligence in confession. These sins are followed by others which are proper to "great and parsoner": they are excess of ignorance, of the inability

---

679 B. XIV, 255 ff.; 6 XVII, 95 ff.
693 IX, 145 ff.; 6 XIII, 196 ff.

707 I follow the B version. C has only minor divergences in the description of Sloth, while A presents a considerably shorter "confession."
to read the psalter and canon law. To these examples of spiritual negligence longland adds a third group of sins of idleness, which regard exclusively "worldly" obligations and social duties: willful neglect in meeting one's financial obligations; unpunished and unwilling payment of accounts; ingratitude toward kind services rendered by others; the waste of goods through carelessness; and the misuse of one's youth out of idleness.

After Longland has confessed his sins, he reports and promises amendment and satisfaction. This sequel to the confession has given rise to a long debate over the poem and its authorship.\footnote{For a good summary of this controversy, cf. Horrie V. Helsenfield, "Present State of Recent Flamen Studies," Rev., XIV (1937), 215 ff.} The original stumbling-block—the supposed break between lines 255 and 256 of Fasculus V in the A-text—actually does not exist if one considers (a) that in the teaching of the Church restitution is an essential part required for complete satisfaction, the third element in a valid confession; and (b) that sloth, especially its branches of negligence and forgetfulness, comprises sins that demand restitution, such as the withholding of wages or the neglect of returning borrowed things.\footnote{Although I have not found withholding of wages or delay in returning borrowed goods directly mentioned as effects of sloth in Middle English manuals for confession, both Jacob's Hall and Kirk's Instructions contain terms which are general enough to include such sins. However, these works seem to lay the stress on the neglect of neighborly love and aid, rather than on the non-fulfillment of a legal obligation.}
Robber, a personification of avarice, to the confession of Slothe. But R. W. Chambers has been able to show rather convincingly\(^73\) that the "Robert's man" was a composite character made out of the vices of gluttony, lechery, avarice, and Sloth, and that therefore this figure was at least not "an unfit sequel to the confession of Sloth."\(^74\)

Still, the supposedly fitting connection of covetousness with Sloth remains somewhat tenuous. I believe a different interpretation is possible, and, on the whole, more satisfactory. The Robert passage, which follows the confession of Slothe in A and B, speaks of a penitent thief who cannot make the required restitution, without which the sacrament of penance would be void. Now, instead of despairing of salvation he expresses his trust in Christ's mercy, which was exemplified for all times by the reassurance He gave to the repentant thief on the cross. As far as the composition of Piare is concerned, this can mean two things. Either the Robert passage is a treatment of despair, the ultimate effect of avarice-Sloth, and Langland's choice of the figure of a thief was suggested by the biblical "good thief," who is throughout the Middle Ages the conventional exemplary figure of the attitude that is opposed to the sin of


\(^74\) Ibid., p. 4. Father T. P. Dunning comes to the same conclusion, affirming the orthodoxy of connecting Sloth with covetousness, Piers Plowman: An Interpretation of the A-Text (London, 1937), pp. 84-85.
despair. Or Robert is a comprehensive character who, at the end of the confession of the seven (or six, if I am complete) deadly sins, stands for all these sins and tries to master the temptation to despair. The choice of a robber would agree with Langland's stress on the connection between avarice, gluttony, lechery, and idleness, and would fall in with the general preoccupation with social justice that penetrates the poem.

When the poet of *Marce Flores*, thus, groups sinfol togeth-
er with lechery and gluttony, he follows—as we have seen earlier—an established tradition and contemporary moralistic practices. In the Confession of Gluttony Langland has created a lively fusion of these vices, which appear as typical "week-end sins." Gluttony, on his way to church, cannot quite overcome the magnetic attraction of the tavern. The result is a long convivial with wine, song, and wease,

and some less agreeable after-effects. Finally,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{With al thys we of this ymode} & \quad \text{his wyf and his weashe} \\
\text{Baran hym lase to his bedde} & \quad \text{and broghte hym therinne,} \\
\text{And after al this samsunge} & \quad \text{he had an assidite,} \\
\text{Thirt he slepe Saturday and Sunday} & \quad \text{till some yede to rest,} \\
\text{(B V, 364-367)} & \quad \text{(B V, 364-367)}
\end{align*}
\]

The traits of cloth itself, as they appear in the confes-
sion, are, of course, made up of conventional material and follow the

\[\text{75See above, ch. III, pp. 191 ff., Langland lets cloth follow gluttony in B II, 92-100 (C II, 97-104). It is the cause of lechery (evidenced by the man of Salem) in B XIV, 74-75. For the connection of cloth with night-matches at the tavern, cf. R. Morris (ed.), Old English Ballads of the Twelfth Century, Second Series, MS G, 53 (Lond-}
\]

\[\text{on, 1979), p. 11; John Hicks, ibid., ed. Theodore Erbe, MS H, 96 (Lond-}
\]

\[\text{on, 1895), p. 69; E. Maurice, the Fleshmire Orde, ed. Walter V.}
\]

\[\text{Shaw, MS G, 50 (London, 1907), lines 91-95.}\]
model of many works of 'devotional literature.'

What distinguishes the Confession of Simeon in Figure Flewson from manuals of confession, however, is the threefold division of the aspects of the vice and the large emphasis given to the neglect of social obligations, which is in fact equal in proportion to the neglect of general religious duties. On several previous occasions we have noticed the inclusion of such aspects of sloth in various works, mostly dating from the second half of the fourteenth century. But if the devotional literature before that time showed very little of this tendency, and St. Thomas' discussion of *sella* excluded the neglect of work altogether, in Langland and his contemporaries the concept of sloth is evidently widened in its scope to give non-spiritual obligations an equal amount of attention. This raises the question of the relationship between *sella*-sloth and work.

In ascetic writings of the early Fathers we noticed that work—in the sense of manual labor—among those who strove after spiritual perfection (and among whom the concept of *sella* originated) had three functions: to supply the monks with the necessities of life; to provide means for practicing charity; and to keep the monk's mind and body occupied during the hours when the concentration on

---

76 The same is true of the branches of sloth listed in Figure; cf. above, p. 135, n. 67. In them, slothful neglect of secular duties is not mentioned or specified.

77 See above, ch. II, pp. 119-120; ch. V, p. 185.
spiritual matters would flag. In later centuries, however, after spiritual guidance had to be extended to men living in the world, the evaluation of work was based upon a much broader foundation.

The necessity of labor, as we are told by fourteenth-century vernacular documents, is essential to human nature: "we or kyndly born for to work / Als the feughfel is kynel born for to flagh." Consequently, the neglect of work is a very great sin, indeed, because it prevents men from fulfilling one of the most basic demands of his existence.

Now, for medieval men "labor" had a much larger meaning than for us. It virtually included all forms of human activity. Peter the Caner, for example, divided it into work within the order of nature (including bodily and mental activities), work within the order of grace (including penances, ascetic practices, and deeds of mercy), and the work of sin. According to Catholic teaching, the

[70] See above, ch. 1, p. 37. The third purpose of work was still stressed by Pecham: "Labor principalis inventus est pro etia sumiendo," De warnariato, ch. 9, quoted in Summa, op. cit., p. 527.

[71] Ev Felix of Chartres, ed. Thomas Frederick Simons and Henry Edward Molish, KTH, 116 (London, 1901), lines 597-598. This passage occurs in the treatment of sloth. Similarly in San John of Capistrano's sermon, KTH, 36, p. 11. Alan of Lille says that stars, animals, and all nature fulfill their offices; only man deviates from his destiny; Summa de arte praenotaria, VII (P. 210:127).

[80] Cf. Petrus Caner, "pigritia maxima est pocetia," Verbum abbreviatum, 81 (P. 205:246). Kirk says that the man who wants to be saved "most tranyly his body yo goode workes, and gete his lyfe wyth wynne, and put away all yflynnes and slooth," Festiali, KTH, 25, 96, p. 2.

order of nature and the order of grace are not absolutely separate and opposed, but rather, the former can be raised to the plane of the latter by means of the "good intention." With respect to the sin of *sloth* this would mean that neglect in works on the level of grace would also be reflected in the order of nature. As our investigation has shown so far, *sloths* from Beauséjour to St. Thomas, meant primarily boredom with and neglect of spiritual work. In the fourteenth century, however, it came to include more and more neglect of "natural" work, that is, of secular activities. 32 We can, already at this point, predict that in this development there would come a moment when *sloths* would break loose from its spiritual reference and become totally "secularized."

The growing inclusion of secular work among the things which the slothful neglect is well exemplified in Guérin's *Miracle de Léonce.* When Guérin discusses the daughters of Asclépio, he frequently show their effects in works of the body as well as the soul. For example, all five daughters have such a disposition

32 This, of course, does not mean that religious duties were now excluded from the concept of *sloth.* On the contrary, sometimes "sloth" is defined as the excessive attachment to worldly occupations which leads to the neglect of spiritual goods, as in a passage from the end of the fourteenth century: "this synne of sloth standeth in this, that a man greteth hym in his occupation valuing all to the world and lyttil or aly nothings to Godward." Woodburn. O. Ross (ed.), Middle English Sermons, XII, 380 (London, 1940), p. 55.
Que pour labour du camp ne vine
A mi temps servent travaillers,
Ne se servent abandones
A les priers ordaines,
Comme sont precept du loy divine.

(lines 5129-33)

The same division appears again and again in the description of the
daughters. 83 And when the poet recommends Solicitude as a remedy
against Idleness, he refers to the biblical commandment to work in
the sweat of one's brow:

Ainsi quant disus et entredit
Au primer homae et centredit
Son paradis, leurs commanda
Q'un labourer en terre irra
Et en sueur poursuscrea
Le pain, dont chaque homme vit;
Dont n'est avis, ail qui serra
Solicitous molt luy valdra,
Car corps et alme en ont profit.

(lines 1156, 428-30)

The interest of these passages lies, of course, not in their common-
place thought, but in the fact that they occur in the discussion of
acedia.

acedia.

Cover includes among the followers of Sloth false beggars:

Dame Cadivesse mains et guie
Coeux qui par faignte triumdie,
Quant sont a labourer puissant,
Se vont cissen au baggerie.  (Lines 5797-800)

Langland, too, criticizes able-bodied beggars in several passages.

However, he does not present them as clear-cut representatives of

83Tendresse (5553-64), Furence (5553-57), Lachasse (5590-92, 96-97, 5615-16), Cadivesse (5773-84, 5816-17).
the slothful; they are gluttons and lechers as well. When the
dreamer surveys the field full of people, he discerns "bidders and
beggars," who go to bed in gluttony and rise with ribaldry, and
"sleep and slough the smooth hom eve:" (A Pro., 45). In B VI
their "sloth" consists of unwillingness to perform bodily work in
the field: "In lechery and leasenye ye lyncen, and in sloths" (B VI, 145). In general, false beggars are not included in late
medieval treatments of the sin of sloth, in contrast to neglectful
servants. The condemnation of able-bodied beggars in the four-
teenth century, as it is reflected in Piety, seems not to be based
on spiritual motives (because they committed a deadly sin), but on
political and economic reasons: the increase in number of migrants
and the shortage of manpower after the Black Death were serious
problems for the government.85

Similarly, the consequent condemnation of giving alms to
false beggars, as it was decreed by the Ordinance of Labourers of
1349 and later statutes, was a political measure rather than a
moral or religious directive. I have not found, in the treatments
of sloth, any indication that this type of almsgiving was considered

84A good example of a manual which considers lazy and neglectful
servants as men who sin through sloth is Jacob's Way, under "The Way." Servants who grow slack in their work "are unworthy to have any

85See E. H. Lees, The Early History of English Poor Relief
(Cambridge, Eng., 1900), pp. 5-6; Brian Tomney, Retinal Fools Law
(Berkeley, 1999).
morally wrong because it was an incentive to sloth. The Book of 
Vices and Virtues condemns supporting harlots and minstrels, be-
cause they seduce people to idleness and malice. But while re-
warding jugglers and minstrels was frequently considered harmful, 56
the support of false beggars did not enter the discussion of
acedia.

In this respect, then, Gower and Langland show an advance
over strictly doctrinal literature insofar as they are aware of
contemporary social problems which they try to measure in terms of
the moral system of their time. From the late fourteenth century on
innovations in the history of the concept acedia take place, in gen-
eral, not in theological writings, but in secular literature. This
becomes evident when we examine the vice or attitude which directly
opposes labor: idleness.

Otium had been connected with acedia ever since the time of
the Egyptian Fathers. We noticed the emphasis which Cassian laid on
it in his Institutiones. Cassian also included otium in his prog-
eny of the vice, and from then on idleness formed a standard branch
of the deadly sin. Although it was not included in Gregory's list,
it is omnipresent in the progenies of acedia during the later Middle

56Petrus Canter, Varia scriptoria, 49, "Cennra sanctae histri-
should not be supported because they entice people to idleness and
to all other vices.
Ages. Especially the Middle English handbooks (e.g., The Book of Vices and Virtues, Avemarie of Imerit, Jacob’s Well), following Latin and French models, include and describe it, but shorter lists of the branches of ahol also mention it again and again. Here, idleness is clearly an effect of the distaste for spiritual things, which shows itself in the unwillingness to be occupied with (spiritual or secular) work.

Idleness, of course, always loomed large as a major theme in religious literature, even outside the treatment of gudia. A locus classicus is Jerome’s letter to Rusticus, “On the solitary life,” where he recommends manual labor for ascetic purposes: “Always have some work on hand, that the devil may find you busy.”

Idleness opens the door to the fiend and becomes, thus, the occasion for all vices. Idleness as the “mother of vices” is a trope which continues through the whole Middle Ages; the Egyptian monks already knew it, and Chaucer’s Second Nun begins her Prologue with

The minstre and the monke unto vices,
Which that men slope in English yiddensse. (Lines 1-2)

---


89 *Abbas Isaac, Oratio 17* (PG 40:1146); *Evagrius, Captia parsumetica,* 95 (PG 79:1257).
In a different metaphor with the same import, idleness is the porter
or the gate to all vices:

Of sloth at morowe and alcomyrge ydelnesses
whysse all vyeus is cheifs porterness . . . .

Chaucer's Parson, too, calls it "the yate of alle harms" (Parson's
Tale, 214). 91

Similar metaphors for idleness appear frequently in devo-
tional literature among the progeny of ascidia-sloth. 92  Henry of
Lanecaster's Livre de servite medicines, for example, elaborates the
image of sloth (Parson) as the mother-hen of all other sins. 93  In
treatments of sloth dating from the late fourteenth and the fifteenth
centuries, idleness with its traditional aspects tends to occupy more
and more space. Brounard gives, under Ascidia, several examples of
sheer laziness and inactivity: he speaks of the man who prays to God
for help to get his cart out of the mud, but who is too lazy to put
his own hands to the wheel; or the cat that wants to catch fish, but
is unwilling to wet his feet. 94  Another aspect of sloth which now

90 The Kalender of Shesendes [[1318]], ch. 50.

91 The figure of Idleness the Porter comes from the Roman de la
Rose, where Dame Olensse receives the dreamer at the gate of the
garden. See also Second Nun's Prologue, line 3, and Knight's Tale,
1, 1940.


93 Le Livre de servite medicines, ed. E. J. Arnsand, Anglo-Norman

94 Summa Predicantium [[Basel, 1484]], A VIII, art. 9.
appears frequently in the waste of time which this sin leads to. Lost silver and similar things can be easily recovered, so warns Broward again, but not the time one has wasted in vain deeds: "Tempus nonum ausimse nonreparabilem est thesaurum."95 Such themes and examples,96 which were the common stock of the fourteenth-century preacher, indicate clearly the growing application of "sloth" to non-religious attitudes and morals.

Together with the tenets of worldly wisdom, which many examples from Broward and other spiritual writers imply, the authority of classical sources is frequently used in the discussion of sloth. From the epistles of St. Paul on, pagan arguers were, to a varying extent, pillaged of their treasure of imagery and wisdom. Classical ideas and ideals always continued to live, however scantily, side by side with Christian teaching and views throughout the whole Middle Ages. With them a certain amount of secular vision remained alive. Here is not the place to review the history of classical education in the Middle Ages, but with regard to "sloth" it

95 Ibid., "Negligentia," art. 1. Cf. Chaucer, Morte, 25-32. Stiennon de Bourbon also speaks of "stimas," which was a man of his time, and gives the example of a young man who, by meditating on the swift passage of time, is suddenly converted; op. cit., pp. 265-266.

96 Other examples of the same nature are: the slumbering Virgil, who is awakened by a fly (Broward); the sleeping man who gets burned because he is too lazy to move away from the fire (Barley); the tale of Emperor Palamus, who gives his realm to whoever of his three sons proves the most slothful ( pope Benedictus, Broward).
must be said that, while up to the thirteenth century very little classical material was used in describing the vice, from the fourteenth century on quotations and examples from classical authors become frequent. This is true not only of an imaginative poem like Gower’s *Confessio Amantis*, but also of a doctrinal handbook like Brouyard’s *Summa Pragmatismi*. In particular, it is Seneca who furnishes a good number of sentences for the description of sloth; and it is especially idleness, *stium*, that forms the bridge between Stoic wisdom and the teaching of the Church.

When Brouyard, for example, defines *seedia*, he uses quotations from St. Bernard, Seneca, John of Damascus, St. Thomas, and John Cassian. From the Roman moral philosopher he gets this definition: “Vitam in odium odium adducere solet.” 97 Seneca’s authority is expected to substantiate the fact that *seedia* makes man “lose and dislike all spiritual tastes in the things that belong to God.” 96 Obviously, for Brouyard idleness (*stium*) and *seedia* refer to the same psychic state. A similar identification occurs in a sermon from the time of the Great Schism, where it is said that “a slothful man makes idleness in god.” 99 This equation of idleness with sloth in spiritual authors themselves is apparently one of the causes which

97 *Brouyard*, pp. 612, A VIII, art. 1.
account for the later change in the meaning of sloth. In religious
writings "idleness" still refers predominantly to spiritual occupa-
tions, as is clearly shown by Bremyard's treatise. The unswerving
inclusion of "idleness" in discussions of sloth and the strong
emphasis it receives there even tend to raise what is fundamentally
a "humanistic" vice\(^\text{100}\) to the status of a sin.\(^\text{101}\) But in secular
literature, conversely, the marriage of the two concepts causes
"sloth" to become secularized and, finally, to acquire its modern
meaning of indolence and sluggishness without the original reference
to spiritual goods.

It may be asked whether the Middle English word "sloth"
did not always have the general meaning of indolence and was used for
the vice of *secelia* only with restrictive qualifications. It is true
that the deadly sin was occasionally termed "sloth in God's ser-
vice,"\(^\text{102}\) but this phrase seems to be limited to what Horstmann has
called "Yorkshire Writers." On the other hand, even the Surtees

\(^{100}\) By "humanistic" vice I intend to indicate no more than the
fact that the idea of idleness being a vice, an obstacle on man's
way to perfection, originated not in theological thought, but in
the moral wisdom of "pagan" philosophers, perhaps the Stoics (if
it is at all possible to pinpoint the origin of a maxim of common-
sense). I merely want to stress that idleness *per se* is not a
theological concept like *secelia*.

\(^{101}\) Cf. the word pair "pelynes and sleuth" in Wirk's *Pastial*,
*RETS*, 82, p. 31; see above, p. 189, n. 60.

\(^{102}\) E.g., *The Prince of Conscience*, ed. R. Norris, in *The Philo-
logical Society's Early English Volume* (London, 1862), line 5304; A
*tretse of gentil *bataryle*, IV, II, 452; *Perna Comfitendi*, IV, II, 341.
Penitent, which was perhaps written by Rolle, translates the biblical locus clausus of the vice of *sloth* (*dormitarit anima mea praestadio,* Pr. 118:28) simply with "slewe"\(^{103}\) or "sleuthes."\(^{104}\) And all other Middle English documents from which we have studied the concept of *sloth*—sloth use the word "sloth" without modification for the deadly sin.

The "secularization" of "sloth" can be observed in imaginative literature from the late fourteenth century on. Langland, for example, once uses "sloth" in a paraphrase of *ociositas:*

> For the waxthiefe and the waxhearmes amoungs men of Sodome
> Wax thow thents of payn and of pure sleuthes
> *Ociositas et habundancia panis* . . . .

(B XIV, 75-77)

We find "sloth" denoting mere idleness more frequently in the works of Chaucer. Lucresse, in the *Legend of Good Women,* is pictured sitting in her chamber and spinning, "to kepen hire from slouth and idleness" (line 1722).\(^{105}\) In "Gentilis" Chaucer affirms that the "firste stok" was righteous, true to its word, sober, piteous, noble, of a clean mind, "and lovd bussinesse / Against the vyse of sleuthes, in honestee." Constance "was so diligent, withouten sleuthes" (Ms.

\(^{103}\)In the versions of MS. Vesp. D VII and MS. Harl. 1770; XIV, II, 232.

\(^{104}\)In MS. Egerton 614. *Ibid.*

\(^{105}\)Several of Chaucer's good women are always busy in order to avoid sloth and idleness: Constance (*M-Tale,* 590-591), Griseldis (* Clerk's St.* 317), Noy (*Physician's,* 55-57), and Lucresse.
Tale, 150), and Holme is bidden to take his trumpet "withouten slouthes" (EP, III, 1764). "Sloth" also stands for negligence in non-religious activities. So Aurelius asks his magician helper to make speed:

But lookest now, for no negligence or slouthe
Ye tarie us heere no longer than to-swarwe.

(Prankf, 1252-53)

And of John of Gaunt it is said that he did his love-service "withoute Synnyng outre slouthe" (EP, 1100).

Sloth is sometimes bitterly blamed for causing man to neglect the strife for fame and earthly glory. When Lady Fame is approached by the seventh crew—those who have done nothing in life to merit fame—, she scolds them:

Ye masty sayn, ye ydel wrecshes,
Ful of poten, yow shewe teshehes!
Whatt falsy thevess! what yo wolde
Be famous good, and nothyng wolde
Deserve why, no never ye roughte?

. . . . . . . .

For ye be lyke the swynete cat.

(EP, 1777 ff.)

The "swynete cat," as we noticed above, is one of the stock examples for acedia in fourteenth-century preaching. Sloth is a blemish ("teshehs") also in Troilus' character (Troilus, III, 935), at least to Pandarus' eyes. Pandarus calls it "slouthe" not to grasp the "goodly aventure" which chance or Fortune has offered his friend; such inaction is highly blameworthy.

106. Bremward gives this example. See above, p. 195.
107. Troilus and Cressida, II, 251 ff.; also: II, 959, 1008, 1500; III, 935; V, 1584.
These examples, I believe, indicate that by the second half of the fourteenth century "sloth" has gained a new dimension, that of inactivity per se. It is the same as idleness, which—according to Dame Prudence—was condemned as a dangerous vice by Cicero, Salomon, Cato, and St. Jerome (Tales of Meliboe, lines 1386 ff.). We have noticed this stretching of the concept's meaning in many instances, notably in Dante, and shall soon see how, towards the end of the Middle Ages, this new dimension becomes an undisputed aspect of passio.

Part of this new tendency is the inclusion of "humanistic" studies, of reading and writing, among the remedies for the vice of sloth. In connection with the dispute about Tupper's theory that the Canterbury Tales are a kind of allegory or exemplification of the seven deadly sins, scholars have collected a number of prologues to books and poems in which the author—like Chaucer in the Second Nun's Prologue—justifies his writing by the argument that

108 Again, the basis for this inclusion is "idleness"; cf. Seneca's "etiam sine litteris more est, et hominis vivi sepulcre."  

literary activity puts "us fro swich ydeines." Although the majority of such "idleness-prologues" date from the later Middle Ages, it is to be noted that they were also used by a few earlier writers who preserved, or nourished, a taste for the classical "austeres." The unknown author of the tenth-century (?) Eobain captivi, for example, justifies his making verses because it is partly a remedy against torpor; the question whether to take this remark as autobiography or as mere literary convention is still undecided. In the twelfth century Giraldus Cambrensis similarly justifies his prolonged studies and his writing, "no forte quiete torpecere aut desidiae." A more spiritualhue is given to the same justification by Peter Damian. He tells his bishops that he

---


has written his oransula because, not being able to bear the heredon of idleness and his solitary cell, and not being capable of hard manual work either, he took to writing so that he could "discipline his wandering mind with the bridle of meditation and drive away more easily the tumult of unrushing thoughts and the presence of noedia which was stealing upon him."113

Literary studies and occupation with the sciences are, together with work in the fields, the great divisions of "busyness," the virtue opposed to idleness, which Gower establishes in his treatment of sloth in the Confessio Amantis (IV, 2365 ff.). Later, in Lydgate, we find literary activities and the pursuit of earthly fame directly opposed to the vice of sloth. He states as his reason for writing: "Bull sloth to eschew, my selfe to exercise."114 He also praises his noble patrons for their literary pursuits which kept them out of sloth. Of the Duke of Gloucester Lydgate says:

Doe of Gloucestre  men this prince calls
And natruthendyng  his stat and dignyte
His serges nerse  soth appalle
To studie in booke  off antiquite
Tharin he hath  as gret felicite
Vertuounel  hym self to occupie
Off vicious sloth  to have the maistrie.

(Dyll of Princes, General Prologue, st. 57)115

113 Peter Damian, Lib. IV, sq. 11 (Pl. 144:321).
114 Prologue to the Falster, line 51, in Hammond, sq. aii., p. 314.
115 Similarly, The Fall of Princes, st. 60; Epithalamium for Gloucester, st. 21 (both in Hammond, sq. aii., pp. 165 and 146).
Lydgate's long allegory The Pilgrimage of the Life of Man (1430), an adaptation of Boccaccio's *Peregrinatio in urbe romana* (1330 and 1339), shows the concept of *mea culpa* in all the complexity it has acquired by the fifteenth century. The pilgrim meets first *Dame Idleness* and *Labour*, between whom he has to choose. Idleness here bears characteristic traits of Gisborne from the *Roman de la Rose*. After the pilgrim has learned his lessons, he encounters the seven deadly sins. Among them is *Sloth*, an old hag with an axe under her arm, leading hecato bound with ropes behind her. She ties the pilgrim's feet together. Then she describes her own nature. Her main characteristic is *Idleness*:

> And, therefore, Slotha ye my name, Off custom earlyd "Idleness". (lines 13,689-690)

She induces people to sleep and keeps the sailor slumbering until his ship sinks; she causes brambles and nettles to grow in the garden and singe the raven's song, "crans, crans." But besides procrastination and indolence in work, her nature also includes continuous dissatisfaction: she may be called "hysterica" and resembles a mill that always turns but grinds nothing, "save waste upon syn syn syn thought" (lines 13,694-696). Finally, *Sloth* is weariness of one's life and envy (lines 13,697-698). The ropes she carries betoken strictly

neglect of various religious obligations, such as delay of confession and spiritual despair.

Lydgate's figure of Sloth, then, sums up the various ingredients of the vice which we have seen manifested in secular and religious literature through the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. However, in his Pilgrimage, the figure of Idleness remains a separate character and indicates, thus, the provenance of this "enemy of man's soul" from a tradition outside the seven-deadly-sin scheme. At the same time, when Sloth introduces herself she states that customarily she is known as Idleness. This unresolved inconsistency in the relationship between the two abstractions may be considered as symbolic of the conflict between various thought patterns and moral "systems" which, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, struggled for primacy or entered into different mixtures. Acedia, as we have seen, belonged strictly to the theological scheme of the seven deadly sins, while idleness may be considered a basic obstacle in the pursuit of secular wisdom or perfection, a vice in the system of "humanistic" ethics. Both in religious writings and in the secular literature from, at least, Chaucer onwards, the two ideas became more and more identified, as is evidenced by word-pairs like "slothful and idle" or "slothful and negligent" in Chaucer and Lydgate.

\[117\] Idleness is called angina animae in Benedict's Rule, ch. 48.
The examination of several literary key figures of medieval England, then, has shown that towards the end of the Middle Ages the concept of *sloth* underwent a process of "secularization." This process had at least two component tendencies: first, the inclusion of the neglect of secular, non-spiritual work under the sin of sloth; and second, the growing identification of sloth with idleness. While in works with a religious or didactic purpose the concept of sloth never completely lost its primary reference to spiritual matters, it covered many attitudes which betray indolence and sheer laziness with regard to non-religious activities. In secular works the latter aspect of "sloth" came to predominate.

The widening of the concept of *sloth* in the direction of worldly vices is well shown in Boethius's commentary to the *De consolatione*. Boethius divides the vice into "atti moralis" and "atti spiritualis." Concerning moral acts he says:

The management of household affairs, groves, vines and even in his (the slothful person's) hands; he does not look after, nor is he interested in, his possessions, his workers, or his servants; if the production of his estate decreases, he does not care because of his negligence. He would never turn with zeal for public affairs. . . . His bed, prolonged nights, and equally long sleep are for him the most pleasing and desirable good; he prefers solitude, darkness, and silence to any kind of delightful company.

And in spiritual matters the slothful sinner because he does not visit the sick and the imprisoned; does not help with his advice those who need it; does not visit the church, does not confess in time, does not receive the sacraments, and does not put in order what belongs to the soul, nor what belongs to the body.
The effects of *aedia* are poverty, want, and misery, in which one becomes slobby, weak, "melancholy," and ragged; affliction of the mind, self-hatred, and boredom of life; ignorance of God, contempt for virtue, loss of face; a multitude of idle thoughts; lukewarmness of mind; delay of one's works, general disgust with everything that is good; "and ultimately, after a sad life, eternal perdition of the soul."\(^{118}\) Barclay, in his *Ship of Fools*, stresses the "secular" aspects of sloth still more. He speaks of the lazy servants who sleep continually and are "vydes of diliyences"; he gives an example of the lazy sleeper who would rather get burned than move away from the fire; he shows how unprofitable sloth is and how it leads to poverty; and finally, Barclay brings some historical examples of how idleness has led men into the loss of virtue (David) and the loss of fame and national greatness (the Roman Empire).\(^{119}\)

What has caused these changes in the meaning of *aedia*-sloth is a matter for speculation. Undoubtedly the semantic changes reflect new social and economic conditions, whose analysis would lead us too far afield here. But the changing conditions are also mirrored in theoretical speculations. I believe that at the root of the semantic widening lies a new conception of the vice, differing from Thomas and his intellectual sources. While Thomas, in summing

\(^{118}\) Boccaccio, op. cit., pp. 214-215.

up the thinking of centuries, explained asedia as a species of sorrow and referred it exclusively to the homin spiritu. Boccaccio identifies the vice with the lack of the passion that man has to overcome obstacles: asedia is the "vice opposite all'irascenda"—in modern terms, the asidioso has "no go." Although I am at the moment unable to prove it, I suppose that this interpretation of the vice is not restricted to Boccaccio, but comes out of the "new" analysis and interpretation of Aristotle's Ethics in the late thirteenth and the fourteenth centuries. However this may be, Boccaccio's interpretation can easily be taken as an instance of the attempt to harmonize Aristotelian ethics with a traditional doctrine of the medieval Church. The result is a concept which, still called asedia, spans both the disgust and boredom with spiritual goods, and the neglect of actualizing man's potentialities in the world.

CHAPTER VI

ACEDIA AND MELANCOLY

The preceding chapter has dealt with several changes in the concept of acedia-sloth during the later Middle Ages. We turn now to a hypothetical climax in the history of the concept, the point at which it is supposed to have turned into modern melancholy.\(^1\) The chief evidence for this transformation is a passage on ascidia in Petrarch's *Secretum*. Though Petrarch is considered the great intermediary between two epochs, or even worlds, the precise nature of this particular transformation has not been sufficiently clarified, nor has it been shown in exactly what way Petrarch's ascidia may be thought of as connecting medieval acedia with melancholy. It is with these matters that the present chapter is concerned.

In the second discourse of Petrarch's book of confessions\(^2\) the two speakers, Franciscus and Augustinus, examine Franciscus' moral life and turn, near the end, to the vice of "ascidia," which

---

\(^1\)See Introduction, pp. 7 ff.

boasts him heavily. Franciscus gives a detailed description of this moral disease, and both he and Augustinus discuss its causes and remedies. What is called "acedia" in this treatise, however, seems to bear very little resemblance to the vice we know from Cassian, St. Thomas, or St. Bonaventure. Rather, the psychological state described by Franciscus looks much like nineteenth-century melancholy and is, therefore, in modern translations rendered as "melancholy" or "Kälteleere." Consequently, numerous modern Petrarch scholars, from the late nineteenth century on, have claimed that Petrarch somehow transformed the medieval concept of acedia into the modern sentiment of melancholy or that through Petrarch's personal experience the idea of acedia reached its latest, its modern form.

This assertion goes back to the works of C. Koerting and L. Geiger. Geiger, for example, speaks of three phases of acedia: first being a "monastic disease" (Klosterkrankeit), it was changed

---


5Ludwig Geiger, Renaissance und Humanismus in Italien und Deutschland (Berlin, 1852), pp. 26-27.
by Dante into a "secular disease," only to be elevated, by Petrarch, to a philosophical predicament:

Now it is no longer a spiritual sin which would exclude the faithful from eternal bliss, nor is it a secular malady that bars the useful members of society from the company of joyful human beings; rather, it becomes a genuinely human suffering which visits especially the best (Tuheitigkeit), i.e., the struggle between appearance and reality, the effort to fill the wasteland of everydayness with philosophic thought.⁶

Zöckler likewise sees in this change an idealization of "the ancient monastic vice of indulgent dulness" to "noble melancholy or Welt-
schmerz."⁷ Similarly, Dilthey says, "it is the old monastic disease in a new form."⁸ A more recent scholar, Hugo Friedrich, distinguishes between Dante's and Petrarch's acedia, claiming that Petrarch made it into "a positive value, viz., the condition for the contemplative life" and thus began "the modern cult of melancholy."⁹

Other scholars are more cautious and abstain from considering Petrarch's term as the mere advanced point on a straight line of development which the concept acedia supposedly underwent. Realising


⁷Otto Zöckler, Die Tugendlehre des Christentums geschichtlich dargestellt in der Entwicklung ihrer Lehrenformen (Gutersloh, 1904), p. 279.


the difference between Petrarach's accusidio and the medieval vice, Voigt declares Petrarach's use of the word as 'totally unfitting' and excuses the slip by citing Petrarach's ignorance of etymology and scorn for the scholastics. In a very similar fashion, Tatham is puzzled by the problem of where Petrarach got the term and surmises that the source was Dante, whose vice of accusidio Petrarach modified under the influence of Cicero and Seneca. Finally, Fraschky, whose thought on the subject will have to be analyzed at some length later, believes that 'accusidio' was the only term available to Petrarach for his peculiar sentiment—a sentiment very familiar to Renaissance humanists, who called it 'malanxoly.'

A third position is taken by scholars who consider Petrarach's accusidio not as Heidenruhe, the 'gloomy brooding and indolent sorrow at the uselessness of the world,' but rather as the true medieval vice.


This disagreement among Petrarch scholars makes it necessary to analyze Petrarch's treatise and his description of "acedia" in the light of the present study, and to see in what relation Petrarch's concept stands to the deadly sin I have described. I abstain from making a detailed survey of the entire Sacrum, which can be found elsewhere, and will, instead, consider the elements of the dialogue which are directly relevant to such an analysis.

The initial proposition of the Sacrum—sprunging from Francisceus' meditations on the origin and end of life, which are interrupted by the appearance of Lady Veritas and St. Augustine—is that unhappiness depends entirely on man's free will. Franciscus questions this principle by reference to his personal experience: he has felt his own misery and wept over it, but has not become happy. Augustinus charges him with not making a serious effort of the will, which would quench all desires for inferior goods and which can be achieved by an intense meditation upon man's mortality. Franciscus has, it appears, already engaged in such an exercise, but without success. Then, Augustinus concludes, his mind is enslaved by the four passions which distract and disturb him. Hence Franciscus' inner split, 16 his dissatisfaction with being imperfect and his impotence in the face of it. To settle this internal war Franciscus has to begin with an accurate examination of his moral life.

---

15 In this, op. cit., vol. II, pp. 255-262.

16 In this, intima discordia, "p. 69. Similarly in the section on acedia: "intimius tumultus tue mentis," p. 120.
Throughout the entire second discourse, then, Augustinus and Franciscus analyze the latter's character step by step with reference to the seven deadly sins. This examination of conscience is carried over into the third discourse, where Augustinus singles out the two deepest and most serious wounds of Franciscus' soul: his desire for love and for glory. At this point Franciscus protests very strongly Augustinus' verdict; to him these desires are not sinful, but rather the nobilissimi effectus of his soul.\(^{17}\) Franciscus' opposition makes for a lively, argumentative debate, but he is finally convinced of the folly of his craving for literary fame and for the love of an unattainable woman. After discussing various remedies for such psychic maladies, Franciscus appears to be full of good intentions. But he will first attend to his earthly business and only after that devote himself to higher tasks. Augustinus realizes that the discussion has returned to where it started: "You speak of the impossible, where only your good will is lacking."\(^{18}\)

It has long been recognized that the Augustinus of the dialogue is not the Church Father who advises Petrarch with authority, nor a representative of medieval Christianity who debates with the representative of modern humanism, but that both speakers are parts

\(^{17}\) p. 152 and 144.
\(^{18}\) p. 214.
of the same mind. The Secretum, therefore, not only has illa
intestina discordia for its theme but uses it as its structural
principle. It dramatizes, in other words, the dialogue of the mind
with itself.

Most important for our purposes is the fact that the ex-
amination of Franciscus' moral behavior proceeds according to the
pattern of the seven deadly sins. The two speakers analyze Fran-
ciscus' life with respect to pride (superbia), envy (invidia),
averse,20 gluttony (gula), wrath (ira), lechery (lussuria), and
sloth (acidia). The sequence of the sins (SIAIGIL) does not follow
the mere common schemes (SIIASIL or SAILIGI), but we know that
throughout the Middle Ages the order of the sins was never unchang-
ingly fixed.21 It is worth noting that, as soon as Augustine pro-
poses to show Franciscus the host of spiritual enemies around him,
he thinks of, and organizes, these "enemies" in terms of the seven
deadly sins. Franciscus, likewise, follows the same pattern when,
for example, he turns from discussing superbia to invidia. It is

19This does not preclude, of course, the possibility that within
the same mind Christianity is debating against humanism; cf. Tatham,
op. cit., vol. II, pp. 233 and 239.

20This vice is introduced as "serum temporalium appetitus" and
includes ambition.

21 Cf. H. W. Blosfeldt, The Seven Deadly Sins ([East Lan-
ing], 1952), passim.
clear that both speakers presuppose as a matter of course that an examination of conscience has to be made in terms of the seven chief vices.

Adherence to the conventional scheme, however, does not lead Petrarch to a mechanical treatment of the vices. What has been said of numerous medieval "confessions"—that they are wholesale self-accusations of guilt in all the sins and, thus, devoid of personal, autobiographic reference—does not apply to the 

*Geberium.* The "psychograph" which merges at the end of the second dialogue is that of an individual who is much plagued by some, and totally free from other defects. Moreover, the vices are applied to Francisca's particular character and his individual form of existence. When Augustinus and Francisca discuss *superbia,* for example, they speak about the scholar's pride in knowledge, eloquence, and physical appearance. Similarly, *avaricia* appears in the form of the bustling activity of the humanist, who claims that he has to be busy for the sake of his friends and in order to earn his living, but who is finally convinced that the motives of his constant busyness are ambition and desire of fame. The application of the sin scheme to

---

22 Cf. the vernacular penitential lyrics, in which the speaker confesses himself guilty of all possible sins and crimes (see above, chapter V, p. 162) and Georg Hisch, *Geschichte der Autobiographie,* vol. II, part 1, second half (Frankfurt, 1955), pp. 465 ff.

23 Francisca is free from envy, gluttony, and wrath.
an individual character and his behavior becomes most personal in
the third discourse, where no longer Everyman's vices are discussed,
but Petrarch's hunger for amor et gloria.

These aspects of seriousness, individuality, and personal
experience which characterize Petrarch's use of the pattern of the
seven sins are, of course, also reflected in the last vice of the
second discourse: acedia. Franciscus confesses that he has been
often and heavily tormented by this "pest," so that he shudders at
the mere mention of its name. It is a sadness (tristitia) which
makes everything appear hard, miserable, and horrible and which
leads souls to despair and perdition. While other vices may attack
frequently, but only for a short time, acedia is a "tenacious
plague" that keeps people in its grip for entire days and nights.
But the peak of its wickedness is that the sufferer feeds with a
dark craving upon his tears and pains; he relishes acedia so much
that he is loath to leave it.

Augustinus asks what causes such sorrow—the passing of
temporal things, the suffering of the body, or an injury from bitter
Fortune? Franciscus replies that his acedia is not caused by any
single stroke of Fortune but is the result of a concurrence of sev-
eral mishaps. It springs from the cumulative discouragement which
the consideration of the present miseries of life, the remembrance
of past labors, and the fear of the future jointly produce. This
depression leads to a general "hatred and contempt for the human
Franciscus suffers from a total lack of joy; everything displeases him, his own good as much as that of others. *Anxiety* therefore, means, first of all, dissatisfaction with Fortune. Augustinus counsels Franciscus to look at others who are less fortunate than he and to consider the drawbacks of an advanced position. Franciscus agrees and promises to be humble, even though his modesty might be mistaken by his contemporaries for indolence and cowardice. The subject touched upon here—the moral evaluation of the pursuit of fame—is left for discussion in the following discourse. Franciscus' *Anxiety* is not really sadness about other people's better fortune; rather, it is the sadness caused by his own mishaps, by fear about the future, and by the necessity to live for others—all of which keep him from ever enjoying "the sweetness derived from the gifts of Fortune."  

Augustinus points out the childishness of complaining in this way at conditions which, after all, are universal and inalterable. Franciscus accepts this rebuke. He passes lightly over the sorrow that may arise from contemplating mortality and the heaviness of the body. But then he lingers on the broun of his life (*vitae nec tedie*) and his daily disgust with the ugliness and noise of the city. Everything there nauseates him: the stinking streets full of dirty

---

24 P. 106.
25 P. 116.
26 P. 120.
pigs and wild dogs; the slanging of wheels that shakes the walls; the spectacle of people of all descriptions, bartering and begging with shouts. If God would only save him from this shipwreck, because it is like hell. Augustinus dryly remarks that his complaint is levelled against living in a spot unfit for studies. Franciscus' mind could not be moved by outward disturbances if he had peace within him. To achieve this, he should read treatises on peace of mind and take notes as spiritual medicine against all vices, particularly against accidia.

At first sight, of course, this accidie and its cure are very different from the vice described by Evagrius, Thomas, or handbooks for confession. But several facets of Petrarch's accidie are very similar to, and even verbally identical with, branches of accidie as we have seen them develop in Latin and vernacular treatments of the sins from the thirteenth century on. The phenomena of sorrow (tristitia, pp. 106 and 126), depression, boredom and disgust with life (tedio, fastidium, p. 120), general dissatisfaction and joylessness ("tua semita tibi despliciunt," pp. 110 and 116), and the tendency to despair ("semper ad desperationem vinum," p. 108), are common to both. The difference lies in the fact that Petrarch conceived of

27 Augustinus refers to Seneca's Ep. ad Lucilium, [56], and De tranquillitate animi, and to Cicero's Third Tuscan Disputation, p. 136.

28 A fine parallel, in the realm of humanistic or secular ethics, to Evagrius' loci impeachment; cf. ch. i, pp. 56-57.
these states in terms of "the human condition." Francesco is saddened by the many times Fortuna has given him and by the niggardly treatment he receives from her; his anxiety is caused by the instability of life and the uncertainty of the future; and he grumbles at not being able to pursue his studies in silence and unperturbed leisure. We may well sneer at this man for his touchiness which makes a molehill of a personal grudge into a mountain of a universal evil. What matters is that Petrarch's oversensitivity—another aspect also of the deadly sin—shakes against conditions incompatible with his existence as a scholar and man of letters. The difference between Petrarchian and the common medieval ascetic, therefore, lies not in the actual mental states or psychological characteristics of this vice, but in their causes.

Before pursuing this idea any further, we must look at Petrarch's supposedly "humanistic" conception of the vice. The discussion of asceticism in the Secratum, begins with the phrase: "... quaedam pastis animi, quan ascetism modeni, veteres agritudinem dixerunt." In other words, Francesco identifies the medieval vice with the passion of ascetismo (distress, sorrow, or pain), one of the four principal affects of the soul in Stoic thought. Ciceren, the

---

29In Middle English progenies of sloth this branch goes by different names (anger, drowsiness, heaviness); cf. above, ch. III, pp. 104 and 121, and ch. IV, pp. 146-147.
30P. 106.
31The doctrine of the four principal affects, a major element in Stoic teaching, has sometimes been connected with the genesis of the
main mediator of Stoic teaching to the Romans, discussed extensively both the doctrine of the four affects and, especially, *speritudo* in his third Tuscanian disputation. In Christian literature this principal affect came to be called *tristitia*, at least from Augustine on. 52 The confused relationships between the affect *tristitia*, the Evagrian-Cassianic vice *tristitia*, and *acedia* have been discussed earlier. 53 We observed that for Thomas Aquinas *acedia* clearly was a species of the affect *tristitia*, and that Thomas followed a tradition of Stoic origin, too. Petrarch’s equation of *acedia* with *speritudo* is, therefore, a good medieval tradition, except for his use of the Ciceroonian term.

This amounts to affirming the absolutely “medieval” basis for Petrarch’s *acedia*. Philosophically, the “malady” is firmly anchored in the conventional scholastic context of the passions. As a matter of fact, in this respect Petrarch is much less “modern” than Boccaccio, whose combining of *acedia* with the Aristotelian idea of anger diverges widely from Thomas and popular teaching. On the other hand, the psychological phenomena covered by Petrarch’s *acedia* can also, as I have shown, be found among the conventional branches of the

scheme of the eight principal vices among the Desert Fathers; cf. ch. I, p. 32.


53 Cf. ch. II, pp. 94 ff.
sin of ascidia. Where Petrarch differs from conventional teaching is in the factors that cause these phenomena. The deadly sin of sloth comes from the flesh or the devil; its ultimate roots are the lack of felt religious emotion, the feeling that one makes no progress in the spiritual life, and the boredom with the monotony of prayer, meditation, or attendance at Mass as soon as these practices fail to lift one's heart. In Petrarch, ascidia is the sorrow which originates in the consideration of the miseries of "the human condition," both personal and universal, and in the meditation on the instability of life seen under the rule of fickle Fortune. We are, I believe, not guilty of distorting Petrarch's thought or underestimating his originality when we consider his concept of ascidia merely another secularized form of the medieval vice. However, in contrast to Guarini or Lydgate, Petrarch's conception of ascidia possesses the force which comes from a unified and personal view. It is not the playful adaptation of a theological concept to the game of courtly love, but the sincere and serious attempt to measure personal experience and sentiment with the help of a conventional concept and a fixed pattern of

5P. 106. It should be noted that mortality occupies a very minor place among the causes of Petrarch's sorrow. On the contrary, Augustinus recommends the thought of death as a strong remedy against Franciscus' wounds, including ascidia (pp. 48 and 206 ff.), and Franciscus himself is familiar with this conventional religious exercise (p. 58). In comparing Petrarch's ascidia with Renaissance melancholy and nineteenth-century melancholy this observation is of importance.
thought. That the concept breaks and becomes, as it were, liquefied in evidence of the power contained in Petrarch's individual experience.

I think, therefore, that scholars are, when they speak of Petrarch's "idealizing" the medieval concept of senedia. Surely, senedia in the Boccaccio is consistently treated as an enemy of the soul and not, as Friedrich will have it, as a "condition for contemplation." It would, indeed, be a grave misunderstanding of the text to see in Petrarch's exaltation of senedia a glorification of humanistic sentiment. Petrarch may not speak of his love of Laura and of Ficino, his ambition and his senedia as deadly sins; but they certainly are for him (or at least for the medieval half of his mind, if we can make this distinction), vices, that is, forces which disturb his inner calm and keep him from reaching the actualization of his highest potentialities. To think of Petrarch's senedia as an "idealization" of the medieval vice seems, therefore, to miss the intention of the Senecian and also to misunderstand the nature of the medieval senedia rather badly. Indeed, scholars who have written in these terms betray a very confused knowledge of what senedia meant to medieval man. In Thomas as well as popular catechisms the vice is

---

36 See, Zecher, loc. cit.
36a Or. pp. 65 ff.
37 Friedrich, op. cit., p. 174.
certainly not merely a "gloomy brooding" or "indolent dullness"; such terms carry strong connotations of innate stupidity and laziness, and the quoted scholars give the impression that they believe that it led to fruitless brooding and laziness naturally, so to speak. The medieval 

As an example of the attainment of the noblest and highest values in man's spiritual life, just as Petrarch's 

... was an impediment to the humanist's noble and fruitful work of self-development and of self-expression.

What scholars have been rightly, however, is the newness of the sentiment. The identity of many aspects in Petrarch's 

... with branches of the rice... cloth must not deceive us as to postulate the full identity of the two concepts. Petrarch's 

... is no longer a theological term, is no longer the deadly sin. It stands for the humanist's distress about the unstable conditions of life, his disgust with the ugly and the common, his social and personal frustrations. It may, ultimately, include the sadness of being unable to calm the "inner war" by concentration and thought. This sadness, however, must not be confused with the Intestina discordia

---


59 Zechler, loc. cit.

40 Augustinus counsels: "... precipuesque adversus hanc, de quae multa in diu liquidam, postum, aliquid semper existiga," Sagramiun, p. 126.
itself, with the split in Petrarch's character. The "inner war," as the topic of the entire treatise, constitutes Petrarch's total sentiment, of which accidie is only a part. Petrarch's experience of the "inner war" resembles strongly what St. Paul and St. Augustine have said of the struggle within them. But if we compare the three men, we find confirmed, in a larger context, what we have said before of Petrarch's accidie: Petrarch's view of the intestine discordia was not theological, but humanistic.

I am, therefore, inclined to see in Petrarch's accidie a very personal, secularized, and humanistic form of what fundamentally still is the medieval vice. Its discussion within the framework of the seven deadly sins, its conventional connection with the affect of acedia or tristitia, and the verbal identity of its symptoms with branches of sloth convince me that Petrarch had, indeed, the medieval accidie in mind when he wrote his Confessions.

After postulating such a close affinity for Petrarch's accidie with the conventional concept of the vice, I turn now to the second half of my question, in what way Petrarch's accidie may be considered as a transitional stage between the deadly sin and

---

42 Rom. 7:14 ff., and Confessiores, VIII, 10.
melancholy. Panofsky, in his famous study of Dürer's Melancolia I, has claimed that Petrarch "felt himself as a melancholy type," but that he still called his melancholy ascidia because the humor had not yet reached the noble position it was to hold with the humanists. This assumes, of course, a certain identification of the vice with the humor—at least in Petrarch's unconscious—and leads us to inquire into the nature of that possible relationship.

In Greek antiquity "melancholy" designated one of the humors of the body, black bile, which—differently from blood—was considered to be a rather unfortunate admixture in man's nature, causing various diseases and, at its worst, insanity. But already Aristotle distinguished between melancholy as a cause of disease and as the basis of a temper. In the latter case, melancholy is responsible for great and noble human characters, such as artists, philosophers, and statesmen. But this effect occurs only when the humor of melancholy exists in the right, well-balanced proportion. Too much or too little of it produces either insanity or depression. The idea that all great men were of melancholy temper was repeated by Cicero and is present in the writings of several medieval

---

46Problematik, 90, 1.
47"Aristoteles quidem ut causas ingeniros melancoliocos esse," Tusc., XXXIII, 80.
authors. However, for the medieval physician melancholy continued to be a disease, and this evil side of the humor seems to have been more prominent in the popular eye of the Middle Ages. In fifteenth-century almanacs, for example, the melancholic complexion is like earth, autumn, and old age, and produces timidity, indolence, sadness, forgetfulness, sexual frigidity, and other defects of human nature. But about the same time the Italian humanists discovered in Aristotle that melancholy disposes men to a peculiar excitability and forms, thus, the complexion of most great men. The Florentine Neoplatonists, then, identified the furor melancholicon with Plato’s furor divinus and finally equated melancholy with genius. Ficino was a key figure in this development, and through his works Dürer became acquainted with the new humanistic conception of melancholy, which underlies his representation of the “humor” in his famous engraving. Renaissance melancholy is, therefore, the old temperament based upon the prevalence

---

48Panofsky-Saxl, op. cit., p. 20, cite Albertus Magnus, Alexander Neckham, and William of Auvergne.

49St. Jerome, also, considers melancholia more as a disease than as a mental or spiritual disturbance, in his advice about false monks. Ep. 123, 16 (Pl 22:1082).

50Panofsky-Saxl, op. cit., pp. 23-24. The authors quote from a German almanac of 1495.


52Melancholia I, of 1514.
of black bile in the body but now positively evaluated as the disposition of great and noble men.55

This "harmolization"54 of melancholy would, of course, have affected the sin of . . . and . . . in the Middle Ages been closely connected with the pre-humanistic melancholy. Such does not seem to have been the case. On the contrary, when the four humors are discussed in relation to the seven deadly sins, quite different connections are made. Most commonly, the melancholy humor is held responsible for the sin of wrath. The Book of Vices and Virtues, in describing the deadly sins among the four complexions, states that the melancholy person is most open to attacks of envy and "anger of herte."55 Similarly, The remedy avoyst the troubles of temptasyns, a treatise by Rolle or a member of his school, says: "for there as be [the devil] fyndeth a man full of melancholys56 he tempteth hym most with ghoestely temptasyns of ire."57 While the melancholy complexion is sometimes said to make a man slow and "heavy," I have found

55For the history of melancholy see, besides Panofsky's two works, Lawrence Babb, The Elizabethan Malady. A Study of Melancholia in English Literature from 1580 to 1642 (East Lansing, 1951).
54Panofsky-Saxl, op. cit., p. 32.
56MS. Harl. 1706 has, " . . . of humours of melancholy . . . ."
57The remedy avoyst the troubles of temptasyns, ed. Wynkyn de Worde (1508, 1519), IV, II, 109. In other texts the humor of melancholy is also responsible for other vices, such as covetousness, malice, "heaviness," and envy.
no text that would make it responsible for the sin of sloth. In
contrast, Anglia-cloth (along with gluttony) is the proper sin of
the phlegmatic temper.58

Moreover, the same relation between melancholy and anger
is made in treatments of the deadly sins. In Middle English texts
"melancoly" is frequently a species or branch of wrath. This seems
to be a late development. Psalter's Speculum Virtutum does not
mention melancholia among the offspring of Ira, nor does Frère
Lose's Speculum De Habi neither do we find this branch in their
Middle English successors, Armida d'Amic: The Book of Fles and Virtues,59
and Jacob's Hall. But Armida d'Amic, following a different tradition,
mentions "melancoly" as a light form of anger (lines 3709-14), and
Gower's Mirror as L'ange presents Melancoly as the first branch of
Ira, giving it the servants Offense, Impatience, Irritation, and Prov-
ocation (lines 3833 ff.). The Confessio Amantis likewise lists

58 So in The Book of Fles and Virtues, EETS, 217, p. 156; John
Gower, Mirror as L'ange, lines 14,767 ff., in G. G. Macaulay (ed.),
The Confessio Works of John Gower, vol. 1 (Oxford, 1889); Gower,
Confessio Amantis, VII, 413 ff., in Macaulay, op. cit., vol. III
(Oxford, 1901); Speculum Speciophilicale, ed. Edward H. Whiteley,
Noble MacCracken (ed.), The Major Poems of John Lydgate, part II,
EETS, 192 (London, 1934), p. 751. But notice one example of melanc-
choly linked to Anglia, in Bleefield, op. cit., p. 430, n.61. Pro-
fessor Bleefield's statement that this connection "seems more logi-
cal" reflects the modern misconception of the relation between Anglia
and melancholy.

59 In this tradition the idea that intellectuals are melancholy
seems to have been known. The Book of Fles and Virtues, for example,
condemns "many ostle men and curious and melancolic" for indulging
in vain rational inquiries; EETS, 217, p. 280.
Melancholie as the first species of Ire or Wrath, which "wele as an angry beaste loue." 60

The use of "melancholie" as a branch or form of wrath is also quite frequent among the English mystics of the fourteenth century and almost seems characteristic of their writings. The Cheffishing of God's Children, for example, when treating the seven deadly sins, says: "Ayens wrathes and melanchlie or spices thereof . . ." 61 Hilton particularly emphasizes "melancholy" several times with anger and envy: for example, love "has great power to destroy anger, envy, melancholy, and all the passions that come in their train." 62 Wrath and melancholy are frequently juxtaposed: "then shalt no more be stirred by it [a harmful word or deed] to wrath or melancholy . . ." 63

The evidence which I have been able to collect from vernacular texts shows that during the Middle Ages the term "melancholy" was not directly related to, or ever identified with, ascetic and sloth. Yet, when we come to the end of the medieval period we notice

60 Contemplative Anguish, III, 27 ff.


a peculiar overlapping of the semantic fields of the two concepts. This can be easily demonstrated by juxtaposing Boccaccio's description of *accidia* with a passage from the *Kalender of Shewarde*. Boccaccio's *acciadia,* we saw, had included many wrong attitudes in man's social and business life which might lead a modern reader to think of melancholy (especially the branches of *acciadia* concerning the *stil morali*). On the other hand, the following "character" of the melancholy complexion might, for a medieval reader, have easily evoked the picture of Sloth:

The melancholy hath nature of arthe / colds and drye / he is hom / mostous / baddyter / malysyans / and simle. His wyne is of the hogge / for when he is drunken / he desyveth slepe / and to lye downe / and he loueth cloths of blake coloura.\(^6^3\)

In the later Middle Ages, therefore, the dividing lines between the two 'diseases' are very blurred. *Accidia* and melancholy possessed many symptoms in common, both physiological and psychological.

This overlapping of the concepts is still more pronounced in respect to the peculiar details. For one thing, both were connected with the same planet, Saturn. Already in the (possibly Gnostic) myth of the descent of the human soul through the planet spheres, in each of which the soul receives a particular vice,\(^6^6\)

\(^{64}\) See above, ch. V, p. 206.

\(^{65}\) The *Kalender of Shewarde* [1518], ch. 41.

\(^{66}\) See above, ch. I, p. 52.
Saturn contributes sloth.\textsuperscript{57} This effect of the planet on man's moral disposition was common lore in the later Middle Ages. The Middle English treatise \textit{Templum Domini}, for example, states that each sin has a planet "to help hym sy" and links Sloth to Saturn.\textsuperscript{68} The parallel connection of the planet with melancholy is well known from Dürer's engraving and Panofsky's study of its history.\textsuperscript{69}

Another point of close contact between \textit{acedia} and melancholy is their iconography. In interpreting Dürer's \textit{Melancholia I} Panofsky has shown that the posture of the personified mood is modeled after characteristic representations of \textit{acedia} or Sloth dating from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Both abstractions are personified as a female figure in a sitting position with her head resting on her hand. Panofsky explains this connection by pointing out that the fourteenth-century artist who wanted to depict the four temperaments had no direct iconographic tradition to work with and turned to the only form of graphic representation of human characters then in existence—the seven deadly sins.\textsuperscript{70} From popular

\textsuperscript{57}Servius' commentary to Virgil's \textit{Aenid}, VI, 714: "torporum Saturni."

\textsuperscript{68}\textit{Templum Domini}, lines 571-572, in Roberta D. Cornelius, \textit{The Figurative Castle} (Bryn Mawr, 1950), pp. 90 ff.

\textsuperscript{69}Or. also Lyly's play \textit{The Woman in the Moon} (1595), where Saturn says: "I shall install such melancholy mood . . ." (1, 1, 144)

\textsuperscript{70}Panofsky, \textit{Dürer}, vol. I, p. 159.
pictures of the vices he took, as his model for Melancholy, the representation of Sloth, because "the main characteristic of the melancholy man in popular medieval writing was gloominess and drowsiness." Consequently, the typical fourteenth-century representation of Melancholy is that of a person indulging in sinful sleep.\footnote{Ibid., p. 160.}

We are faced, therefore, with the curious situation that in the later Middle Ages the concept of melancholy touched that of ascetic in many places; the concepts even overlap in several respects. Yet we cannot say—as I have argued earlier—that they were directly connected with each other or even identified. How can we, then, picture to ourselves the relationship between the two? Rather than imagining a gradual change of the vice into the shape of the humanist's humor, I believe we should think of the two concepts as elements in two different patterns of thought that were used for similar purposes. Panofsky finally conceived of ascetic and melancholy—or better, of the slothful and the melancholy man—as parts of two entirely different systems of classifying human types. The slothful belonged to the system which categorized sinful human behavior in terms of moral theology: the seven deadly sins; while the melancholy person was part of a new attempt to classify human characters on the basis of physiological and psychological traits, disregarding moral evaluation: the scheme of the four humors. By the sixteenth century
the new charaterological pattern had triumphed over the moral-
theological system. This development is, of course, only one
aspect of the momentous change in the intellectual history of Europe
which we call the Renaissance. It may, among other things, have
been responsible for the disappearance of the concept Aedia after,
approximately, 1500.

I believe that Panofsky's idea throws much light upon late
medieval thought and what might have been the relation between aedia
and melancholy. Obviously, many aspects of the medieval vice were
contained within, or passed into, the complexion. But this continu-
ity was at best partial and should by no means be thought of as a
wholesale absorption of the vice into the humor. Least of all should
one think of a mere change of names for what essentially remained the
same concept. Aedia (even in Petrarch's secularized form) and
Renaissance melancholia are quite different things, in spite of the
various points of contact and similarities. It is easy to detect the
common aspects, such as gloominess, inactivity, or boredom with life.75

---


73 A complete study of the relations between aedia and melan-
cholia would call for a careful analysis of symptoms common to both
"diseases." But the symptoms of humanistic melancholy are, by the
very nature of the humor, so confusingly manifold and antithetical—
as any reader of Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy will readily concede
—that a comparison of the two based on common symptoms is rather
futile.
Yet in the totality of each concept these aspects have their own flavor and, when seen within their proper context, build up two very different ideas.
CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

The foregoing investigation of Petrarch's accidie answers in part my original question about the precise nature of the relationship between accidie and modern melancholy which is so often affirmed. The philological analysis of the terms reveals that a straight development of the concept of accidie via Petrarch's accidie and Renaissance melancholia to nineteenth-century Neltzheimer cannot be demonstrated. But perhaps it is possible to show that these various terms ultimately are related in so far as they refer to concepts which reflect some kind of common experience. In this concluding chapter I will, after summing up the results of my study of the concept accidie in the Middle Ages, make a few suggestions concerning the possible connections between the medieval vice and modern sentiments of melancholy.

The concept of accidie, as the sin of spiritual sloth, was formed among the Egyptian desert monks during the third or fourth century. Although the term can be found in classical Greek authors and the Septuagint, its meaning there is general and has no direct reference to a moral fault. It is only in patristic writings which collect the experience and wisdom of those who, for the love of God,
had withdrawn to the monastic colonies around Thessal and in the
mountains of Nitria and Sebta, that ascedia appears as the temptation
of spiritual torpor. The picture we have gathered from various his-
torics and sayings of the Desert Fathers and from the works of
Evagrius Ponticus is rich and complex. It already contains all the
aspects that characterize ascedia through the entire Middle Ages;
ascedia is a member of the series of chief vices by which man is
tempted and hindered on his way to spiritual perfection; it is,
fundamentally, weariness and boredom with religious exercises and,
thus, affects both body and mind; and it leads to despair and the
abandonment of one's highest goals. Spiritual weariness is the root
of many evil fruits; already in Evagrius we find a great variety of
symptoms of this vice, to which the later Middle Ages added little
that was substantially new.

The concept, then, did not undergo any essential develop-
ment or transformation in the medieval period. Yet it remained
alive as a category in the classification and evaluation of human
behavior. Until the end of the fifteenth century, ascedia continued
to be thought about and to be adapted, with more or less success, to
ew situations. Gregory the Great's exclusion of ascedia from the
list of vices may represent a doubt in his mind as to the adaptability
of the term to non-monastic behavior. But following centuries must
have realized that the essence of ascedia applied to all states of
life and that the concept was extremely useful for moral theology.
Consequently, from Cassian on we witness many attempts to adapt, to
systematise, and to secularise it.

The living conditions among hermits and cenobites of the
Egyptian desert had been very different from those of Benedictine
monks and—ever more radically—from those of Christian lay folk.
As moral direction had gradually to be given to a wider variety of
men, distinguished by professional, social, and educational differ-
ences, the concept of *s操ia* began to include a progressively greater
variety of forms of spiritual negligence. The multitude of possible
phenomena, then, had to be systematised and arranged in a form which
could be easily remembered by the preacher and without difficulty
grasped by the common layman. The use of fixed schemes and allegory
helped greatly when *s操ia* became an element in widespread popular
instruction. Finally, with the birth—or, perhaps, better, the in-
creased assertion—of moral thought outside Christian theology, the
concept and the system to which it belonged were tentatively adapted
to not exclusively religious or spiritual faults (Langland, Boccaccio,
Petrarch) or were playfully transposed into an entirely different code
of behavior (Gower).

These changes and adaptations consisted, as I have tried
to show, not in absolutely original innovations, but only in a partial
widening of meaning or in differences of emphasis. Likewise, the
different views we have gained of the concept from considering dif-
ferent literary forms do not show marked contrasts in the idea of
aedia, but rather a variety of aspects which, in the works we have analyzed, received greater or lesser emphasis. This wide variety, of course, reveals the great complexity of the term. Medieval aedia embraced a bewildering number of faults and wrong attitudes, ranging from sheer laziness to spiritual dryness and loss of faith. I am stressing this point so much because, in the past, scholars and critics have frequently overlooked the complexity and have proposed, instead, a rather one-sided and narrow conception of aedia. But it is incorrect, for example, to consider aedia merely as a physical malaise, brought on by hunger, heat, and a depressing landscape. Of course, spiritual weariness and boredom can have their causes in physiological malfunctions or simple physical strain. But medieval authors were frequently very careful to distinguish aedia from normal exhaustion.

Similarly, aedia is sometimes verbally equated with laziness (pigritia), but full treatments of the vice make it clear beyond doubt that for the medieval mind aedia was much more than

---

1 Callois, for example, comes very close to this position when he compares the physical effects of aedia to sunstroke: "Les démons de midi," Revue de l'histoire des religions, CKVI (1957), 51 ff. Similarly, F. Alphandery's excellent study, "De quelques documents médiévales relatifs à des états psychasthéniques," Journal de Psychologie Normale et Pathologique, XXVI (1929), 765-767, greatly emphasizes the medical aspects of aedia.

2 E.g., Thomas Aquinas, Caeser of Heisterbach, and Jacob's Well; see above, ch. II, p. 76, and ch. III, p. 122.
plain insolence or 'lack of business enterprise.' On the other hand, it is equally wrong to consider aecedia exclusively as the occupational disease of the monk, as the temptation of the solitary life par excellence. True, the concept was born among solitaries and continued to refer to temptations that were characteristic of the monastic life, especially when aecedia is described in writings directed to monks and nuns. But in more general works—both the Summa of St. Thomas and works for popular instruction—aecedia covers spiritual dryness and boredom of the cell side by side with the neglect of attending Mass on Sunday. It was a common temptation of monk and peasant, of bishop, feudal lord, and kitchenmaid. Before aecedia all men were equal.

The inclusion of such extreme phenomena as sluggishness on the one hand and spiritual dryness on the other—both effects of the same vice of sloth—reflects the doctrine of the three stages on man's ascetic and mystic way. On the lowest level, that of purification, aecedia appears as the temptation not to fulfill what is demanded by God and the Church: attendance at Mass, confession, prayer,

---


4So L. Bourguin: "L'aecedia demeure solitaire...ce drame intérieur se passe dans le silence de la cellule." La Chaire française au XIIIe siècle d'après les manuscrits (Paris, 1879), p. 344.
penance, good works, etc. In contrast, on the two higher planes (illumination and union) *sedia* takes on the subtler forms of lack of devotion and "heyneness." This explains why different aspects are emphasized in the different contexts we have examined. "Devotional" literature, directed to lay people, would naturally place these aspects of *sedia* in the foreground by which the average Christian breaks a commandment. Mystical treatises, on the other hand, would speak of branches of *sedia* which hinder the spiritually more advanced person from fulfilling the precepts. But in both cases the same temptation is at work, or—to use psychological-allegorical terms—the same root—sin sprouts.

In the fourteenth century this clearly defined idea in Christian moral theology began to be secularized. Several of its phenomena were extended to non-religious behavior. The neglect of spiritual duties, for example, began to include secular duties, and in Petrarch the absence of spiritual joy became the incapacity to enjoy anything, especially the gifts of Fortune. In view of these developments the imposing question arises why, after approximately the middle of the fifteenth century, the concept was not further secularized and adapted to new philosophical and moral attitudes and beliefs. With the Renaissance the term *sedia* disappeared almost completely. Today it lives only in Latin catechisms and a few essays of literary critics. What accounts for its death?

5In catechisms of modern European languages the (seventh) deadly sin is designated by terms that are not related to *sedia*, such as: *sloth, Treulosigkeit, paresse* (and other forms derived from Latin *pigritia*).
I believe the answer lies in the fact that *acedia* was so firmly anchored in the schema of the seven deadly sins. When we examined various types of medieval literature, we were repeatedly compelled to observe that *acedia* occurs predominantly in treatments or lists of the seven cardinal sins. This is true from Evagrius to St. Thomas, and from Dante to Chaucer, Dunbar, and Lydgate. Indeed, the passages where *acedia* alone is mentioned by name and described at some length are extremely rare. Often, behavior and attitudes are depicted which appear to be very similar to *acedia*, but the authors do not use this term. This can only mean that throughout the Middle Ages *acedia* was a highly technical term, an element in moral theology, closely linked to the schema of the deadly sins.

Consequently, the term referred to a cardinal sin and carried with it a strongly negative moral-theological evaluation. The word *acedia*, so to speak, was not merely a descriptive, but an evaluative noun. With the gradual supplanting, in Western Europe, of Christian theology by other systems of thought and belief, the term *acedia* also had to go because of its strong connotations. Attitudes that had been summarized under *acedia* were now considered as separate entities, not stemming from the same root (laziness, boredom, dryness), and many of these phenomena were no longer evaluated as evil, but as morally indifferent or even as positive states (especially so the pensive sadness of melancholy).
The fact that the medieval concept of *aneuria* drew its life from moral theology and the system of the seven cardinal sins is of prime importance in appraising its relationship with melancholy. In the following paragraphs I will focus upon a few major aspects of the modern concept of melancholy and try to distinguish it from medieval *aneuria*.

In the last chapter we observed that, although both *aneuria* and Renaissance melancholia referred to similar states of sadness and depression, *melancholia* belonged to an entirely different system of classifying human behavior and types. It was part of the characterological approach, based on the idea that 'typical' attitudes and forms of behavior were conditioned by the prevalence of certain humors of the body. Physical and psychological typology is still flourishing in our own century, as the works of E. Spranger, Kretschmer, and Jung show. In Kretschmer's system, for example, melancholy is the typical malady of the manic-depressive temperament, or the cyclothymic character. A modern textbook of psychiatry\(^7\) considers melancholy as one of the alternating forms of the manic-depressive psychosis; the latter is an endogenous disease and is based upon the hereditary labile equilibrium between the sympathetic and the parasympathetic

---


\(^7\)Gottfried Buhl, *Neurologie and Psychiatrie*, third ed. (Munich, 1934).
nervous systems. Ita symptoms are: depressive states (sadness, anxiety); diminution of self-confidence with feelings of inferiority; inability to make decisions; decrease of the instinctual life so that the drive for self-preservation turns into a drive for suicide; insomnia, obstipation, and other phenomena of vegetative malfunction; easy fatigue. Modern psychopathology has, thus, restricted the term melancholy to the negative side of the manic-depressive psychosis, while the Renaissance melancholia seems to have included states of elation as well as depression. Both cases, however, are distinguished from medieval melancholia in that they are pathological, based upon the structure of the human body, and excluding moral evaluation.

But 'melancholy' represents more to the twentieth-century mind than a term from medical or psychological handbooks. It belongs as much, if not more, to the fields of literature and intellectual history. Melancholy has been one of the main constituents of romantic feeling and literature and has become one of the most important factors in men's attitude toward life, the world, and himself, throughout the nineteenth and in our own century. This concept is so complex and many-colored that a comprehensive analysis is out of

---

8 Ibid., pp. 451-452.

9 Ibid., p. 455. It should be noted that Braid distinguishes from this "endogenous psychosis" what he calls "psychogenic depressions," that is, states of dejection and sorrow which have no physiological cause but spring from mental or emotional factors, "experiences," pp. 303-304.
the question here. I will, in order to have some basis for a comparison with acedia, limit myself to considering modern melancholy in three very specific, yet representative contexts.

Keats's famous Ode, written in 1819, presents melancholy as the sublime lyrical sentiment of the "romantic" poet. The experience of sorrow, or "the wakeful anguish of the soul," is here considered—in opposition to Burton, when Keats was reading when he composed his ode—not as something negative which ought to be fled or dreamed, but as a positive emotion which should be embraced and indulged in to the highest degree of man's capability. Melancholy is an emotion accessible only to the highly sensitive individual, to the most refined taste. And it is engendered by the enjoyment of beauty—"beauty that must die." It is, in other words, the sorrow at the passing of beauty and the transitoriness of all joy, but a sorrow which the romantic enjoys for its own sake. The positive evaluation of this sentiment alone puts it in sharp contrast to the medieval acedia. Moreover, the person suffering from acedia had no appreciation for beauty and was absolutely joyless, according to the definitions by St. Thomas, Dante, and John Burkel.\textsuperscript{10} Even Petrarch's acedia, often declared to anticipate romantic melancholy, is directly opposed to Keats's sentiment. At the end of the third discourse in the \textit{Sermones}, Augustine recommends meditations on the mortality of

\textsuperscript{10}See above, ch. II, pp. 73 ff., ch. XIII, p. 117, and ch. V, pp. 174 ff.
man and the beauties of Creation (including the setting stars and the decay of palaces) as the most powerful remedy against sensuality.

Very different from this lyrical sentiment of romantic poets is the form of "modem" melancholy which is born of philosophical doubt. Max Weber, in his epoch-making essay, "The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism," defended the thesis that the great scientific and social changes since the Renaissance are partially rooted in a new attitude toward work, and that this attitude is a direct outcome of Protestant ethics. Calvin's doctrine of predestination led to the corollary that success in the world might be taken as evidence—as the only possible evidence here on earth—whether an individual was "chosen" or not. On the other hand, as Scheler suggested, Calvin's doctrine deprived man of any cooperation in the shaping of his eternal destiny. Man was, consequently, free to direct his energies to secular work, since "working for heaven" was pointless. Work in the world, then, became the object of life. At the same time, devotion to secular work could act as a narcotic to soften the individual's constant doubt about his salvation.\(^{13}\)

---


But what would happen if the drug no longer proved potent? Certainly, man would be suddenly faced with the purposelessness of life and be driven to listless inactivity. This state, indeed, resembles the listlessness and indolence of the slothful very closely. But we must not overlook that the negative value inherent in the concept *aedia* presupposes faith in the spiritual validity of human effort. The medieval churchmen had taught that, as a bird is born to fly, so man is born to work, implying as a matter of course that the fulfillment of religious and secular duties would earn man eternal bliss. *Aedia* hindered man in fulfilling the fundamental purpose of his being and, thus, kept him from being what he was created for. ¹⁴ In contrast, the form of melancholy which grieves at the purposelessness of life is based upon doubt of the validity of one's striving. "Oui boni?" becomes, so to speak, the categorical question of all human action and behavior and receives no answer but a tearful shrug.

Sadness born from scepticism toward the value of human enterprise can, finally, assume larger metaphysical proportions and turn into a despairing inability to accept any religious or philosophical belief in some purposive order of the universe. This sentiment is well known to the general reader from the lives and works of men like Tennyson, Leopardi, Matthew Arnold, and numerous others.

William James, in *The Varieties of Religious Experience*, called it "religious melancholy" and demonstrated it with material from Tolstoy's *Confession*. From this angle, melancholy appears as the absolute disenchchantment with life; it is a profound sorrow born of the conviction that life is meaningless and absurd. Not only is the individual's salvation questionable, but the idea of an ordered and teleological cosmos has become doubtful. This extreme form of modern melancholy shows best, I think, the enormous contrast with *saudade*; the latter refers to a theologically negative force in a meaningful Creation; melancholy designates the sentiment of despair at metaphysical meaningless ness. While the *saudade* was driven to despair of his reaching a (spiritual) goal, the sufferer from modern melancholy doubts the very existence of such a goal.

And yet, after distinguishing so sharply between the two concepts, one may wonder if the respective states do not have, after all, much in common. Julian of Norwich writes in one place: "I was turned and left to myself in heaviness and weariness of my life, and ickness of myself, that I scarcely could have patience to live." The three terms employed here—heaviness, weariness of life, and ickness—are important branches in the popular discussions of

---


agapie; they also correspond closely with main aspects of Petrarch's accidia; and they have counterparts in modern melancholy: grief and sadness, tedious and burden of life (Leopardi's nenia, Baudelaire's mendi), and the feeling of being a burden to oneself. Yet, Julian's words refer to spiritual dryness. Could we, then, say that, looked at from a certain distance, the dividing lines between accidia, spiritual dryness, and melancholy disappear? I believe the answer is in the affirmative. The three concepts portray the same experience, but interpret it in different ways.

The common experience can be described in psychological terms as slackening of the psychic tension. Around noon, the Egyptian monks become spiritually exhausted from fasting and praying and fall into a deep boredom with their cell. Petrarch noticed the flagging of his mental concentration due to worrying about the stresses of Fortuna and being repulsed by the ugly surroundings in which he lived; the result was a general hatred against life and the "human condition." The modern thinker or poet also may experience a slackening of his mental and creative terms when the idea of life's absurdity suggests itself. In all three cases the experience of psychic atony leads to depression and despair. Beyond this common psychological, or even physiological, basis, however, I do not think the three phenomena are identical, nor do I want to suggest that demonic temptation, the withdrawal of God, or philosophical Mephisto are merely forms of rationalizing one's sleepiness.
It seems, rather, that the concepts of *necadie* and melancholy are different ways of coming to grips with, or interpreting the significance of, some basic spiritual experience of man. The differences are due to the cultural, philosophical, and religious orientation of the individual. The common experience consists ultimately, I believe, in the felt incongruity between the existence of some perfect state, some higher reality one believes in or hopes for, and the failure to attain it. If the insight into this split produces sorrow and the desire to give up, man is faced with *necadie* or melancholy. In the case of *necadie*, the "higher reality" is man's union with God; slackness in striving for it, in loving and searching for the divine good is considered to be man's own failure. Conversely, for romantic and philosophical melancholy the incongruity lies perhaps not so much in man as in nature or the universe. The romantic grieves that the perfect state of the permanence of beauty and pleasure is unrealizable. The nostalgically desired "higher reality" expressed in Nietzsche's lines

> Du sollst Lust will Deichtigkeit —,
> —will tiefe, tiefe Deichtigkeit!" ±

cannot be achieved, and the sensitive seeker is plunged into the deepest night of sorrow. Philosophical or "religious" melancholy, finally, arises when the rational and teleological order of life and the cosmos, as it is demanded by human reason, proves to be lacking. The universe becomes meaningless and even farcical.

±From "Das traurige Lied" in *Also sprach Zarathustra*. 
From this it is clear that both *aesthesia* and melancholy are significant phenomena of human experience only to the mind that, ultimately, believes in the existence of what I have vaguely called a "higher reality." Both states reflect the chasm between the ideal and reality, or the inner split between rational desire and one's capability of achievement. Victor Hugo was not totally wrong when he claimed that *melancholia* was born with the advent of Christianity.¹⁸ *Aesthesia* and melancholy are integral parts in the conviction that behind all phenomena some true reality exists. They are, furthermore, specific elements in the general idea that man is a sick being¹⁹ who needs spiritual care (whereby *aesthesia* is a spiritual disease²⁰) or some form of cultural or social advancement.

The idea that man—especially twentieth-century man—is old, spiritually diseased, or impotent is a commonplace in the literature of our age. Thomas Mann's *Sämisch is a case in point. In this  


²⁰P. Alphanería, sp. xii., noticed that Cassian repeatedly called *aesthesia* a morbus and took this as evidence that *aesthesia* was mostly a physical ailment. But in patristic and later theological literature *morbus* was quite often used to designate spiritual wounds or, more concretely, the passions. The metaphor corresponds to Christ's comparing Himself to a *medicus* (Matt. 9:12) and to the frequent representation of St. Paul as the spiritual physician (cf. Cassian, *Inst.*, X, 7). Already in Stoic writings the *aesthesia* had been commonly called *morbus*.

novel Sentecbrall collaborators in the compilation of an encyclopedia
an 'Social Pathology,' which rests on Beuveau's hypothesis that all
human suffering has its causes in society.21 If one adopted a broader
view and were to write a "Spiritual Pathology" of the same scope,
based on the idea that man is in essence ontologically imperfect or
'diseased,' the concepts of angina and melancholy would certainly
occupy large sections of primary importance. Such a study would also
have to reveal how, in contemporary literature, the temptation to
neglect the pursuit of spiritual duties and ideals, whatever they
are, has persisted and what metamorphoses it has undergone.22 That
the phenomenon of angina survives in modern life and literature can
here not be stated as a matter of proof, but only as a final sugges-
tion. What else than the temptation to spiritual sleep is it that,
for example, Tarrou, in Camus' The Plague, speaks about in his
confession to Dr. Mauz?

I know, . . . that each of us has the plague within
him; no one, no one on earth is free from it. And
I knew, too, that we must keep watch on
ourselves lest in a careless moment we breathe in
somebody's face and fasten the infection on him.
That's natural to the microbe. All the rest—
health, integrity, purity (if you like)—is a prod-
uct of the human will, of a vigilance that must

21 Thomas Mann, Buddenbrooks (Berlin, 1930), vol. I, pp. 414-415;

22 Dorothy L. Sayers suggested a series of modern equivalents
to medieval angina, such as tolerance of evil, disillusionment,
escapism, etc., in her translation of Dante's Inferno (Penguin
never fail. The good man, the man who infects
hardly anyone, is the man who has the fewest lapses
of attention. And it needs tremendous willpower, a
never ending tension of the mind, to avoid such
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